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MODERN 
RADIO OPERATION 

J. o. SMITH 

How Astounding 
Results Are Secured 

IN TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING 
EVERY RECEIVING AMATEUR can profit by the experience of J. O. 
Smith. 

EVERY TRANSMITTING AMATEUR can gain a great deal through 
his new book, "Modern Radio Operation," 
Practically all amateurs in America and many abroad have heard 2ZL and wondered how he gets his mar- 
velous results. Those who have been privileged to go over this station, owned and operated by J. O. 
Smith, at Valley Stream, Long Island, have understood how the utterly unprecedented accomplishments 
of this station have been possible and have been able to secure greater efficiency from their own installa- 
tions by operating them according to the principles used at 2ZL. 
Mr. Smith's knowledge, his experience, his results, are available to everyone now. His book, just printed, 
places at everyone's disposal all the details of 2ZL, and of other famous continuous -wave transmitting 
stations, such as 1ZE, 8ZG and 9ZG (which were installed by Mr. Smith) and even of the well -known 
broadcasting stations WDY, WJZ and WGY. 

JO. SMITH knows how to put through long distance, 
two -way voice communication -he has done it. He 
knows how to get the greatest range in code work - 

he has been copied by many amateurs in Europe. Operat- 
ing radio amateurs in all parts of the country have written 
him, by the hundreds, asking questions on one phase or 
another of tube transmission. They will welcome his new 
book, "Modern Radio Operation," for, until this book ap- 
peared, no one could ever profit fully by the work done at 
2ZL. One could admire and wonder, and by mail or in per- 
son get a few pointers. Here, for the first time is the full 

DO YOU KNOW 
-the proper proportion of grid and 
plate currents in a transmitting 
tube? 
-the proper proportion of plate 
current when not modulating to 
the normal full -load current when 
modulating? 
-how to eliminate excessive plate 
current when no adjustment of 
the circuits will do it? 
-the percentage of increase in 
output to be expected by the addi- 
tion of one or more tubes to a 
transmitter? 
-the advantages and disadvan- 
tages of transmitting circuits em- 
ploying direct current on the 
plates; A. C., with half -wave rec- 
tification; A. C. with full -wave 
rectification, kenotron- rectified A. 
C.; and which type of circuit is the 
most economical and at the same 
time most efficient? 

IF YOU DON'T -"MODERN 
RADIO OPERATION" W ILL 
TELL YOU, and tell you in plain 
language that you will enjoy read- 
ing. 

story, put into print so all can study it at leisure and use its 
data at will. 
The book will increase every amateur's knowledge, enable 
him to arrange his set in the light of the most modern prac- 
tices, save him time and money in purchasing equipment, 
and give him facts that will make his tubes last longer, in- 
crease the quality of his modulation, add many miles to his 
effective receiving or transmitting range. It discusses with 
particular clearness the comparative virtues of spark and 
CW transmission, and shows conclusively the superiority 
of the tube in range, clarity of reception, ease of eliminating 
interferences, and, what is to many the most important of 
all, low power consumption. 

NO THEORY -NO MATHEMATICS 
NO FORMULAS 

Just a straight story of the development and 
operation of the tube sets that made amateur 
history, written in everyday language that ex- 
plains itself, by the man whose design and 
operation of 2ZL gave that station world- 
wide fame. 

RECEIVING EXPLAINED -Chap- 
ter 4 is the most comprehensive yet 
published on receiving apparatus and 
is intended especially for those who 
are content to listen to the broadcast 
programs. It contains full details, with 
diagrams, of every type of set; crystal, 
honeycomb, regenerative with audio 
frequency amplification, and the radio 
frequency- detector -audio frequency set 
used on indoor loop antennas. There 
is even a summary of the super- regen- 
erative Armstrong circuit, 100,000 times 
more sensitive than the usual hook -up. 

ORDER BLANK 
WIRELESS PRESS, INC., 

326 Broadway, New York. 

I enclose $ 
below: 

Please fill my order as checked 

MODERN RADIO OPERATION and *THE 
WIRELESS AGE for one year, $3.75 (outside U. S. 
50e. extra) 

MODERN RADIO OPERATION, $1.75. 

Name 

Street 

City State 

If new subscriber check here 

LIST OF CHAPTERS 
1. The Radio Telephone. 
2. Transmitting Equipment Used 

in Radio Telephony and Its 
Operation. 

3. Typical High Power Broadcast- 
ing Stations. 

4. Receiving Equipment for All 
Purposes and Its Operation. 

5. Spark vs. Continuous Wave 
Transmission. 

6. Vacuum Tube Fundamentals. 
7. Operating Characteristics of 

Vacuum Tubes. 
s. Methods of Obtaining Plate 

Potentials, and Types of 
Continuous Wave Trans- 
mitters. 

9. Continuous Wave Transmis- 
sion by Amateurs. 

30. Tube Transmitters in Com- 
mercial Work. 

11. Advantages of a Counterpoise 
Ground in Connection with 
Tube Transmitters. 

150 PAGES 
OVER 50 ILLUSTRATIONS 

NOW READY 
"Modern Radio Operation" is now ready for distribution. 
It is the most up -to -date volume on amateur tube operation 
ever published, and should be in every station. It will save 
you time and money, tell you how to get the maximum re- 
sults with the minimum power, how to save tubes and how 
best to use the power that is available in your locality. 

Price $1.75 
At any dealer, or send order direct to the publisher- 

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. 
326 Broadway New York City 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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CROSLEY RADIO PRODUCTS 
«Better -Costs Less" 

Harko Senior Radio Receiver 
This instrument is a 
combination tuner and 
audion detector, and 
was developed to sup- 
ply the demand for a 
low priced efficient re- 
ceiving outfit with a 
range of 150 to over 
600 meters. The hook- 
up is special -of our 
own design and is 
non -regenerative. New 
Jersey, Pittsburgh, Detroit and other phones are regularly 
copied in Cincinnati and other points, with this receiver. The 
HARK() SENIOR is 11% inches wide, 6 inches high, and 
47/8 inches deep. Price. complete without "B" Battery, "A" 
Battery or phones -$20.0). 

The Sheltran 
Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformer 

The CROSLEY SHELTRAN 
AUDIO FREQUENCY AM- 
PLIFYING TRANSFORM- 
ER. High grade materials 
and excellent workmanship 
combine to give the CROSLEY 
SHELTRAN great efficiency 
and attractive appearance so 
often lacking, except in the 
most expensive transformers. 
Incorporated in the design of 
the SHELTRAN are all the 
characteristics necessary to 
obtain maximum amplification 
from the modern vacuum 
tubes. The ratio of turns is 
9/1. The CROSLEY SHEL- 

TRAN has a base area of 1% "x2 % ". Net weight 12% ounces. 
The over -all length is 2% "; the over -all height is 2- 7/16 "; and 
the over -all width is 2- 11/16 ". 
Price, complete ready to mount -$4.00 

Crosley Variable Condensers 
These condens- 
ers need no 
further intro- 
duction. They 
have been ac- 
cepted by radio 
experts all over 
the country as 
being extremely 
efficient in all 
kinds of work. 
The Model "A" 
has a wood 
frame and the 
plates are high grade laminated wood. 
The Model "B" has die cast frame and 
best quality laminated wood plates. 
The Model "C" has die cast metal frame 
and porcelain plates and has a conserva- 
tively rated capacity of .001 MF. 
All CROSLEY CONDENSERS are test- 
ed under one thousand volts before ship- 
ment, and will not shower or break down 
in radio phone work. 

Price 
Model "A" without knob and dial $1.25 

" "A" with knob and dial 1.75 
" "A" with knob and dial mount- 

ed in mahogany finished 
cabinet complete with 
binding posts 2.50 

"B" without knob and dial 1.75 
" "B" with knob and dial 2.25 
" "B" with knob and dial mount- 

ed in mahogany finished 
cabinet with binding posts 3.00 

"C" without knob and dial 2.25 
"C" with knob and dial 2.75 
"C" with knob and dial mount 

ed in mahogany finished 
cabinet with binding posts 3.50 

Crosley knobs and dials complete, each .50 

Crosley cabinets 
\\ c manu- 
facture a 
full line of 
cabinets in 
gum, ma- 
hogany or 
q u artered 
oak, and furnish 
them with 

genuine formica panels. Prices on cabin- 
ets range from $2.50 to $10.50. 

Crosley Two -Step Amplifier 
This instrument was 
designed to give the 
very maximum in 
value and to match 
up with the Harko 
Senior, using t h e 
same sized cabinet. 
Complete with am- 
plifying transform- 
ers, sockets, rheo- 
stat, switch, bind- 
ing posts, etc., mount- 
ed on formica panel 
in mahogany finished cabinet. This efficient instrument can 
also be used with any other apparatus requiring two step 
amplifier. Price, complete as shown in illustration -$25.00. 

Crosley V T Socket -60c 
"Better -Costs Less" 

The biggest 
selling socket 
on the market 
today. Prac- tically un- 
breakable. For 
either base or 
panel mount- 
ing; made of 
one piece of 

porcelain. No metal shell and no ground 
hum. Better -and costs only 60c. 

Crosley Variometer Parts 

Consist of two stators, one rotor and the 
necessary hardware as shown in the il- 
lustration for complete assembling. Shaft 
for knob and dial is 3/16" diameter. 
Wood parts are furnished either in ma- 
hogany or poplar. 
Price, complete, made of poplar 

wood $1.50 
Price, complete, made of mahogany 

wood $1.75 

Harko Radio Receiver 
The most 
c o mpact, 
c o mplete 
and ef - 
ficient 
crystal 
receiving 
outfit on 
the mark- 
et. Will 
t u n e 
from 200 

to 600 meters, bringing in spark, voice 
and music with amateur antenna. A won- 
derful little instrument. Price, complete 
with battery, etc. -$9.00. One thousand 
ohm single head set, 125 feet of wire, 
insulators, etc., $6.00 extra. Complete out- 
fit- $15.00. 

Crosley Variocoupler 
Parts 

Consist of formica 
tube, rotor and brass 
hardware for corn - 
p 1 e t e assembling. 
Price, not wound or 
assembled, as shown 
in illustration. $1.50. 
Rotor only -40c. 

Jobbers and Dealers: Order now 
if you expect early delivery. 

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Radio Dept. W -4, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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RADIO APPARATUS 
Distributors of Reliable Radio Apparatus to Schools, 

Colleges, Radio Clubs and Experimenters 
All Over the World 

"PITTSCO" 
Specializing on "RADIO 

CORPORATION'S" Products 

"PITTSCO" 
Now has three Stores. 

Send us your orders. 

The present tremendous demand for Radio Apparatus has practically 
made it impossible for us to render our usual SERVICE. Reasonably prompt 
delivery however can be made on the items listed. 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 
No. P -1 General Radio, Semi -mounted 
No. 50 Chelsea, semi -mounted 
No. A -2 Acme, semi -mounted 

ANTENNA WIRE 
"Pittsco" No. 14 Hard drawn copper, (80 ft. per 

lb.) per lb 
500 ft. (Special value) 

"Pittsco" 7 strand No. 22 tinned copper, per ft 
500 ft. 
1,000 ft. 

"Pittsco" 7 strand No. 20 Phosphor bronze, per ft. 
500 ft. 

ANTENNA ISULATORS 
No. P -1 Electrose Ball insulator 
No. P -2 Electrose 4 inch strain insulator 
No. P -3 Electrose 10 inch strain insulator 

"A" BATTERIES (Storage Batteries) 
Yale 6 volt 60 Ampere -hour 
Yale 6 volt 80 Ampere -hour 
Yale 6 volt 100 Ampere -hour 

Note. -These batteries are shipped carefully 
crated and fully charged ready for use. 

"A" BATTERY RECTIFIERS 
No. P -1 Tungar, 5 ampere type, complete with 

bulb 
No. P -2 Tungar, 2 ampere type, complete with 

bulb 
No. P -3 F F. Battery Booster, 5 ampere type 

"B" BATTERIES 
No. 763 Eveready, 22.5 volt small size..... 
No. 766 Eveready 22.5 volt, large size, 161 to 

22% volts 
No. 774 Evercady, 43 volt, large size, variable 

$5.00 
4.50 
5.00 

.40 
2.25 

.01 
4.00 
7.50 

.02 
7.50 

.35 

.45 

.75 

18.00 
21.00 
25.00 

28.00 

18.00 
15.00 

1.75 

3.00 
5.00 

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS 
Aeriola Jr., Westinghouse, complete with tele- 

phones $25.00 
Every -man's DeForest, complete with telephones 25.00 

CONDENSERS (Variable) 
No. 1 Chelsea, fully mounted, .001 Mf 5.00 
No. 2 Chelsea, fully mounted, .0005 Mf. 4.50 
No. 3 Chelsea, unmounted with dial, .001 Mf 4.75 
No. 4 Chelsea, unmounted with dial, .0005 Mf 4.25 
No. 367 Murdock, fully mounted, .001 Mf. 4.50 
No. 368 Murdock. fully mounted, .0005 Alf . 4.00 
No. 3660 Murdock, unmounted without knob and 

dial, .001 Mf. 4.00 
No. 3680 Murdock, unmounted without knob and 

dial, .0005 Mf. 3.25 

JACKS (Radio Type) 
No. P -1 Open circuit .70 
No. P -2 Closed circuit .85 
No. P -3 Two circuit $1.00 

LOUD SPEAKERS 
Arkay, horn only, satin finish 5 0 
Federal Pleiophone, complete with phone 14.00 

PLUGS 
No. 34 -B Firco, round type 2.50 
No. P -1 Western Electric 1.10 

SOCKETS 
No. 156 General Radio, improved model 1.50 
No. P -1 Chelsea 1.00 
No. P -2 Clapp -Eastham, bakelite type 1.00 
No. UR -542 Radio Corporation 1.00 

TELEPHONES 
No. 56 Murdock 2000 ohms 5.00 
No. 56 Murdock 3000 ohms 6.00 
No. 2A Stromberg- Carlson 2000 ohms 7.50 
No. P -1 Holtzer -Cabot 2200 ohms 8.00 

Let "PITTSCO" fill your orders for any of the above items. 
Our SERVICE on these at the present time will please you. 

F. D. PITTS CO, Inc. 
12 PARK SQUARE BOSTON, MASS, U. S. A. 

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, 276 WORTHINGTON STREET 
PROVIDENCE, R. I. 3 STORES SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 

\\ va writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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FTER once using a Magnavox Radio 
you would no more go back to the telephone headset 
than you would exchange your electric light for a feeble 

tallow candle. With the Magnavox Radio you hear every 
wireless program at its best -your receiving set only brings 
the message while Magnavox Radio tells it clearly and in 

R -2 
Magnavox Radio with 

18 -inch horn 
For those who wish the ut- 

most in amplifying power; for 
large audiences, dance halls, 
etc. Requires only .6 of an 
ampere for the field. 

Price $85.00 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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R -3 
Magnavox Radio with 

14 -inch horn 
The ideal instrument for Lise in 

hones, offices, amateur stations, 
etc. Requires one ampere field 
current from your filament battery. 

Price $45.00 

volume ample for dances, parties and other 
entertainment. 

The Magnavox Company have been 
pioneers in the development of scientific 
devices for sound amplification. 

Consequently the new radio situation 
created by the marvelous spread of broad- 
casting facilities has only served to give ad- 
ditional prominence to the basic importance 
of Magnavox products. 

When you purchase a Magnavox Radio 
or Magnavox Power Amplifier you possess 
an instrument of the very highest quality 
and efficiency. The Magnavox Radio and 

Magnavox Power Amplifier may be 
had of good dealers everywhere. 

Model C 
Magnavox Power Amplifier 

Loures getting the largest possible power in- 
put for the Magnavox Radio. Can be used with 
any "B" battery voltage which the power tube 
may require for best amplification. 

AC-2-C, 2 -Stage - - $80.00 
AC -3C, 3 -Stage 110.00 

Radio 
brings 

G AVOX 
Radio 

tells4 > 

it 7194 
THE MAGNAVVOX CO. 

3705....11 A., N.. Yak 

Full Information - 
Send for It. 

Every radio user will be interested in 
reading this new folder on the Magnavox 
Radio and Magnavox Power Amplifier. 
Send far a copy today. 

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY 
Home Office and Factory: 

Oakland, California 

New York Office: 370 Seventh Ave. 

MA GNAVOX 
8?adío 

Jhe 9?eprodlleer Su preme 
\1 hen writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Ask to See This New 
Radio "B lattery 

Ask also to see the 
Willard All - Rubber 
Radio "A" Battery - 
a 6 -volt battery built 
especially for Radio 
reception. 

sow 

5 

B B 

Ask your dealer or your nearest Willard Service 
Station to show you this specially designed 24- 
volt rechargeable Radio "B" Battery. Note the 
leak -proof glass jars -hard rubber screw -on 
covers - special Radio "B" plates- Threaded 
Rubber Insulation. 

These features considered, it is not surpris- 
ing that the Willard Radio "B" Battery has 
such a remarkable ability to hold its voltage, 
or that it is so noise- free and trouble- proof. 

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Made in Canada by the Willard Storage Battery Company of Canada, Limited. Toronto, Ontario 

THREADED 
RUBBER 
BATTERY 

Yes 

elf 
se 

es 

ado 

we 

MU 

owe 

eras 
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Don't 
, r r. . 

gJraule Yourt! 

for vacuum tube control 
When you build a radio set, do not overlook that 
vital part of the set, the filament rheostat. Install a 
Bradleystat in each vacuum tube circuit, and you 
will be sure to get - 

1. Clearest and Loudest Reproduction, because the 
Bradleystat stepless control locates the precise 
filament current for greatest amplification or 
detection. 

2. Quickest and Easiest Tuning, because one knob, 
without vernier, does the work. There are no in- 
terfering noises, no loss of time, and no worry, 
as with complex wire rheostats. 

3. Greatest Receiving Range, because noiseless con- 
trol detects weak radiophone waves, and by 
locating exact filament current, amplifies the 
waves to fullest extent. 

Remember, the most critical part of all tuning is 
done with the filament rheostat. Use Bradleystats in 
place of wire rheostats and get the most out of your 
radio set. i 

6 iv> 6n7 Ors. 

PERFECT FILAMENT CONTROL 

Two columns of graphite discs (not loose 
carbon grains) provide the delicate con- 
trol so vital and essential for vacuum 
tubes in radio sets. 
A single adjusting screw gradually ap- 
plies or removes pressure from the discs, 
thereby changing the filament current in 
such a smooth and stepless manner that 
you quickly find the loudest and clearest 
reproducing point of your tube. 
The Bradleystat is so simple and efficient 
that thousands of radio enthusiasts an 
using them to the exclusion of all wire 
rheostats. Twenty years of experience 
and research have made such perfection 
possible. 

Electric Controlling Apparatus 
283 Greenfield Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

/NS /Sr 
ON me 
QIECKERED 
BOX 

\ 'IS 

1, 

IS 
Ae, 
a 

,c¢ s /I 
V. s. 
E / MAIL / Coupon for 

FREE BOOKLET 
/" on V. T. CONTROL 1.85 

Postage 10c extra 

i 

e // Electric Controlling ec rit g ppa ratus 

283 Greenfield Av., Milwaukee. Wis. / Please send me latest bulletin on 
Bradleystat Perfect Filament Control, 

explaining how it will improve my radio set. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Convenient 
and Economical. 

Battery Charging 
Didn't it ever occur to you that 
you could have a charging station 
for your radio battery right in your 
own home? All you need is a 
source of alternating current sup- 
ply and a 

At an insignificant cost for cur- 
rent you can do your own charg- 
ing, saving money, time and 
trouble. 

The Tungar Battery Charger has 
been used for years for charging 
automobile storage batteries. You 
are, therefore, taking no chances 
in buying this charger. There are 
two sizes of Tungar: the larger 
size charges 3 cells at 5 amperes; 
the smaller, 3 cells at 2 amperes. 
Your battery can be completely 
charged for a few cents. 

An overnight charge once or twice 
a week will keep a radio battery 
in perfect condition for average ser- 
vice. Ask your nearest dealer in 
radio supplies for a Tungar or 
write us for further information. 

Gc neR -a 11 Ctric 
®LiP os n 

dS 
Sales Offices in 

15 C9S all large cities 35A81 
General Office 
Schenectady. N.Y 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE 

AUGUST, 1922 

See 
Page 3 
for a full 
description 
of the 
book 

Modern 

Radio 

Operation 
by 
J. O. Smith 
we told 
you 
about in 
this space 
last month. 
This hook 
is worth 
your 
while 
'WIRELESS PRESS, 

Incorporated 

NEW YORK 
WIRELESS AGI: 
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For this Broadcasting Receiver 
thousands have been waiting 

VER since broadcasting became 
, the vogue there has been a de- 

mand for a receiver which would 
fill a whole room with music of per- 
fect tone quality but which would 
be so simple that anyone could tune 
in by moving a single lever. 

This ideal has at last been realized in the 
Aeriola Grand -the supreme achievement 
of present -day radio. 

When you hear the voice and the music 
that come from the Aeriola Grand it is as 
if the lecturer or singer at the broadcasting 
station were in your presence. The whole 
family listens and marvels. 

The Aeriola Grand stands unrivaled not 
only as a radio receiver but as a piece of 
cabinet work. 

Prices 
Complete with mahogany stand, storage battery, 
battery charger, antenna equipment and all acces- 
sories $409.50 

Without stand, storage battery, charger and re- 
ceiving antenna equipment $325.00 

With stand, but without storage battery, charger 
and antenna $350.00 

Mahogany stand only $ 35.00 

See the Aeriola Grand at your 
nearest dealer 

Before you buy any receiver, secure a copy of 
the book "Radio Enters the Home." It tells the 
real story of radio and will help you to get the 
most out of this new art. 128 pages - over 200 
illustrations -35c a copy. At your dealer or write 
direct to 

11 

What the guests heard at the 
Jacksons'Aeriola Grand Party 
Baseball scores 
Dance music 
Songs by a great 
ballad singer 

Lecture on the 
"Wedding Ring, 
Past and Present" 

A story by a fa- 
mous author 

Chamber music 
by a noted string 
quartet 

The whole opera 
"Cavalleria Rus - 
ticana" with ex- 
planations 

News of the day 

Weather forecast for the 
following day 

Radio wo 

IRII.E of America 

Sales Dept., Suite 2064 
233 Broadway 

New York, N. Y. 
District Office 

10 So. La Salle Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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RHEOSTATS ., 

Trade Mark Registered 
All exclusive FADA features are 
protected by Pats. applied for. 

or 

AND SOCKETS 

used together make the 
most compact and 
efficient tube control 
unit possible. 

This Illustration% shows an easy, 
compact and efficient u.ethml or Are Being Imitated in Many Ways panel mounting FADA rheostats 
and sockets. 

The best of imitations are never as good as the originals. 

GENUINE 
FADA 
RHEOSTATS $l. 

THE 

proper selection of radio parts is 
the first secret of success. To eliminate 
the "chance," purchase FADA rheo- 

stats. inductance switches. series -parallel 
switches, crystal detectors, binding posts, and 
tuba sockets. FADA single. double and triple tube sockets have these good features: 

1. Genuine Condensite base affording the highest insulation resistance. 
2. Deep trenches make contact springs im- 

movable except as a tension against the tube contact pins. 
3. Heavy phosphor bronze springs. 
9. Socket base has metal inserts for panel 

mounting and nickel plated screws are fur- 
nished. 

5. Position of tube on base is offset to 
allow compact rheostat panel mounting, as 
shown in illustration below. 

6. Screw holes for base mounting. 
7. Terminals plainly marked. 
a. Highly nickel plated and polished 

brass tube with bayonet slot 
eliminating slot breakage as with 

shellac or porcelain 
sockets. 
Single Socket $1.00 
Double Socket 2.00 
Triple Socket 3.00 ib1 

Genuine FADA rheostats possess these features: 

I. Heat resisting thermoplax base and knob. 

2. Taper knob -fits the fingers. 

3. Mounting screws do not show on front of panel. 

4. Only genuine resistance wire used. 

t. Properly designed contact brush that allows turn by turn 
a.0ustment and smooth movement. 

G. Diameter over all Is only 2% Ins. 

7. Careful inspection -we reject rheostats that are really better 
than many of those now sold for "just as good." 

S. Quantity production of a standardized rheostat means that 
every rheostat is uniform and dependable. 

It Is necessary to use FADA rheostats to adjust the filament cur- 
rent of your vacuum tube whether you are using gas -content detector 
tubes, -hard" amplifier tubes or power tubes. The critical adjust- 
ment that can be obtained by using FADA rheostats will greatly 
increase the efficiency of your Radio set. 

`y 

We little fellows that 
typify the spirit of 
exactness and care with 
detail that makes FADA 
instrument work beautiful, 
arc without a name, 

Ire have watched over the 
making and given our final 
okch to hundreds of 
thousands of FADA rheo- 
stats, inductance =itches, 
crystal detectors, binding 
posts, and single, double 
and triple tube sockets. 

Ire think that our work should be rec- 
ognized, and ire wart a name that fits. 
Over in our safe keeping place we have 
a beautiful two -stage amplifier that we 
will give to the person that suggests 
the name that we think most appro- 
priate. Contest closes September 15. 
f more than one person suggests the 

winning name, duplicate awards will be 
given to each. 

A. D. ANDREA 
-C JEROME AVE.. NEW YORK CITY 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Armstrong Uses Pacent Radio Essentials 
in His New Super -Regenerative Circuit 

Pacentized Equipment used by Major Armstrong to demonstrate his super -regenerative circuit before the Institute of Radio Engineers 

WHEN Major Edwin H. Armstrong recently demonstrated his new super- regenerative receiver 
before the Institute of Radio Engineers, he was able to receive from the famous W J Z station 
at Newark (25 miles distant) by the use of three vacuum tubes, although only a small loop 

aerial was used in the steel framed building of the Engineering Societies, New York City. The pro- 
gram was reproduced with such great volume that it filled the lecture hall and corridors. 

In his precision radio work, Major Armstrong chose his equipment with the greatest care and 
with a keen sense of engineering values. PACE NT Radio essentials were selected by Major Arm- 
strong because they were of correct design and constructed with honest materials. 

ARMSTRONG CHOSE 
PACENT DUO -LATERAL COILS, as the best suitable inductances 
for the auxiliary frequency circuits. Duo -Lateral Coils are the last 
word in inductances. 
PACENT UNIVERSAL PLUG, because of the perfect, constant 
contact they produce, which is absolutely essential in any radio 
receivers employing extremely high amplification. 
PACENT MULTIJACKS, because, aided by the Pacent Universal 
Plugs, they allow him to make perfect contacts and to rapidly change 
connections. 

Let Pacent Products help you to build up 

DUBILIER MICADONS, because they have constant capacity 
and entirely eliminate the noises caused by paper condensers. 
Dubilier condensers are essential for steady, continuous operation. 
PACENT RADIO JACKS, because they were designed especially 
for radio and they form perfect contact with Pacent Universal 
Plugs. 
PACENT DUO -LATERAL COIL RECEPTACLES AND PLUGS, 
because of their convenience and the perfect electrical contact they 
form. 

the efficiency of your radio equipment. 

Don't Improvise -Pacentize 
See the local Pacent Distributor or send for bulletins 

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY 
N C O R P O R A T E D 

150 Nassau Street NEW YORK 
Member Radio Section, Associated Mfrs. Electrical Supplies 

Branches: 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Bourse Bldg. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
33 So. Clinton St. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Munsey Bldg. 

\\ i:ui wit t adrenicrs pleasc nunti, TIIP: \\'IRf:I.I:ss 
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411 
No. 1435 -W- FILAMENT CONTROL 

No. 1438-FILAMENT CONTROL 

BUILD 
UP 

YOUR 
SET 
WITH 

No. 15- UNIVERSAL PLUG 

Cl 
- MEW 

No. 1428-W-PLUG 

THE FAMOUS 
No. 226 -W 

VOICE AMPLIFYING 
TRANSFORMER 

1EDERAL 
TELEPnC4d & 1ELE6P:GnCI 

11UF4l1.C. N Y. U.5 A. 

No. 16-VACUUM TUBE SOCKET 

PARTS 
GRID RESISTANCE UNIT 

No. 121 -t/2 Megohm 
No. 122 -1 
No. 123 -11 /2 " 

No. 120-GRID CONDENSER WITH GRID 
RESISTANCE UNIT MOUNTING 

A N D BE ASSURED 
OF 

EFFICIENT 
OPERATION 

l 

FEDERAL TELEPHONES 
No. 52 -W -3200 ohms 
No. 53 -W -2200 ohms 

I8- FILAMENT CONTROL 
RHEOSTAT 

fawn' Ertcpbone anti terrgrapIj Companp 
BUFFALO, N. Y. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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i 

Eveready "B" Battery No. 766 
Equipped with 5 positive voltage 
taps ranging from 16! /: to zzts 
volts. Fahnestock Spring Clip 
Binding Posts -an exclusive 
Eveready feature. Price $3.00 

Eveready "B" Battery No. 774 
Equipped with 6 positive voltage 
taps at qyz volt intervals ranging 
from 18 to 43 volts. Fahnestock 
Spring Clip Binding Posts -an 
exclusive Eveready feature. Price 
$5.00 

Eveready "A" Batteries 
-hardwood box, mahogany finish 
-convenient handle, nickel plated 
-rubber feet protect the table 
-insulated top prevents short circuits 
-packed vent caps prevent spilling 
No. 686o- qo Amp. Hrs. -45 Lbs.- 5( t8.00 
No. 688o-t to Amp. Hrs. -5z Lbs.- $zo.00 

For Better 
Results 

USE 

EVEREADY 
"and' B" BATTERIES 
with your radio set 

For sale by the better radio 
supply dealers everywhere 

Send today for descriptive booklets 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Atlanta Chicago Cleveland Kansas City San Francisco 

i 
When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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The Pink -a -tone 

Guaranteed range 30 miles. Port- 
able, efficient and selective set, ma- 
hogany finished cabinet. Famous 
No. 2 Stromberg- Carlson 2000 
Ohms phones included. Price $25.00 

Radisco Variocoupler 

Positive contact assured by phos- 
phor bronze brushes at each bear- 
ing. Wire is insulated. Wave length 
range with suitable condensers, 150 
to 700 meters. $6.00. 

Phonoscope 

Extra headphones are unnecessary. 
The phonoscope permits four peo- 
ple to "listen in." Does not cause 
distortion. Only $5.00. 

Pocket Receiver 

The most convenient small set. Fits 
the coat pocket. Range 30 miles - 
permits sharp tuning. Only $5.00. 

Clamping the jinx 
on lightning pranks 

N IGHT and a storm -the sky's aflame. Now's 
the time you're glad you had the forethought 

to buy a Radisco Lightning Arrester for your 
radio set. Without it the high induced charges 
always present in your antenna during an electrical 
storm can ruin the delicate instruments. 

With the Radisco Lightning Arrester installed on 
your antenna wire you clamp the jinx on lightning's 
pranks. The Radisco continually side -tracks these 
high induced charges (caused by lightning in your 
neighborhood) before they can harm your set. 

Neat, inexpensive. Outside type $3. or the inside 
type for $2.50 at your dealer's or mailed direct. Ask 
also for our special summer catalog of radio sup- 
plies. You will find the best in many types of radio 
products listed for your convenience. Get it now 
while the supply lasts. The Radio Distributing 
Company, Newark, New Jersey. 

RADI SCO 
LIGHTNING ARRESTER 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Our Opinion 
'T HE loss at sea off the Florida coast 

recently of the big passenger- carrying 
seaplane Miss Miami after a forced de- 

scent, with a toll of four 
lives, and the death of the 
French General Laperine 

by thirst and exhaustion in 
the Great Sahara Desert, 

after a forced descent of his airplane, 
brings out clearly in two extremes the 
peril to which travelers in heavier than air 
machines may be subjected and the con- 
sequent necessity for emergency radio 
equipment on planes of all types. 

General Laperine setting out to fly 
across the Great Sahara was forced to 
make a landing in the desert, and wand- 
ered around until death from exhaustion, 
thirst and hunger overtook him. His 
plane was equipped with radio, but no 
signals were received from him by fixed 
radio stations well within range of his 
transmitter, for the interval of time be- 
tween when the trouble in the plane first 
developed and when the craft actually 
landed was not sufficient to transmit a 
call. This tragedy emphasizes the in- 
adequacy of the standard form of radio 
installation, in which the air -driven gen- 
erator and trailing antenna are useless 
for transmitting purposes, once the plane 

Emergency 
Equipment 
for Aircraft 

yC\ has landed. 
The case of the Miss Miami dis- 

closes gross carelessness, for this was 
/1' a commercial seaplane plying between 

Miami and the island of Bimini, off 
the eastern Florida coast. A forced descent when fifteen 
miles from the island because of a broken propeller, 
brought the frail craft down to a rough sea : then a storm 
came up, but for two days and nights the four passengers 
clung to die plane until one by one they succumbed to ex- 
haustion and died, their bodies being washed overboard 
and lost. The wreck was finally sighted by a passing 
steamship and the pilot, more nearly dead than alive, 
was rescued. 

The provision of reliable emergency radio sets on planes 
of various types has often been discussed by engineers 
but no acceptable method of furnishing primary power has 
yet been found. Storage batteries, small gasoline engines 
and hand- driven generators have been principally objected 
to because of weight. The antenna problem, however, is 
less serious, for an antenna fixed to the wings of the plane 
has been found to be serviceable over short distances and 
the Navy Department has conducted successful experi- 
ments with emergency antennas flown by kites. 

Congress might well emulate the example of the British 
I louse of Parliament, which announced recently that regu- 
lations would soon be issued requiring that all British 
aircraft must be equipped with radio. American aircraft 
operating in commercial passenger- carrying traffic should 
protect the lives of pilots and passengers and should be 
required to install not only radio equipment for ordinary 
communication purposes, but emergency equipment as well. 

17 

I` HE tests of radio transmission and reception made 
recently between a moving train on the Lackawanna 

Railroad and several fixed stations along the route con- 
firmed practically all previous theories with 
regard to the location of a station in relation 
to surrounding objects. Very little differ- 
ence could be detected in received signals 
between the times the train was running on 

an open stretch of track or through cuts 30 to 40 feet deep. 
Signal strength increased noticeably, however, while the 
train was passing lakes, and even in greater degree when 
the run was over a high embankment. Whenever the train 
passed through heavily wooded country, the signals faded 
out entirely. 

These tests clearly indicate that a station erected in open 
country, preferably on an elevation and clear of trees and 
other growth, will do better work than one in a valley or 
surrounded by trees. 

K it 

EVERY so often we hear of another revision of the Fire 
Underwriters' rules and regulations, coupled with 

warnings that radio fans must conform strictly to the "re- 
vised" code or face an increase in premium 
rates or refusal of insurance altogether. 

Our valued contemporary, Electrical Mer- 
chandising, terms this the "Blight of the 
Underwriters," and observes : 

"An ordinary radio receiving set, as every reader knows, 
involves about as much fire hazard as a white enamel 
bath tub." 

It is advanced that even the authors of the underwriters' 
new rules freely admit that antennas installed wholly inside 
of buildings represent no fire hazard whatever -that any 
existent hazard lies in lightning striking the antenna that 
extends outside of the building. 

"And how much lightning hazard is that'" is asked. 
With the answer : "Isn't the lightning, or fire hazard, of 
an antenna extending outside a dwelling or other structure, 
only comparable to the lightning or fire hazard of many 
familiar structures such as gutters, leaders, metal roofs, 
metal clotheslines -as much and no more 

Lightning strikes literally only about one house in a 
million, so the hazard is an extremely small one, no greater 
than if the antenna did not exist. +Fire underwriters nor 
anyone else has yet demonstrated, nor proven conclusively, 
that even an outdoor antenna is extra hazardous. 

The restrictions are becoming absurd, and it is about 
time for the army of radio enthusiasts to take a firm stand 
against unreasonable requirements. 

Any proposed campaign of cancellation of insurance 
policies might well begin with the indoor wiring of houses 
and other buildings throughout the country, a large per- 
centage of which probably contain violations of the existing 
code. But any attempt to cancel insurance 
against all violations either of antennas, or the 
regular indoor wiring, would conic pretty close 
to demoralizing the insurance business, so it 
is not expected that any such thing will be 
attempted. 

Yet it is undeniable that "propaganda of 
fear" carried on against radio has accomplished 
only one thing -restriction of the radio indus- 
try. Having no justification. it should be 
abandoned at once. 

Location of 
Radio 
Stations 

The 
Propaganda 
of Fear 
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NELLIE AND SARA KOUNS 
believed Guglielmo Marconi when, 

in 1914, he told them that some day they 

would sing to hundreds of thousands by 

the radio telephone. The prophecy and 
how it came true is told on page 33 

fii 
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TO this talented young caricaturist 

and actress, Ruth Hammond, 
first came the idea of teaching &awing v the radio telephone. On pa # 37 
appears her first broadcast lesson, wit& 
her own instructive Æú æt m 
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WHEN Eddie Cantor spoke into the homes of the radio 
audience, his mail next dal, contained dimes, nickels, 

pfennigs, Austrian kronen and buttons. The article on page 
39 tells how it happened and who got the collections 
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CAROLYN BEEBE, founder of 
the New York Chamber Music 

Society, considers that the radio tele- 
phone is aiding her in developing pub- 
lic appreciation of the best music. Her 
broadcasting experiences, told on page 
47, proved this to her 
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Children Prove Age Is No Bar in Radio Work 
...... . . .... ...... ..... .. u..... ...... .. ....... \ .. .. .... \ a......u........ ..... u. ... ...... .. o. . u... . u. c 

° ` 

: 

i 

f ack:e Coogan listens over the radio telephone to the 
broadcasting of the new song "Oliver Twist," written 
around his latest motion picture of that name 

\ V\ \la \ \ 
,.> : \` '\: 

r 
These students of the 
Lane Technical High 
School, Chicago, dem- 
onstrated radio tele- 
phone direction of mili- 
tary movements at their 
annual review, receiving 
commands bu wireless 

.atell,.:' 
\.v.vvvvvv..vvvvvv..vvvvvvvvvvvv\AV.rw 

v P h i l a d e l p h i a ' s 
reputation for sleepiness may or may not have been earned in the past, but if the new generation lives up to 

its present speed all somnolence soon will be banished there. William Noble Allen is the present leader of the sleep - 
banishers, for despite his 11 years he is a licensed radio operator and conducts instruction classes for school children and 
adults, as shown above. William is looked upon as a youthful code speed king, being expert in both practice and theory 
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PICTORIAL SECTION 

Nation Honored by Visit of Guglielmo Marconi 

///..,,,,.. ................................. 

"s"""./"//. 

i 

/ 

A/ 

, /// Senatore Marconi / / / / /s /a' / /'";, 
aboard his yacht Elet- ,;;;,,;;;;;;,,,,,o. /' 

/ 
/íi 

trai' immediately upon s ,, . _..; 4- ,///, 
arrival in New Yorle ' " " í j / j 
City late last June ;y -.!/ o / 

¡,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
,..' . 

.. 

g i 

He is shown here with Owen 
D. Young (left) and E. J. 
Nally, chairman and presi- 
dent respectively of the Radio 
Corporation of America 

ÿ 

/,.../ / v a ? 
. 

s //MY/ 
.. 
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/ 

Mr. Marconi and Roy Weagant, 
famous expert in static elimination. 
standing in front of Alexandeison al- 
ternator at Radio Central, the Radio 
Corporation Station on Long Island 

.............':''T/ ,, / ///,, vvvvar,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,,.,.,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,.,...,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, ,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,.,,.,,v/ 

Before Marconi's departure for his home in Italy 
the photographer caught this interesting study of the 
wireless wizard in his element aboard his Yacht 
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Radio Telephone Serves Well in Work and Play 

. \ 

An enterprising London. 
England, hairdresser pro- 
vides her patrons wig! a 

permanent wave and radio 
waves at the same time 

m\ 

\\' 

, 
Chief Little Bear says 
"Radio Heap Good" and 
beats time with his tomtom 
as he listens to a broadcast 
concert in Chicago 

--,o -, 

Major Cleghorn, British war veteran, 
talles his radio sel along when vaca- 
tioning along England's by -ways in his 
completely fitted bungalow on wheels 

\>..).173..\3.\\%\.%\ 

This experimenter has worked out a transmitting 
microphone that he straps under his chin, where 
it catches the voice vibrations much as does an ordi- 
nary telephone when placed against the chest 

If spiritualistic mediums are frauds, the Kymograph, 
operated by Dr. Hereward Carrington, its inventor, 
will show the imposition. It automatically distin- 
guishes between voluntary and involuntary acts 
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Radio Music Charms Stage and Screen Beauties 
Nr.. 

y/iu//////iu///i///iv//////ii/ii/i/ii/ir/r///ii 
i/ii/i//i/i//i/i///iv//////% . /.. /,,./ 

/ / / / / / / / / / //////////////1/ / /// / / / / / / / / / / / / ///// / / / / ///// / / / / / / / / / / ///// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /O / / / / / / / / N / / / / / / / / / / / / p / 
'.; 

F o r instance, 
Priscilla Dean 
a t Universal 
Citi., Cal., 
finds tune, even 
while in cos- 
tume, to listen 
in on the radio 

r:VA 1 
;, 111/~//1,1h 

/ 
i 

i i i i i i i i i/ i 
And Marion y 

i Merle, 
at mes 

%% :i about the ears of 
4 

'4'0 her trained and 
wondering parrots :,i 

// ///// % 

<. 

i/ i '.....,//, 

/ i i i i/ i i r i i /1' ///i// 
i.... 

,!%//i. .:. /%/%/,,..ï:,./..%/ii..:;:>:...._i 
v/i 

roil /////////////////////////// / / /iN / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /// 
While during a delay in street traffic, j;,.,.. (ç 

Corinne Griffith tunes in with her % 

portable radio set and in her auto 
catches anything that may be in the 
air -concerts, news, lectures, etc. 

//////////////////////////,///// / i i //////// i i /////////1,1 
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"Radio. Page Mr. Brown!" 

R- \I )It) amplifying equipment, such 
. as is used ill nta nv amateur receiv- 

ing sets. is being usl by the Hotel 
Essex, Roston. Mass.. to replace :he 
time -honored paging system. When 
requested to "page \lr. Brown" the 
telephone operator merely turns to a 

paging transmitter at her elbow and 
says. "Mr. Brown, please, \listerrr 
Ilrrownii." And Mr. Brown. if he is 
in the lobby, hears the call from loud 
speakers located at suitable points. 

Radio in Community House 
\DIO instruments have become 
part of the essential equipment of 

community houses, being classed with 
the motion picture projector, the howl- 
ing alley, the basketball court and the 
showers. Such, at least is the opinion 
of the f 'nai ll'rith Congregation of Los 
Angeles, Cal., which is erecting a new 
synagogue and community house. The 
latter will have a complete radio set. 

W J Z Gives Ships' Positions 

ANEW and much -appreciated addi- 
Lion to the regular features of the 

program at \WiZ, Newark. N. J.. is the 
announcement of the positions of ships. 
information as to the location of vari- 
ous vessels is secured from the Radio 
Corporation of America and given daily 
over the radio telephone at 8 p. m. 
The ships are described as being so 
many miles in a certain direction from 
various light ships. in most cases, as, 
"350 miles east of Ambrose Light 
Ship." This is especially liked by those 
of the radio audience who have rela- 
tives, friends or cargoes on the ships 
named. 

Post -Office Official Station 

CO MMENCING iuly 1st Station 
\WYN of the Post Office at 

Washington, D. C.. began to broadcast 
by the radio telephone on I160 meters, 
so that all may get the latest weather. 
crop and market news without know - 
ing code. 

The daily schedule, except for 
Saturday. when the station closes at 
1 p. nt., is as follows: 
10:00 a. nt. \W ea t her ( Eastern- Central 

only). 
10 :30 a. in. Washington wholesale fruits 

and vegetables. 
12:30 p. m. Live .stock, opening St. Unis 

and Chicago t form 41). 
2:15 p. m. Chicago and St. Louis live stock 

closing (form 201. 
3:00 p. nt. Crop report and special market 

news. 
3:30 p. nt. General fruits and vegetables. 
5:00 p. nt. Wholesale dairy produce, New 

York and Chicago (form 591. 

5:30 p. nt. Grain report. 
7:30 p. m. Live stock and grain tfornt 

43). 
8:00 p. m. Fruits and vegetables. 
9:30 p. m. Weather. 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

Campfire Concert Broadcast 

C I I' CCRkV in Yosemite Valley, 
known for its campfire concerts. 

desired to "tell the world" about them 
and so selected the modern means of 
radio telephony. 

The entertainers otarie the trip to 
Stockton and from the Stockton Rec- 
ord broadcasting station of the Port- 
able Wireless "Telephone Company sent 
out a concert exactly as held each 
evening beside the campfire at Camp 
Curry in the Yosemite. 

Radio to Aid Babies 
l I)(:E Gustave I Iartnlan of New 
York City, who is president of the 

Israel Orphan Asylum stade a radio 
appeal recently from WIZ for Rinds 
to rebuild a honte for 200 orphan 
babies, made homeless by the recent 
disastrous . \rverne fire. 

Finds Jobs by Radio 
BY ME. \NS of the Navy's radio 

broadcasting station at _\nacostia, 
NOF, the Veterans' Bureau Employ- 
ment Service is broadcasting to 
veteran radio fans opportunities for 
employment, and is also broadcasting 
the names, for the benefit of prospec- 
tive employers, of "Vets" skilled in 
various trades and professions who 
are in search of employment. 

The first "Radio Want . \ds" which 
went out. brought several replies. The 
broadcasting is a part of the Bureau's 
plan to establish national and depart- 
mental clearing houses for social. in- 
dustrial and professional employment. 
Officials of the Bureau believe that 
with radio they are getting into closer 
touch with both the Veterans and the 
employers. as they reach the family 
circle in an even more personal way 
than through the newspapers. 

Photo shows Dr. Rogers (seated) of the Veterans' 
Bureau broadcasting a list of vacancies for former 

service men 

. \u ca-sr, 1922 

Mars Still Silent to Marconi 
and the Earth 

T IE newspaper stories about Mar- 
coin's messages from Mars still 

lack cntfirination from the famous 
ra :lio expert, \clto declared on his 
recent arrival in this ct.untry that talk 
Of his having received signals from 
'Mars was "bosh." Among radio ex- 
perts generally there is considerable 
doubt as to whether inter- planetary 
cattununication ever will be possible, 
for each planet is in effect a vast 
magnet, within the field of which radio 
signals travel, and from which it 
probably would be impossible for them 
to escape. 

Mars for years has been a fertile 
source of conjecture. When Dr. Otto 
Klotz, director of the Dominion Ob- 
servatory. returned to Canada recently 
from Europe he told ship news re- 
porters that he would say nothing 
about communicating with Mars. 

"Don't ask me to comment on 
Mars," he said. "Years ago we had 
a town planning campaign in Canada 
and a number of us wrote on various 
topics. all of which we had hoped 
would contribute to the gaiety of the 
occasion. 1 wrote about Mars and my 
screed was in the nature of a com- 
munication from the planet telling us 
that we were all wrong about laying 
out towns and about our mode of life. 

"I remember that \Tars had a 

method of making a superior brand of 
liquor and the liest of beer was made 
over night from a preparation sold in 
the department stores of Mars. Well. 
some of the papers took the thing 
seriously and I heard from that story 
from all parts of the world. Some of 
the papers caught the spirit of the 
Josh and kidded back on it. but a lot 
of them took it seriduslv and handed 
me back a fine stream of sarcasm. 1 

was kidded. joked, jabbed. guyed and 
held up to scorn and for store than a 

year didn't know what peace of mind 
ryas. 1.(:n will excuse me if I refrain 
front being quoted on anything that 
has anything to do with Mars." 

Broadcasts Illustrated Talk 

T I IE familiar habit of the lecturer 
who says "Next picture. please." 

male it passible for Ralph Mayes 
1 fantilton to broadcast his illustrated 
lecture on the Yellowstone National 
Park. from the Rike Kuniler station 
in Dayton, O. Mr. Iianti1ton distri- 
buted sets of his stereopticon slides 
to various churches and other organiza- 
tions within the range of the station. 
The slides were arranged in proper 
order, and each separate audience, as 
it listened to Mr. Hamilton's words 
issuing from a loud speaker, was able 
to view on its own screen the appro- 
priate picture. 
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J. Andrew White 
speaking at the 
ringside to the 
radio audience 

WI I I the last gong had sounded, 
and the referee had announced 
the defeat of Benny Leonard 

by lack Britton on a foal ill the recent 
championship bout at the New York 
Velodrome, boxing fans within the im- 
menSe open -air arena poured from the 
exits and scattered to their homes, the 
telegraphers snapped shut their keys 
and harried away with the newspaper 
men. The special policenten. ushers. 
and helpers departed, the last man 
switched off the lights-and there was 
darkness. The contest was over. 

That is what happened within the 
grounds where the classic contest was 
staged. but the true story of that 
championship match cannot he limited 
l' the board fence encircling the stands. 

Because fur the first time in ring 
history the blow-by-blow results of a 

championship m:urh were sent out 
from the ringside by wireless telephone 
direct to more than 230,000 listeners 
within a radius of as much as 800 milts. 
The greater part of this audience was 
packed within the states of New York. 
Connecticut, New 1ersey, Pennsylvania 
and Delaware. although people as far 
west as Indiana and ( )hi) and north 
to Nova Scotia. heard the results. 

So that in reality at the same time 
the lights were being switched off at 
the New York Velodrome and the 
gates were being closed, a quarter 
million individuals scattered here, there 
and everywhere were taking off their 
head phones. were shutting off their 
load speakers and leaning back with 
sighs of satisfaction. 

bur, through the eyes of I. Andrew 
White, Editor of Tin: \\'tert.r.ss AGE. 
they saw the fight. saw it almost as 

Radio Telephone Gives Public Vivid 
Description of 

Leonard - Britton Bout 
Broadcasting of Championship Boxing Match 

Thrills Hundreds of Thousands 

By Maurice Henle 

clearly as if they had been at the ring - 
side with hint. They heard by radio 
the gong, the shouts of the crowd and 

. \Ir. \\Mite's mice -picture of the bout 
as it progressed round after round. 

.\ world's championship match had 
been broadcast before. The radio audi- 
ence back in July. 1921. 5 received the 
reports of the "Battle of the Century- 
between Dempsey and (arpentier, but 
in that instance, as in others, the de- 
scription of the match was telephoned 
by wire and then relayed by another 
voice speaking by radio, No such round- 
about process was used in broadcasting 
the Leonard -i ritton bout. Through a 

radio engineering feat, described else- 
where in this article. the voice of one 
litaut was used, that of i I r. White, at 
the ringside. 

l )n the night of the championship 
match, \tonclay, Tune the 26th, the 
weather in the Metropolis was ideal, 
even for New York. The streets were 
crowded with a restless. ever -Moving 
throng from the Battery to Van ('ort- 

landt Park, front one enti of Brooklyn 
to the other, and in the congested 
sections of the Bronx. It was a clear 
night, just a trifle too hot for the 
theatre and not hot enough for the sea- 
shore resorts, so the people stayed in 
town and Broadway claimed its own. 

The subways, the busses and the taxi 
cabs were tilled to capacity, Velodrome 
bound, but the huge bowl despite its 
proportions after all could only hold a 

bare 30,000 and greater New York 
claims more than 7.0(X),000. 

Rusii row. Ilomii 
`o those who owned radio receiving 

apparatus staved at home, having 
eagerly anticipated for a week the 
broadcasting of the championship 
snatch. They did not want to miss it. 
Those who didnot own receiving equip- 
ment tried their best. if they were not 
going to the fight itself, to ferret out 
a friend who was fortunate enough to 
possess one. 

The town was on edge and in the 

Just one of the New York street- corner crowds that gathered in front of loud speakers. In 
this case. part of the radio and boxing fans at 94th Street and Broadway, where 450 people 
heard the description via an instrument in the laboratory of the Waveolian Radio Corporation 
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words of the showman, the stage was 
set for a successful event. 

There are scattered along Broadway 
and throughout greater New York 
many small dealers in radio equipment. 
They too "sensed" the eagerness of 
the crowd and had -practically every 
one of them -loud speakers rigged up, 
and announced in advance that the 
description of the bout would be heard. 

The crowds paused. They heard a 
voice : 

"This is WJZ, the Radio Corporation - 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Station at 
Newark, New Jersey. A blow -by -blow 
description of the Leonard -Britton 
championship bout will now be given 
from the ringside at the New York 
Velodrome. One moment please, while 
we make connections." 

The crowd became interested. It 
seemed to settle -to lose its roving 
spirit. 

"Hello ! Hello ! Good evening. This 
is I. Andrew White, speaking from 

The ringside. A blow -by -blow descrip- 
tion of the championship match will 
now be broadcast via \V J7_. The con - 
.testants are not quite ready so I will 
first describe for you the scene here at 
the Velodrome." 

The thousands listened while the 
voice told of the colorful crowd in the 
'banked up seats and went on to say 
that Jack Dempsey was coming up the 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

aisle ; other celebrities of art and in- 
dustry were mentioned; a famous 
sporting editor was introduced, and an 
effort macle to have him say a few 
words over the radiophone. Another 
pause and then the same voice an- 
nounced that the boxing expert was 
overcome by modesty and stage fright, 
but that he sent his greetings. Then 
the voice introduced Senator James 
Walker who fathered the present New 
York State boxing law, announcing 
that Senator Walker would say a few 
words. This he did and in his short 
speech declared that the members of 
the New York Boxing Commission 
were convinced that the public wanted 
clean sport and that its belief was being 
fully justified in the capacity crowd at 
the Velodrome and in the knowledge 
that 250,00 more people who could not 
get in, were listening to the radio de- 
scription that night. 

And then the voice of the observer 
went on to say that many women were 
present, and had enjoyed the pre- 
liminary bouts. 

:\ gong clanged incessantly and the 
voice explained that the gong the radio 
audience had just heard was rung in 
the endeavor to secure silence from the 
crowd, because the announcer, Joe 
f- Iuntphreys, had something to say. 
This was to introduce the boxing 
champions present and then the prin- 

Arrow points to J. Andrew White, Editor of The Wireless Age, who was the ringside 
,announcer for the radio public. Photo shows Britton (center) landing a blow in an 

early round, with Referee Patsy Haley keeping a watch on every move 
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cipals of the bout and to give their 
weight and so forth. Then there was 
a pause and a deafening roar ; the 
voice explained that this was the greet - 
ing accorded Leonard and Britton by 
the crowd as the two champions en- 
tered the ring. 

"In a moment the fight will com- 
mence," said the voice. 

By this time the crowds along Broad- 
way had become completely absorbed 
and all thoughts of drifting further 
had fled from their minds. Knots of 
people, grouped around the many loud 
speakers in front of the radio shops, 
waited with bated breath. 

Truly, radio was claiming its own. 
Clang -gg -g ! ! 

"That," said the voice, "was the gong 
for the commencement of the first 
round. The men are now in the center 
of the ring, sparring lightly for an 
opening. Leonard lands a light left on 
Britton's face. The men are sparring. 
Leonard jabs a left to the face. He 
jabs another left without any return 
from Britton. Britton tries a left hook 
to the body but fails to connect. An- 
other left hook and another to the 
same spot fall short. Leonard con- 
nects with a left jab to the face. The 
men now are in a clinch. Britton lands 
a left to the stomach. Leonard crosses 
with a right to the. face and Britton 
counters with a hard left to the 
stomach. The men again go into a 
clinch. Leonard tries a right but is 
high and Britton makes a left dig to 
the body. The men are sparring..." 

Clang -gg -g ! ! 

"That is the bell for the conclusion 
of the first round. The men are now 
going to their corners and are receiv- 
ing the attention of their seconds. 
Neither man shows any effects of the 
milling of the first round." 

The writer wanted to get an un- 
biased description of how the news was 
received by those listening in. He did 
not stay in any one group ; he dici not 
pick out any one locality ; nor did he 
disclose to any friend he happened to 
meet that he was there to record the 
impressions of the crowd, because he 
wanted to have clear -cut, frank and un- 
biased expressions from the thousands 
who were listening in. 

And he can say in all sincerity that 
if one conclusion could be drawn from 
his wanderings around the Metropolis 
that night, that if one outstanding point 
must be emphasized, as to what he 
learned from his observation, then it 
was the fact that the public has ac- 
cepted radio as something established, 
not to be marveled at, not astounding, 
but something as matter -of -fact as the 
telephone, typewriter, and almost as 
commonplace and convenient as the 
megaphone. 

That in itself is really astonishing. 
Radio telephony, as the public knows 
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it. has been a familiar agency only a 
little over a year. and vet within that 
short time the people have passed 
through the stage wherein it was a sci- 
entific phenomenon to be regarded with 
awe. They now class it with other 
established means of communication. 

In but one or two instances during 
the entire period that the returns were 
conning through, the writer heard such 
exclamations as "Gee, that's wonder- 
ful !" "Just think -by wireless !" and 
"So plain, too !" For the rest, it ap- 
peared that the assembled crowds had 
their minds concentrated on the words 
that they heard and not on the medium 
through which they heard therm. At 
some shops very little amplification was 
used and as a result the crowd could 
only be four or five sleep around the 
horn. Those up close, in their eager- 
ness anti in the excitement of the mo- 
ntent, would pick up a phrase and relay 
it to those beyond the point where the 
words were clearly distinguished. 

in most of the shops. however, the 
voice came over very strong and in 
such instances the streets were blocked 
from sidewalk to sidewalk with a listen- 
ing mob. in many such instances peo- 
ple at the most distant point of the 
crowd could hear the results more 
clearly than could those directly under 
the horn. 

So great were the crowds around 
these high amplification loud speakers 
at several points that police reserves 
from the district precinct had to be 
called out to clear the traffic. At 94th 
Street and Broadway, two low! speak- 
ers were extended "from second story 
windows. one on the Broadway side 
and another on the 94th Street side. 
On the Broadway side. traffic regula- 
tions restricted the size of the crowd 
Inn on the 94th Street side people were 
packed tap against the sides of the build- 
ings on the opposite street corner. The 
groups included men. women and chil- 
dren, who stayed from start to finish. 

At Times Square. the heart of New 
York. the crowd became so great on 
the street that the manager at the radio 
shop was forced to lessen the volume 
of sound because with the power that 
he was using the voice travelled as far 
away as the Claridge Intel, which is a 
good 250 yards away. 

l ioxa Pi.r:Asr:s l eomyms 

And then still farther on downtown, 
at 23rd Street. similar scenes were 
being enacted, with police lines holding 
the crowd in check. And so in Brook- 
lyn. And the Bronx. : \nd Staten 
island. And Jersey City. : \nd New - 
ark. And everywhere. 

The thing that tickled the fancy of 
the crowds that night, more so than 
possibly any other point. was the clear- 
ness with which the gong could be 
heard. It brought a smile to every 

PK= 

/74-The foul in the exciting boxing exhibition in the thirteenth round. Leonard (left) being 
waved to his corner by Referee Patsy Haley. Leonard hit Britton after the latter had 

dropped to one knee, and the photographer caught the group a second later 

face. an involuntary senile. It was one 
of the little touches that made the whole 
affair so real, and delighted all even 
more than hearing the crowd cheer and 
yell. 

It was the one time, if at any, 
when the crowds along Broadway lost 
their poise. They chuckled with that 
same sheepish snicker of the school boy 
caught smoking corn silk. A few 
seemed to realize for an instant that 
they were, after all, listening to history 
in the making and that fully as won- 
derful as the description of the bout 
itself, was the instrument used to de- 
scribe it. 

But only for an instant, and then in 
the next second the crowd settled back 
into that same sophisticated attitude it 
already had assumed -an attitude 
closely identified with New York. 

"We know radio is practical. We 
know it is here to stay. We realize the 
voice comes over clearly. \ \'hat we 
want to hear is the fight." That was the 
sentiment of the crowds in the nation's 
metropolis. 

But not only the people of New 
York were being entertained that 
night. Radio knows no limitations 
within the scope of the power used or 
of the sensitiveness of the receiving ap- 
paratus. so that at the sante instant 
New Yorkers were hearing Mr. 
White's words. so were people in many 
other states. 

"I do not know when I have enjoyed 
anything more thoroughly than your 
ringside account of the fight," Chester 
\i. Scripture of Willimantic, Connecti- 
cut. told officials of \VJZ. 

"Mr. White's voice cante over very 
clearly and was understood by all of 
us. I could hear the bell and the 
shouting of the crowd." 

In another part of the State. at 
Bridgeport, other fans were fully as 
enthusiastic and as a typical example of 
what was going on there may be cited 
the little party that was held in the 
home of E. J. Huber, manager of the 
Postal Telegraph -Cable Company of 
this city. The little group was so en- 
thusiastic that it actually cheered when 
Britton was declared the winner. just 
as though they were at the ringside, 
and all \ir. Huber's friends agreed that 
was one of the most enjoyable evenings 
they had ever spent. 

It seems rather peculiar to imagine 
anybody in staid Boston, Massachu- 
setts, having a ringside seat at the bout. 
But that is exactly what \I. J. Daley 
of that city told friends that he con- 
sidered he was having. 

Mr. White's voice also penetrated 
Pennsylvania and found its way into 
homes in Wilkes- Barre, Scranton. 
Nanticoke and other places. S. L. 
Fenstermacher of Berwick, Pa., held a 
little party that night and about a dozen 
persons listened in at his home. An- 
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tither little drama was enacted in his 
house that night and the little group 
declared that they could see the blows 
that were being described and every 
now anti then they would break out in 
excited exclamation. The comment of 
F. R. Krupp. of Scranton. Pa.. was very 
much like that of others of his State. 

"We could hear all the details, the 
gong for each round, during the time 
that we were listening in. \Ve could 
hear the uproar from the crowd be- 
cause of the foul. and we could hear 
the gong ring for silence just before 
the referee made his announcement." 

It was a great night for clubs. and 
many of them called special meetings. 

Special Tech nical Equipment 
Insured Success 

The technical arrangements by means 
of which the voice of Mr. White was 
broadcast from \VJZ necessitated the 
use of much special equipment at the 
ringside and at \V'JZ. Special facilities 
were supplied, too, by the American 
Telephone & Telegraph Company in 
providing continuous and undisturbed 
wire line transmission between the ring- 
side and the Newark station. 

A transmitter of special design was 
used at the ringside. It was connected 
to several steps of audio- frequency am- 
plification. in order to strengthen the 
voice of the speaker so that it would 
be of sufficient volume to properly mod- 
ulate the transmitting set at Newark. 

:\ special telephone line was run to 
the ringside from the nearest telephone 
cable. and connection made at the local 
telephone exchange with a through 
leased wire which ran direct into the 
operating room of \ViZ station. Here 
the voice of the speaker was further 
amplified before going into the modu- 
lation system of the regular transmit- 
ting set. Arrangements were made so 
that the operator in charge at \ \1Z 
could if necessary cut in on the wire 
and talk to Mr. White at the ringside. 
or. himself, talk into the transmitting 
set for the purpose of broadcasting 
the preliminary and final announce- 
ments concerning the undertaking. 

At the Velodrome several technical 
men stood watch under direction of 
Walter Frazier of the Westinghouse 
Co.. either at the transmitter itself, or 
along the line, prepared to act instantly 
in the case of the slightest interruption 
to the service. At the telephone ex- 
change and at other control stations 
of the telephone company, experts 
stood by to insure constant and satis- 
factory communication. The operator 
in charge at \WJZ listened to every word 
radiated from the station into space. 
and such adjustments as were necessary 
were made from time to time to insure 
proper quality and quantity of the voice 
conning from the ringside. 

The reports of the technical staff ree- 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

That is what happened to the Hooker 
Hall Radio Club of Springfield, Mass., 
according to the record of Ernest A. 
Berry, secretary. 

"Forty members of the club listened 
in," said \Ir. Berry. "Static condi- 
tions interfered somewhat with us but 
we were able to follow the fight round 
by round. But here in Massachusetts 
many people dici not know in advance 
that the fight would be broadcasted and 
when they finally learned of it there 
was a mad scramble for the phones." 

Indiana. too, was represented and 
from \eedersburg of that State, Mar- 
vin H. Cook wrote to congratulate 
\\ Z. 

ord that there was not a single in- 
stant's interruption of the service. nor 
the slightest disturbing noise of any 
character on the line throughout the 
entire evening. That the public also 
appreciated the faultless service has 
been fully demonstrated by several 
thousand letters of appreciation re- 
ceived, which specially referred to the 
excellence of the technical arrange- 
ments. 

A Ringside Seat in the Parlor. 
(From an Orange, N. J., Radio Fan.) 
The Leonard- Britton fight description en- 

tered many homes where heretofore this 
sport was never mentioned. 

In addition to the returns as broadcast 
bp wTZ. many listeners heard on the sid, 
something like the following: 

uillie: ")icy Pop! the fight's gonna start.' 
Mother (answering for both) : "You lis- 

ten yourself ; father and I are not at all 
interested." 

Father (»tore interested than he appears 
h' be) "Don't be foolish, let's sec what it 
is like anyway.'. 

Both join Willie at the receiving set. 
mother with a very disapproving look. 

Mother: "four bulbs are howling. \ \äl- 
lie." 

Father: "Howling nothing! That's the 
crowd yelling: just listen to that racket!" 

iIillie (trying to hear the announcer): 
"Veh! can't listen cause of the racket in 
here'" 

Two minutes of silent attention. 
Ii'illie: "Boy! this is gonna be the ber- 

ries!" 
llothrr (di.cgusft d with the thought of if I: 

v'i'es. l can just imagine what it is going 
to be like. I never -" 

Fattier: "Never mind the lecture now: 
let's hear what is going to happen. There's 
the gong for the first round." 

Reports follow of jabs. hooks and stiff 
blows, until mother can hold her peace no 
longer and remarks : 

"Oh! that's brutal! their faces will be 
stashed to pulp!" . 

Willie: "That's nothing! just wait 'till 
they get going!" 

Round after round the fight goes on with 
continued reports of heavy punching. sud- 
denly followed by a loud roar by the crowd. 

Father: "Listen! someone got knocked 
for a loop sure as guns'" 

\CGI. "ST, 1922 

\nd even at Bridgeton. Maine, the 
returns were heard. A. l'. Clark of 
that city told friends that with his 
vaccum tube set, without amplifica- 
tion. he heard every word of the an- 
nouncer perfectly and he could catch 
the noise of the crowd and the ringing 
of the gong clearly. Thousands of 
letters since the fight have reached the 
desk of Mr. \Vhite and of officials at 
\\'JZ. They came from widely scat- 
tered points, although the bulk of 
them were concentrated within a radius 
of one hundred miles of Newark. 

It will be of interest to the radio 
public to read some of these letters 
which are printed in this issue. 

Willie: " \Cow! sounds like church hells 
were ringing for somebody don't it.''' 

.I/other: "Well! of all the language! 
Where in the name of heavens do you hear 
such talk,.. 

By the eleventh round, father has forgot- 
ter himself completely and is perched on the 
edge of his chair. Willie, all excited, sits 
grinning. while mother still talks of the 
cruelty of it all and is certain one of the 
fighters will he killed before it ends: never- 
theless she still holds tight to the receiver,. 

it illie: "Gee!. listen to 'em holler!" 
1 1other: "Goodness! I don't see how that 

announcer can be so calm and unconcerned 
with all the racket. Willie, just open the 
window, it's getting terribly warm in here." 

Il illie (winking at Pop): "\1'hatsa mat- 
ter ma, gettiti' excited?" 

Pop laughs, and for a reason all her own 
mother does not attempt to reply. 

Father: "Well, can you beat that! Leon- 
ard loses by it foul." (meekly) "that's a 
shame." 

Willie grumbles disgustedly because no 
knockout occurred. while father sharing 
young hopeful's disappointment dare not 
say it. 

Mother (still trying to appear disgu.ctedi: 
"Well that is certainly terrible! I don't see 
:my sport in it at all!" (unconsciously) "My! 
it certainly must be very exciting to be there 
and see it !" 

11'illie: "Well! as long as you both en- 
joyed it so much (terrible as it was) I guess 
I'll write \\'JZ and tell him how good it was." 

"How'd you like to go to a fight with me 
sometime \la ? I lull ' "- Rt :INIY. 

Haying refused an invitation to see the 
fight between Leonard and Britton, I re- 
mained at home while my husband joined a 

party of men who went to see the fight. 
Bouts have never interested me. 

Seeking amusement, I went to the radio - 
expecting to hear the concert. instead I lis- 
tened (intently too) to every detail of the 
fight. I clearly heard the gong, the crowds 
yelling and became so enthused I called in 
my neighbors -all 1 could find who were in- 
terested -and we were all thrilled! 

Won't Mr. Owitz (my husband) be sur- 
prised when at breakfast I can discuss the 
fight -for instance I plan to say: "Wasn't 
it a pity Leonard got so excited he hit Brit- 
ton while he was down. The first seven 
rounds was just mere play -hut -the round 
Leonard nearly cinched the fight when the 
crowds yelled 'follow him tip! Finish it !' " 

(Continued on page 42) 
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The Future of Radio 
Wireless Telegraphy Is 22 Years Old and Has a Permanent Place in Com- 
mercial Communications- Wireless Telephony Has Been Developing for 
15 Years - Broadcasting's Vast Benefits Still Only Nebulously Perceived 

By E. J. Nally 

Ct \R1 cloy pupul;o mt- 
dcraaulding. radio has nut come 
lo u> suddenly. I ha: been 

under development continnuus1\- dur- 
ing- the past twenty -two Years. Com- 
mercial radio conununication. that is, 
overseas radio telegraphy. has reached 
a high state of development and has 
found its place in the commercial 
world. Raclin is now earl" y¡rig a larg-e 
part ttf the telegrapli traffic between the 
[tined States and 1 ?uropc and be- 
tween the Cnited States and Iapaul, the 
total volume of traffic constantly in- 
creasing. 

Radio telephony has been under de- 
velopment during the past fifteen 
years. and (luring the late war was 
successfully used for both one -\ya\ and 
two -way communication. 

"ONr:- \ \.\v" iii e i't".tsrixti 
Popular radii - -- relatively short -dis- 

tance radio telephone broadcasting. is 
the (outcome of the realization of the 
ya:.t possibilities of une -way transmis- 
sion of news matter, vocal and instru- 
mental music. lectures, scrnunts, etc. 

Radiophone transmission tronc cen- 
tral, organized sutures of information 
and entertainment makes it possible for 
the citizen to receive this service 
through the small investment involved 
ill purchasing a radiophone receiver. 

It is not culnhii tnication in a two - 
wa\ serve: radio broadcasting is the 
empl )vinent of a fairly well developed 

,r-y //í.,,, 
j., iir,'rH/ ü ri/// %'!;;/% 

yi.. 7/ir/ir///rH///////LY/////// 

E. J. Nally 

science to a new use. I;roadeasting is 
the recent development -not radio. 

The future of radio telegraphy, 
therefore. is assured. It already has a 
healthy and well defined field. The 
future of radiophone broadcasting is 
another matter, ;tttd ill this we can 
speculate with only the inlagination 
limiting. 

We may visualize the future of radio 
as (level( ping ill quantity and quality 
perhaps as news distribution has 
grown since Franklin's time, and as 
organized entertainment has grown in 
popular favor since the days of the 
( dobe Theatre. 

Radiophone broadcasting here gives 
us a new facility by means of which 
these potent agencies of civilization 
may be strengthened and made more 
popular and universal. 

l;roadeasting already has given the 
condition of isolation a new meaning. 
Isolation now. if it exists, must be a 
desired condition. No man, no family 
no matter where located geographically 
with regard to railroads or \vi re tele- 
grgths, need be beyond the range of 
daily radiophone broadcasting of news 
items and entertainment. 

INl'INrrE i'nsslnil.rrlh:s 
It is difficult to understand how any 

thinking person can believe that broad- 
casting will not be further extended. 
Isolation of families its rural or moun- 
tain districts no longer need be 
11yo1'unary. 

The facility of the radiophone is 
here. It is available. If there is any- 
thing nebulous about its status. it is 
only that its vast. significant possibil- 
ities have been realized so recently that 
there is not yet agreement as to what 
its most useful application shall be. 

In the meantime it is serving -mak- 
ing its way here and there and getting 
acquainted. so that we may well be- 
lieve that in time it will occupy a des- 
tined place among the great forward 
steps of civilization along with the 
newspaper. the magazine, the rural 
phone and the automobile. 

Operating room, showing high speed recorders, of the Radio Corporation of America. 
Point plant is controlled 

31 

at New York City. Here the transmission of the Rocky 
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University Gets Phone Trans- 
mitter 

'T 11E University of Rochester, Rodi- 
ester, N. Y., has just been presented 

with a radio telephone transmitting set 
by the Democrat and Chronicle and the 
Times - Union. The set had been built 
for the first -named newspaper, which 
at first planned to operate it, but after 
considering the superior advantages of 
it for the university, suggested to the 
second paper that they join in making 
the gift. The Eastman School of Music 
of the university will operate the set. 
broadcasting the programs given in the 
school's new Eastman Theatre. Excel- 
lent entertainment over a wide range 
should be provided, as the Eastman 
school is considered one of the best mu- 
sical institutions in the country. 

Song- Leading By Radio 
WHAT next over the radio !" 

marvels the man who has had 
lectures, concerts, vaudeville acts, and 
even musical comedy wafted to him on 
radio waves. 

And from Seattle, Washington, 
conies the answer. "Community sing- 
ing, of course !" 

During a reception given there this 
year to Marshal Joffre, Mr. R. H. 
Vivian, the director of music for Seat- 
tle Community Service, sang through 
the radio telephone, for groups gath- 
ered around loud speakers in all parts 
of the city, each group joining in the 
songs under the direction of a leader. 
And not only slid Mr. Vivian lead the 
singing for the people assembled under 
the song leaders, but lie made it pos- 
sible for those in every home or insti- 
tution which was equipped with a radio 
apparatus, to join in the great chorus 
that was sweeping the city in honor 
of the French hero. Orphanages, hos- 
pitals. and shut -ins had the opportunity 
of participating in Seattle's welcome 
to Joffre. 

Community Service organizations in 
other places have macle use of the radio, 
but none in such an unique manner as 
Seattle. During San Francisco's Mu- 
sic Week a Community Service day 
was arranged at the radio studio of the 
"San Francisco Examiner" and a pro- 
gram of heart songs, dedicated to those 
confined in the hospitals of the city, was 
broadcast. 

Radio Aids Home Makers 
T as newspapers contain depart- ) inents for women, so have the radio 

telephone broadcast programs been giv- 
ing time to subjects of home interest. 
such as dressmaking, cleaning, cooking 
and all the thousand and one problems 
facing the housewives of America. 
Competent speakers on domestic sub- 
jects appear from time to time on the 
programs. 

Principal Broadcasting Stations 
KYW -360 Meters. Daily, 8 P.M. Central time, 9 

P.M. eastern time. Westinghouse Station 
located at Chicago. III. 

KD KA -360 meters. Daily. 8 to 10 P.M. West- 
inghouse Station located at East Pittsburgh. 

WBI -360 meters. Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays, 8 P.M. Westinghouse Station 
located at Springfield. Mass. 

WGI -360 meters. Evenings, American Radio and 
Research Corporation station located at 
Medford Hillside, Mass. 

WGY -360 meters. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Fri- 
days. 7 P.M. General Electric Co. Station 
located at Schenectady, N. Y. 

W12 -360 meters. Daily, II A. M. to 10 P. M. 
Radio Corporation -Westinghouse Station lo- 
cated at Newark, N. J. 

WVP -1450 meters. Evenings. 9 to 9:55 o'clock, 
except Sundays and Holidays. Signal Corps, 
Bedloe's Island. New York Harbor. 

WW1 -360 meters, Daily, The Detroit News, 
Detroit. Mich. 

KYJ -Leo J. Meyberg Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 
KDN -Leo J. Meyberg Co.. San Francisco, Cal. 
WGR- Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co., Buffalo, 

N. Y. 
WOK- Arkansas Light & Power Co.. Pine Bluff, 

Ark. 
WLW -Crosley Mfg. Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. 

WOC- Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, 
la. 

WLB- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Stations Broadcasting Music and 
Speech on 360 Meters 

Additional List to Those Previously Published 

WSB The Atlanta Journal ttlanta, 1;a. 
W FAA Dallas Morning News Dallas, Texas 
W EAX T. J. M. Daly Little hock, Ark. WEAY Will !moite. Jr Houston, Texas 
W EA2 Donald Redmond Iowa 
WEAN Shepard Company Pro 

Waterloo. 
lt. 1. 

WFAB Carl Frank I% woe Syracuse N. 1. 
WEARR Baltimore American & Sena Pub. Co., Bello., Md. 
W EAU Davidson Bros. Co Sioux City, lova 
W EAT John J. Fogarty Tampa, Fla. 
W EAS Recht Company 11'ashington, U. C. 
WEAP Mobile Radio Co., Inc Mobile, Ala. 
W EAO Ohio State University Columbus, Ohio 
W EA1 Sheridan Electric Service Co., Rushville, Nebr. 
W EA4 Y. 31. C. A Berlin. N. H. 
WCAZ Ruin. E. Compton & Co.. Quincy Whig Journal, 

uincy, Ill. 
KD2V lope & Cornwell Co Salt Lake 

ll 
City, Ptah 

WCAV J. C. Dice Electric Co Little hoes, Ark. 
WDAD [Gilliam Louis Harrison ',finisher., Gansas 
KDYU herald Publishing Co Klamath Falls, Ure. 
WDAI Hughes Electrical Corp yrecusv, 
WDAC Illinois Watch Co pringtield, III. 
WDAF Kansas City Star Kansas City, Mo. 
WCAY Kesselmen OUriscoll to \Llnaukee, Wisc. 
WDAG J. Laurence Martin knlarillo, Texas 
WDAK Mine & smelter Supply Co FI l'aso, Texas 
WCAW Quincy llerakl and Qun.cy E.ec.. & Supply Cu.. 

(Joint-y. 111. 
KDYW Smith- IWghee & Co Phoenix Ariz. 
WDAB 31. C. Sumner & u l'urlsmuuth, O. 
WKB Sweeney School Cou Kansas City, Flo. 
W DAE Tampa Dally Ti,, rs Tampa, Fla. 
KO VS The Tribune, Inc lavent l'ails Mont. 
WCAX University of Germout Burlington. Vt. 
W D AA Ward -1 Itt Sel ouI Gmbville, Tenn. 
K DYY Rocky Mt. Itadlo l'utt' Denver. Culo. 
W DAI Atlanta & West l'ut nt It. It. Cu -, 

College Park, Ca. 
K DZF A it tontob i le Club of So. Calif., Los Angeles Calif. 
W EAC Baines Electric Service l'o 'ferre Haute, Ind. 
KDZG Cyrus Peirce & Co Sm Francisco. Calif. 
W EAA l'a I la in & Lathrop Flint, 31 ch. 
KDZH Frc,no Evening Herald Fresno, Calif. 
W EA D Northnu; K:wsas itaailo Sui' -y e ".., lnvood. Kan. 
W LAB Standard Radio Equipment Co...Fort Dodge, Iowa 
WEAK Julius It. Abercrombie St. .I useph, Mo. 
KDZR Bellingham Publishing Co Bellingham, Wash. 
WEAI Cornell lltiveisity Ithacs, N. Y. 
KDZI Electric supply Co Wenatchee, Wash. 
KDZJ Excelsior Rath . Cu l :usa ne, Oregon 
KDZM E. A. llollingworth Centralia, Wash. 
KDZG William U. Pyle Denver, Colo. 
KDZK Nevada Mad,ioery & Electric t'o Reno, Nevada 
KDZP Newberry Electric Corp Los Angeles Calif. 
WEAG Nicholas- Ilinellne- ]tassent Edgewood, It. I. 
WEAM Borough of North Plointiehl.North Plainfield. N. J. 
KDZL Rocky Mountain Radio Corp Ogden, Utah 
KDYX Star Bulletin Publishing Co llonoinlu T. II. 
WEAH Wlchila Board of Trade & Landers Radio Co.. 

Wichita, Kan. 
KDIA Arizona Deily Star Tucson, Ariz. 
WDAD Auunnotive Electric Co. Dallas, Tex. 
WDAL Florida Times Union Co Jacksonville, Fla. 
WOAN Glenwood Radio Corn Shreveport, La. 
WDAQ Hartman-Riker Elec. and Mach. co., 

Brownsville, Pa. 
WDAR Lit Bros Philadelphia, Pa. 
WDAP Midwest Radio Central, Inc Chicago. III. 
KOZB Frank E. Siefert Bakersfield, Calif. 
WDAM Western Electric Co Very York, N. Y. 
WDAT Delta Electric Co Worcester. Mau. 
WDAW Georgia Railway & Power Co Atlanta, Ga. 
WDAK Hartford Courant Hartford, Conn. 
WDAU Slocum & Kilbun, New Bedford, blasa. 
WDAS Samuel A. Waite R'orcester, Blass. 
WDAX First National (tank Centerville. Iona 
WDAY Kenneth M. Hanse Fargo, N. D. 
KDZD W. R. Mitchell Los Angeles, Calif. 
WDAV Muskogee Daily Phoenix Muskogee, Okla. 
KDZE The Rhodes Co Seattle. Wuh. 
WDZ James L. hush Tulacola Ill. 
KDZW Claude W. Genies San Francisco, Calif. 
KDZX Glad Tidings Tahernaele ,an Francisco. Calif. 
WFAC Superior Radio Co Superior, Mich. 
WFAD Watson. Weldon Motor Supply Co Salina, Kan. 
WFAF Henry C. Smratley Poughkeepsie. N. Y. 
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Radio's Relation to Advertising 

ADVERTISEMENTS of the 
Lackawanna Railroad are featur- 

ing the fact that radio telephone broad- 
casting concerts may be heard aboard 
the Buffalo Limited and the New 
York Limited, both of which are 
equipped with receiving sets. 

In the old style railroad "ad," the 
beauties of the scenery through which 
the train passed were featured, but 
now, railroad officials of those lines 
which have installed radio apparatus 
apparently believe that the lure of 
hearing radio music is stronger than 
that of scenery. 

Radio and Racing 
D ETAILED information regarding 

the "Kentucky Special," the most 
important horse race of the season, 
was broadcast by the Crosley Manu - 
facturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
operators of the radio station WLW, 
during the recent race at Latonia. 

The voice of Jack Dempsey (not the 
boxer of the same name) official caller, 
was carried from the judges' stand at 
the Latonia track to the broadcasting 
station by the wire phone, and there 
transmitted by the wireless telephone 
station. 

The system worked successfully, 
hundreds of persons calling up after 
the race and asking that radio telephone 
announcement of races be made a per- 
manent feature. 

Radio Rings Alarm Clock 
ACCORDING to Radioelectricite, 

the French radio paper, a French- 
man has succeeded in constructing a 
radio alarm clock. He uses a receiving 
apparatus tuned to respond only to a 
cs.l1 consisting of certain letters sent at 
a certain speed. When the proper com- 
bination of dots and dashes is received, 
the last signal operates a relay that 
closes a circuit and rings a bell. If the 
Eiffel Tower could be persuaded to 
send its time signals early in the morn- 
ing the device could be used instead of 
the ubiquitous American alarm clock to 
awaken the nation. 

Radio Invades "The Village" 
REENWICH VILLAGE, New 
York's much -advertised artist 

quarter, where even today candles are 
esteemed above electric light even by 
those who can afford the best, has be- 
come enthusiastic over the radio tele- 
phone. This is a great tribute, as it is 
about the only modern development 
that many of the Greenwich Villagers 
ever have been enthusiastic over, out- 
side of matters of art. 'Tis said that 
hundreds of Villagers now prefer to 
listen to the broadcast programs in- 
stead of to the "parlor Bolsheviks" 
who abound there. 
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THE first chapter of this little 
story takes place aboard a huge 
ocean liner returning to New 

York from Europe shortly after the 
outbreak of the great war in 1914. 

The famous Kouns sisters, Nellie 
and Sara, were homeward bound from 
Europe with members of their family. 
On the same vessel was the great 
Marconi, and it so happened that the 
Marconi party became acquainted with 
the Kouns group and Marconi him- 
self took the sisters to the wireless 
cabin of the ship and explained to 
them the mysteries of the great new 
science which soon was destined to 
conquer the world. "The time will 
come," Marconi told the sisters, "when 
you will sing into a little instrument 
and your voice will be carried through 
the air for hundreds of miles and will 
be heard by people everywhere." 

* * * 

How true this prophesy was, every- 
one knows. The Kouns sisters, 
themselves. told of Marconi's predic- 
tion when the interviewer called to get 
their impressions of the radio -tele- 
phone for the fans who heard them 
sing from WIZ. 

"We had been so impressed by the 
words of Marconi," said Nellie Kouns, 
"that when interest in radio suddenly 
awakened as it did, we were not as 
astonished as we might have been." 

SING FOR Music RECORDS 

"But the thing." added Sara Kouns, 
"that did impress us was the fact that 
we should be among the very first, if 
not the first, to be asked to broadcast 
from the station at Newark." 

The Kouns sisters are exclusive 
phonograph artists for a well known 
manufacturing company and they have 
confined themselves (luring the past 
few years largely to the making of rec- 
ords. They also have appeared on the 

A Chat About Radio 
With 

Nellie and Sara 
Kouns 
By Edwin Hall 

concert stage and at one time were in 
vaudeville. 

They decided to have some fun with 
their interviewer when he pleaded with 
them to put on a record of their own 
making. 

"See if you can guess who is sing- 
ing and when one stops and the other 
takes up the song," they urged him. 
He did his best to guess while the rec- 
ord played, but only revealed his con- 
fusion, for except when they were 
singing together it was impossible to 
distinguish between the voices of the 
two sisters. 

So alike are the voices of Nellie and 
Sara Kouns that they are called the 
"mirror voiced sopranos," each a per- 
fect reflection of the other. 

The sisters, remembering the proph- 
esy made to them by Marconi nearly 
ten years ago, are confident that when 
the development of the radio -tele- 
phone has progressed to a more ad- 
vanced stage, it will be possible and 
feasible to transmit the voice half way 
around the world. 

" \Ve feel the time will come," said 
Nellie, "when people in all parts of 
America will hear the voice of a 
Chinese or Japanese girl singing in the 
far -off Orient." 

"Yes," supplemented Sara. "and 
Italian music too, straight from Italy - 
and French and German." And then 
they pictured a rosy scene wherein all 
the world was a single unit with one 
common aspiration -the universal de- 
sire for art ! 

And the radio telephone, they say, 
will be the medium through which this 
long- sought goal will be attained. 

Nellie and Sara Kouns were born in 
Topeka, Kansas. They are daughters 
of the late Charles W. Kouns, former 
general manager of the Santa Fe Rail- 
road. They received their initial music 
instruction under the watchful eyes of 

American teachers; then they went to 
Germany to complete their studies. 

Their only object in studying music 
was to secure the personal pleasure and 
satisfaction that a knowledge of it 
brings; the idea of going on the pro- 
fessional stage was far removed from 
their thoughts and from the thoughts 
of their father. When they were of- 
fered engagements at the Royal Opera 
in Munich he withheld his consent, and 
to make certain that they would not 
yield to the temptation of this splendid 
offer he made a special trip to Europe 
and brought them home during the 
early days of the war. It was on this 
trip back that the prophesy was made 
to them by Marconi as related in the 
early lines of this story. 

DEBUT IN CHICAGO 

Yielding to the entreaties of friends 
and the pleading of the sisters them- 
selves, Mr. Kouns finally gave his con- 
sent for them to appear in concert and 
their debut took place in Chicago. 

Then followed a tour across the con- 
tinent that created a wave of enthu- 
siasm for the sisters. It was at the 
height of their success that they gave 
up all their plans in the emergency 
created by the war. and under the 
auspices of the Y. M. C. A., went to 
France to entertain the doughboy's. 

At the Paris opera. in Nice, Cannes, 
Monte Carlo and in the Army of Occu- 
pation 011 the Rhine, their voices were 
heard and they became favorites with 
the A. E. F. A professional season in 
England and France followed in 1920 
and left in its wake a trail of ever - 
increasing popularity. In the spring 
of 1921 they returned to New York. 
Toward the end of the same year they 
received a call to come to \\'JZ and en- 
tertain the radio audience, a call which 
they graciously accepted, to the delight 
of all who heard them. 
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Canadians Growing Enthusiastic 

CAN- ADA is fully as enthusiastic 
about radio telephone broadcast- 

ing as is the Vnited States. The Win- 
nipeg station has already been heard in 
various parts of the states, as well as 
in a large portion of the Dominion. 

Radio in Canadian Theatres 
r1-' I I . radio will play an important 

part in entertaining the Canadian 
public in the near future is shown by 
the fact that the Independent and 
l'nited Amusements Limited, Toronto, 
who own and operate the Strand, Re- 
gent, Papineau, Belmont, Plaza and 
Moulin Rouge Theatres have installed 
receiving sets in all their houses and 
will give a radio concert every evening. 

They have secured the services of 
a number of artists who will entertain 
the different audiences at these theatres, 
the artists performing in the Marconi 
Company's large new broadcasting sta- 
tion on the roof of the Canada Cement 
Building. 

At the conclusion of the local con- 
cert the operators in the different the- 
atres will endeavor to pick up more 
distant points where concerts are in 
progress, such as New York, Pitts- 
burgh, Springfield and other distant 
points where large broadcasting sta- 
tions are situated. 

Mexico Likes Broadcasting 

EFFORTS are being made in 
Mexico to make it easier to secure 

permission to operate radio telephone 
broadcasting stations there. At pres- 
ent niuclr red tape has to be wound 
and unwound in getting permission 
from the Mexican Government, and 
so far only about twelve stations have 

been authorized. Many applications 
are pending. President Obregon has 
been asked to establish a special radio 
bureau to handle the work of licensing 
and regulation. The stations now in 
operation in Mexico have done much 
good work, and sales of radio tele- 
phone apparatus are increasing fast. 
The radio telephone is proving valu- 
able especially in the remote mining 
districts. 

Toronto Paper Opens Station 
'T'HE Daily Star of Toronto, which 

has been using the radio telephone 
transmitter of the Canadian Telephone 
Co. for broadcasting purposes, now 
has its own station, CFCA, and is 
broadcasting nightly programs at 7 
p. m. on 400 meters. fhe station has 
been heard at a distance of from 500 
to 700 miles, using six amperes in the 
antenna. The set uses four 500 -watt 
oscillator tubes, and a 250 -watt tube as 
a modulator. The antenna is of the 
T -type, 200 feet long, supported on 80- 
foot steel towers on the roof of the 
Star building. 

Miners Carry Radio Sets 
PROSPECTORS and mining men in 

Northern Ontario are alive to the 
possibilities of the radiophone, and 
many camps will this year be brought 
into touch with the "outside world." 
Some of those who are hunting for 
mines are including radio equipment in 
their outfits, and the far -off haunts of 
these men of the trail where the feet 
of women have never trod will ring 
this year with the finest voices of 
Broadway. Great stretches of trackless 
forest will no longer separate these 
pioneers from the news of the world, 
thanks to the radio telephone. 

Here is the op rators' room in the new trans -Atlantic radio station near Berlin, where the 
traffic to and from the United States is handled. The station has been opened only recently 
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London Has $10 Sets 

SO FAR the cheapest receiving set 
yet developed in England for use 

by novices is priced at two pounds, or 
not quite $10. Due to Government re- 
strictions, broadcasting has been ham- 
pered and is just commencing in a 
limited way, with the result that a con- 
siderable demand is being built up 
for receiving apparatus. The average 
British amateur, however, buys a few 
parts and builds his own set rather 
than buy complete installations. 

Radio Fingerprints Will Aid 
International Police 

POLICE Commissioner Richard E. 
Enright of New York City, who 

recently returned from Europe, has 
been much interested in experiments in 
transmitting fingerprints by radio. He 
observed the results of a system de- 
veloped in Copenhagen, and expects 
that it will do much to make radio, both 
telephone and telegraph, the aid to the 
police that it is bound to be. Com- 
missioner Enright's trip abroad was 
taken for the purpose of arranging 
closer co- operation with European au- 
thorities, as many crimes have an in- 
ternational aspect. With the new ra- 
dio fingerprint transmission facilities. 
it will be possible to secure such co- 
operation with the minimum of delay, 
as positive identification will be made 
possible within an hour or two of the 
arrest of a suspect. 

Poland Interested in Radio 
HE Polish minister of communica- 
tions is coming to the United States 

to study our wireless system. His in- 
vestigations will form the basis for the 
operation of the great station being 
erected at Warsaw, and also for future 
Polish radio telephone broadcasting 
activity. 

'Tis Correct English 
A LONDON literary weekly says 

"broadcasting" is a new word 
added to the language by wireless tele- 
phony. Such a periodical should 
rather have referred with pleasure to 
the fact that the good English verb 
"to broadcast" has found apt employ- 
ment for many years. 

There is a popular hymn which 
thousands of Lancashire people sing at 
Whitsuntide, whose first verse begins, 
"Sow in the morn thy seed," and ends 
with "Broadcast it o'er the land." Ref- 
erence to the Thesaurus confirms the 
fact that "broadcast" was already in 
the language, and suggests that in its 
place we might easily have been af- 
flicted with one of its synonyms. 
"Widespreading" would have been as 
good, but neither "divaricating," "dif- 
fusing," "dispersing." nor "disseminat- 
ing" would have hit the mark so truly. 
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Radio Relief for the Ailing 
Hospitals and Physicians Generally Consider 
Music Important in the Convalescent Period - 
Its Use Even During Operations -Wireless 
Telephone Concerts for Improvement of 

Mental Tone of Patients 

By Ward Seeley 

HAVE you ever been ill in a hos- 
pital? 

Not ill enough to be oblivi- 
ous of your surroundings, as no one 
ever is for more than a comparatively 
few hours at a time. but just ill enough 
to be kept in your bed. 

Do you remember how bored and 
disgruntled you were, how slowly the 
hours passed, how you slept as much 
as you could, just to pass the time 
away, how you wished you could do 
nothing but sleep and forget your 
troubles until it was time to get up 
and go home? 

Perhaps you have been ill at home 
and had the same experience there. 

It was a red- letter clay when you 
were declared well enough to get up, 
walk about a bit, and sec something 
of the world outside of the four walls 
that had hemmed you in, prisoned you 
in body and mind. 

If you have gone through a long 
siege of sickness, as nearly everyone 
has, you will understand what the 
radio telephone now means to those 
who are confined to their beds day 
after day. It brings the news and 
music of the world to them. It gives 
entertainment, diversion, occupation. 
It actually hastens recovery. 

Doctors for years have known that 
music is beneficial in many maladies. 
The mind has a powerful influence 

t7, 

Radio telephone music absorbs the 
during an operation under 

on the body, and often the patient's 
own mental condition is the chief ob- 
stacle to an early recovery. The body 
is willing, but the mind, from too 
long dwelling on misery, is unable to 
comprehend the fact that health is at 
hand. The mind after thinking of 
disease for weeks does not turn of its 
own accord to thoughts of health. 

Radio changes all this. It gives 
patients the needed healthy stimulus 

Radio Can Cheer and Heal 
"Music can case the strain of life 

for a great number of patients, but 
not for all. It calls up cheerful 
thoughts and lessens monotony, and it 
is of enormous benefit to the nerv- 
ously broken down, to children, and to 
most surgical cases, for music appeals 
more to the emotions than to reason. 

"People differ, not in opinion, but 
in stages of intellectual and spiritual 
development. So some want jazz and 
some want fugues, and neither is 

soothed by the music that pleases the 
other. Music might heal or injure. 
Wherever it cheers, though, it heals." 

-DR. .ALEXANDER LAMBERT, 
Bellevue Hospital, New York City 

front outside, bringing the happy 
cheerful busy world to the ears of the 
sick, giving them other things to think 
about than their own condition. In 
many homes today the radio telephone 

Lester Picker, San Diego, Cal., is helpless in bed with a broken back, but he is a licensed 
amateur whose call, 6AJH, is well known on the Pacific Coast. The radio telegraph and 

telephone keeps him cheery during his long helpless days and nights 
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attention of the patient 
local anaesthesia 

is a great aid to sufferers. shortening 
their hours of tedium, lessening the 
period of their convalescence. 

Hence it is that progressive doctors 
in all parts of the country. and par- 
ticularly those in charge of hospitals, 
are eagerly taking advantage of radio. 

Dr. W. F. Jacobs, Medical Super- 
intendent of the Cumberland Hospital, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., said to the writer: 
"Radio deserves to be ranked with the 
best mental therapeutic agencies. In 
fact, for hundreds of cases the radio 
telephone can be prescribed as the one 
best treatment." 

The Cumberland I- Iospital is a city 
institution, most of its patients being 
charity cases. Since last September 
Dr. Jacobs has been experimenting 
with radio for them, having installed 
several sets at his own expense in the 
original old hospital, now being evacu- 
ated as the new structure nearby is 
completed. The new building is be- 
ing completely equipped with loud 
speakers and connections for headsets 
in all its wards. 

"Think what it will mean," con- 
tinued Dr. Jacobs, "for some poor 
devil, friendless, homeless, laid up 
with a broken back, never receiving 
any visitors, with nothing to do from 
one day to another but look at the wall 
and think. I have put headsets over 
the ears of many such men, and have 
seen them transformed in a few 
n'.inutes from creatures that were just 
dully existing to the intelligent, inter- 
ested men they once were and now 
soon will be again, permanently, and 
much quicker because of the interest, 
the life, the health that radiates from 
radio." 

Dr. Jacobs has been a radio fan for 
about a year, and has gone through 
all the stages from a crystal set to his 
present one with radio and audio fre- 
quency amplification. He had an 
interesting experience last Winter, in 
the days when good headsets were 
liard to secure. He scoured the city 
for a headset of a particular make, 
and finally located one in a large de- 
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partment store. The clerk refused 
to sell it, saying that it was the only 
one in the store, was "stock" and was 
not for sale. 

"Burt I've just got to have that 
headset." said the Doctor. "Who is 
head of the department'" 

The clerk reluctantly named the 
manager of the radio department, and 
added the information that he was 
"hard boiled." 

Undaunted. and full of the enthu- 
siasm and determination that are char- 
acteristic of him, Dr. Jacobs bearded 
the lion in his den. 

"You have a headset," he declared, 
"that means life and death to some of 
my patients. I don't ask you to give 
it to nie, though it is a matter of big- 
hearted charity, to relieve the suffering 
of some poor mortals who think that 
the world has forsaken them. I can 
prove to them that it hasn't -with 
that headset. I can show them that 
it is worth while to get well -with 
that headset. Whether or not they 
recover is up to them now, for medi- 
cine has clone all it can. They will 
have to do the rest. Radio coming 
through that headset will induce them 
to think of the joy of living instead 
of the pains of sickness; of life in- 
stead of death; it will banish their 
despair and bring them hope, faith 
and the determination to get well. 
Radio has done all that for many of 
my patients, and I want to give it to 
all who need it. And I have roam 
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who need it badly. Will you sell me 
that headset ?" 

The manager looked at the doctor. 
"The headset is yours," he said. 
Doctors in charge of other hospitals 

also realize the great benefits of radio, 
and, further, its peculiar selective 
quality, in that by the use of head 
phones it can be made available only 
to those who are able. This makes 
it highly suitable for use in wards, so 
that patients who can benefit from the 
daily concerts can listen to them with- 
out disturbing others who may be so 
ill that the music would be of no value. 

EASILY ADAPTABLE 

This feature is to be used in the 
new Cumberland Hospital, where a 
loud speaker is to be put in every 
ward, and beside it a control switch 
and a jack. In wards where every case 
can benefit, the loud speaker will be 
used, while in others in which there 
are cases of various degrees of seri- 
ousness, the ear phones will be used. 
This system has been in use in the old 
building for several months, with 
sometimes startlingly beneficial results. 
At the time Dr. Jacobs was inter- 
viewed the radio apparatus was dis- 
mantled for moving into the new 
building, where a large room has been 
provided as a control station for the 
entire radio receiving equipment. 

Funds for this installation are be- 
ing collected privately by Dr. Jacobs 
as New York City as vet has no 

New York City Visiting Committee 
105 East 22d Street 

To the Editor: 
There has recently been organized under the New York Gity Visiting Committee 

a committee on music which plans to arrange for regular concerts in the municipal 
hospitals and almshouses throughout the year. This committee. under Mrs. Russell 
Hoadley and Mrs. Francis Rogers, has been greatly interested in the possibilities 
of radio. 

While they have decided not to install any mechanism this summer, it is their 
firm conviction that in the near future every institution will be equipped with radio 
apparatus. Endless vistas are opened for the bed -ridden and shut -ins generally. 

No matter how excellent the medical care, nor how scrupulous the attention to 
material needs. the average patient in a municipal institution, where visitors are allowed 
only about twice a week, is apt to be discontented. He feels bored, out of touch with 
the world, impatient of delay. Imagine the change which a radio receiving station 
would make in this atmosphere! Without any tiring effort he can feel himself again 
a part of the world; his thoughts will be turned to something other than his own 
troubles and he will want more than ever to get well. There is reason to think that 
the period of convalescence would actually be shortened by the presence of the right 
sort of radio apparatus. 

It is hoped that some generous friend will be inclined to give the necessary funds 
for installing radio in Bellevue and the other municipal institutions. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(Signed) MARION R. TABER, 

Secretary. 

WILL YOU HELP? 
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appropriated money for the purpose. 
The Department of Public Welfare, 
is enthusiastic, from Commissioner 
Bird Coler down to the newest in- 
terne, and it is probable that in time 
city funds will be provided, but not 
after a delay of possibly several years. 
In the meantime, patients in the city 
hospitals and in fact in most of the 
others as well, must rely upon private 
charity for the radio equipment they 
need so much. 

WORK OF CHARITY 

Several of the hospitals in New 
York City already have interested 
philanthropists in radio, and are 
installing instruments. The Bronx 
Hospital is one of them. Maurice 
Dubin, superintendent, said : "The 
hospital is negotiating for the installa- 
tion of a radiophone on the Roof 
Garden, for concerts to be given to the 
convalescent patients. \Ve are also 
planning to have a receiving station in 
the wards for those who are bed -rid- 
den. In connection with this work 
we intend to utilize the telephone re- 
ceivers in order not to disturb patients 
who may desire to rest. 

"I personally feel that radio can be 
of great service in hastening convales- 
cence." 

The Manhattan Eye. Ear and 
Throat Hospital probably is the best 
situated of all the New York hospitals, 
in its radio possibilities, as it already 
has an annunciator system with loud 
speakers in all wards and corridors, 
for calling the doctors. Reuben 
O'Brien, superintendent, now has a re- 
generative set with two stages of audio 
frequency amplification, and the sum 
of 5100 has been provided for the 
purchase of a loud speaker. This is 
to be placed in front of the main trans- 
mitter of the annunciator system, 
which thus will spread radio concerts, 
news and serinons throughout the 
building. Inasmuch as the patients 
are well classified in the wards accord- 
ing to the seriousness of their cases, it 
is entirely possible to provide radio 
entertainment only to those whom it 
will benefit. Comparatively little in- 
terruption is expected due to the neces- 
sity of using the annunciators for call- 
ing purposes. 

A COMPLETE INSTALLATION 

Another hospital that will use radio 
to the full is the Beth Israel, in the 
center of the crowded East Side. This 
is being provided with a new building 
that will have 500 beds, and the plans 
call for the installation of a radio 
receiving set with loud speakers in the 
auditorium, solarium. children's wards 
and in the open wards. Each private 
room is to be provided with a headset. 

(Continued on page 44' 
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Miss Hammond 
in the 

stage success 
"Danger" 

the radio telephone be used 

C-\N to instruct students in the art of 
drawing, sketching, or cari- 

caturing? 
Snap judgment might make the 

answer "No!" 
But wait - 
It is the solution of questions like 

that which will, in the final analysis, 
determine how extensive a part radio 
will play in education. 

For instance, could the drawing les- 
son in the What -not School at Four 
Corners be supplemented by an in- 
structive lecture delivered from New 
York by i toward Chandler Christy? 
by Fruelt ? by Gibson ? 

An interesting experiment with this 
idea was made a short time ago at 
wJz. 

Ruth Hammond, one of Broadway's 
beautiful and rising voting stars. jour- 
neyed out to the Newark broadcasting 
station and there spoke on the art of 
caricaturing. how her knowledge of it 
helps her in stage work and how 
others can profit by it. 

Miss Hammond is a conlmedienne. 
Born and educated in sunny Califor- 
nia, her career first took her to San 
Francisco where she held a part in a 
play at the St. Francis Little Theater. 
Then followed a year in a stock com- 
pany, after which her two young 
eyes peeped from beneath a wealth of 
blond hair toward Broadway's Gay 
White Way. 

Her first part in New York was in 
the titular role of "She \ \Talked in Her 
Sleep." She played. also, in such pro - 
ductions as "The Ouija Board." "The 
Charm School." "The Skirt," "Dan- 
ger."-and this Fall she will be seen in 
"Weary Wives," a new production. 

She has always been interested in 
caricaturing, and her work along this 

IS it possible to successfully give instruction in carica- 
turing, sketching, etc., via the radio telephone? An 

attempt was made recently from WJZ 

Ruth Hammond 
A Rising Young Commedienne and Caricaturist 
of Ability, Broadcasts Pointers on Her Art, and 
Extracts from Her Address Are Quoted Below 

line has attracted attention. News- 
papers from Los Angeles to New York 
have published her drawings. The 
New York Times published one only 
a few weeks ago. 

This, then. is a brief sketch of the 
young woman who went to \ \JZ to 
prove her contention that caricaturing 
could be taught, in a way, by radio tele- 
phone. Her address follows: 

By RUTII HAMMOND 

You all know that a caricature is a 
grossly exaggerated cartoon -like draw- 
ing. You have seen them many times 
in newspapers and magazines, and, 
very likely, you have noticed two 
things : how really like the subject the 
caricature is, but at the same time how 
funny or humorous it seems to be. 
Not every artist knows how to carica- 
ture and at the sane time it may be 
said that not every caricaturist is a 
sketch artist. 

Like many other things, caricaturing 
is not, as many believe, "born in you." 
I knew how to caricature before I took 
up my stage work and it was not long 
after becoming interested in acting that 

I discovered that the two had a very 
definite relation to each other. 

A caricature is a representation of a 
person with the main characteristics ex- 
aggerated. For example -just sup- 
pose you want to draw a caricature of 
one of your friends. Of course he has 
two eyes, a nose, a mouth, a couple of 
ears and some sort of hair -but how 
are these arranged that he appears to 
be different from some other friend? 
: \fter you think you've studied him 
pretty well, close your eyes, and see if 
you can remember what impressed you 
illost. 

Did he have eves like the eves of 
Was calico dog? as his head shaped 

like a canteloupe? Was his chin vague 
-was his hair shiny -did his nose 
seem to point in any particular direc- 
tion -were his eyebrows all bristly? 
For all these attributes, a snapshot will 
serve the purpose, but if he posses only 
one - exaggerate it humorously - 
make it express his personality, for 
after all. a caricature must express a 
personality accurately and a complete 
set of features is not always essential. 
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in fact I often leave out a nose, or eye- 
lashes or eyebrows -they are not ex- 
pressive in all cases. 

For the sake of continuing the ex- 
ample, suppose your friend was a pale 
lad with horn rimmed spectacles and a 
timi(i disposition -his hair stringy and 
shiny and because of his timidity he 
draws his head in- sketch him in pro- 
file with heavy spectacles and his chin 
resting on his Adam's Apple and use 
rather fine lines and don't make them 
dashing or bold. That would express 
him. But remember you must know 
what the characteristics are, what the 
personality is, before you can hope to 
express them in a drawing. 

Now its the sane with acting. If 
you are going to portray a character 
on the stage, first von must study the 
role and determine what kind of a 
character it is and then emphasize the 
plain characteristics so that an audi- 
ence in the theatre recognizes it and can 
get the mood of the play. There is a 
difference in the manner of expression 
of caricaturing and acting aside from 
the difference in mediums. 

A caricature is an avowed exaggera- 
tion, but an acted characterization is 
not apparently exaggerated unless it is 
a ludicrous or eccentric one. It is em- 
phasized rather, but it takes the same 
kind of close observation and study to 
prepare for a caricature as for a role 
in the theatre. Therefore, an actor 
tt'ho has trained his hand to record 
what his mind thinks, and his eves sees, 
should make an excellent caricaturist 
or vice versa. 

Haven't you ever seen an actor give 
a beautiful performance till he reached 
a certain scene and then he didn't ring 
true? It is as if he drew a picture of 
the character and put one eye in the 
middle of the forehead. Lenore Ul- 
ric's performance of Kiki shows that 
she is really a caricaturist. Whether 
she draws or not her work shows close 
observation and a final exaggeration and 
emphasis that "puts it over." And 
Doris Keane should be able to draw a 
very funny caricature of "The Czar- 
ina." Caruso was a great caricaturist 
and everyone knows he was a great 
singer and actor. 

I'd like to make it clear that the 
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same observational study is the founda- 
tion for a serious portrait or a carica- 
ture; for a tragic play or a comedy. It 
is only the final expression that dif- 
fers. Ed Wynn could read his lines in 
a way that would make his audience 
sob or he can exaggerate and caricature 
them and make them laugh, as he most 
certainly does. Charlie Chaplin could 
wear the robes of Hamlet and "ring 
true" every minute. Forbes Robert- 
son could exaggerate and burlesque 
his Hamlet and be as funny as Fred 
Stone. Mabel Normand could play her 
roles as pathetically as Lillian Gish -all 
because their fundamental observations 
were accurate. 

STUDY TILE SUBJECT 
To illustrate- suppose you were 

commissioned to draw a very small pic- 
ture of an .automobile. You thought 
you knew exactly how an automobile 
looked, but when you start to draw it 
you find you are not just sure of how 
the mud guards connect with the body 
and how the hub looks and how the 
hood hits the wind shield. However, 
the drawing is going to be small and 
rather than find out how these things 
really are, you "fake" the details and 
get an effect. Now you take this 
"faked" drawing and have an enlarge- 
ment made of it. All the mistakes and 
faking are readily seen. 

So it is with acting. Imagine you 
are an actress and your part in the play 
is that of a young girl, a lovable sym- 
pathetic character and the hero is sup- 
posed to choose you for his bride 
rather than the other girl whom every- 
one thought he would marry because 
he recognized better qualities and finer, 
truer instincts in you. 

You read the part and say. "Oh fine, 
I'll wear beautiful frocks and hats and 
smile and that'll be easy." But sup- 
pose at the last minute the author de- 
cides to have you be a poor relation and 

z 
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wear shabby ugly clothes and unbe- 
coming hats ! Could you still maintain 
the sympathy of the audience? Would 
the leading man have any reason for 
choosing you? In other words, were 
you actually portraying a lovable char- 
acter, or were you depending on your 
frocks and cute mannerisms? 

To illustrate perhaps more definitely, 
suppose you place before you a photo- 
graph of Lillian Gish. To make a 
caricature from this photograph study 
it carefully. Note the expression. The 
position. The general effect. The ex- 
pression could be termed infantile, in- 
genuous, appealing. 

So, in caricaturing her, emphasize 
those qualities. Make a rough sketch, 
a general outline, taking care that even 
this rough outline resembles her. Do 
not try to fill any of the details. Eye - 
brows will suffice without attempting 
the eyes themselves. 

(Miss Hammond illustrated this 
herself for THE WIRELESS AGE in a 
four -panel drawing herewith.) 

A tiny dash for a nose, slanted in 
the right direction. Just the barest 
outlines, in fine lines. (No. 2.) 

Then finish it. (No. 3.) Put in the 
curls, make the lines a little heavier 
where needed. Fill in the eyes, still 
using, however, outlines, two tiny cir- 
cles for eyes, a little more of the nose, 
showing the tilt. 

There you have what could be called 
a caricature. But it doesn't seem either 
simple enough or humorous enough, 
does it? Again study the photograph 
carefully. Make sure you have ab- 
sorbed the character of Miss Gish. 
Then let your imagination have a free 
rein. Draw her in profile, accentuat- 
ing the humorous pucker of her lips, 
the eyes turned toward the sky, and 
holding some object, a flowerpot, for 
instance, (as in No. 4.) 
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A caricature to have any value must 
look like the subject, no matter how 
distorted the features may be and a 
wistful character must provoke sym- 
pathy, whether the clothes be beautiful 
or ridiculous. It would never do to 
draw a caricature of Jack Dempsey 
and have one person think it was Bill 
Hart -and another, President Hard- 
ing. It would be comparable to play- 
ing Little Eva and making the audience 
shriek with laughter in the death scene. 

But it is not only on the stage that 
a knowledge of caricaturing will help. 
Persons who learn to observe the 
things that they see, a little more 
closely possibly than others do, always 
get more enjoyment out of living and 
always acquire a finer appreciation of 
life. Among the many thousands who 
are listening to me tonight I am sure 
there are many who have dormant 
within them the ability to caricature. 

I might add that, quite aside from 
the pleasure that one gets from the 
knowledge of how to caricature, is the 
additional satisfaction of knowing that 
a good caricaturist gets paid and well 
paid for his work. 

WILL CRITICIZE EFFORTS 
Do not use your eyes simply to look 

Nv ith. Use them to see and observe 
with. Try yourself -practice -and 
then send me, care of WJZ, a sample 
of your work and I will do my best to 
give you suggestions that might help 
you. 

Officials of all broadcasting stations 
are awaiting with interest the results 
of Miss Hammond's suggestion that 
radio fans send her samples of their 
work. If these show results which 
compare favorably with the drawing 
Miss Hammond made for THE WIRE- 
LESS AGE, officials believe a step for- 
ward will have been made in radio 
history. 

Caricatures of Lillian Gish drawn exclusively for The Wireless Age. by Miss Hammond. She believes it possible to give lessons in this art over 
the radio telephone and in the accompanying article explains the various steps an artist must follow to achieve success 
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cc (`UPPOSE a bride doesn't know the difference J between a scrambled egg and a kippered her- 
ring? It is a simple matter for her to tune in with an 
expert somewhere and unravel the mystery" 

Eddie Cantor 
The Funny Man of the Musical Comedy Stage Makes 
Even H. N. Lee, His Hardened Interviewer, Chuckle 

EDDIE CANTOR is funny. He 
admits it. We all know it. By 
virtue of his being funny he 

justly earns what is commonly believed 
to be one of the biggest salaries in the 
theatrical world. The said Cantor 
weekly stipend is made possible be- 
cause whenever his magic name ap- 
pears above the theatre it attracts, 
vastly, the hoi polloi. 

It was only natural then that those 
who guided the destinies of radio in its 
pioneer stages in the East, wanting 
theatrical headliners to appear, should 
have found their way to Eddie Cantor. 
They did, and Eddie Cantor was "put 
on the air." 

The radio audience that night laugh- 
ed long and loud. They say that if 
all the applause that was given in the 
hundreds of thousands of homes into 
which Eddie's voice went could have 
been assembled into one mighty roar, 
the polar bears away up north would 
have heard it. 

Do you remember how Eddie, after 
he had exuded a few choice songs, 
ruminated into the microphone: "Let's 
see now, there must be something like 
a hundred thousand persons listening 
to me. If each one of them would 
send me a dime 

In the next day's mail which the star 
received at his home in Mount Vernon 
-for he gave his real home address 
to the radio fans -were about four 
hundred letters and in those letters was 
assembled the most miscellaneous mass 
of trinkets, foreign exchange, collar 
buttons, shoe strings, checks and coins 
that a man ever was privileged to gaze 
upon. 

One conscientious radio fan sent a 
check for eleven cents, adding in a 
postscript that the extra cent was for 
war tax. Another youth, reeking with 
humor, sent a check for five cents and 
the letter with it told Eddie that he 
had only been able to hear half of his 
songs and that therefore he felt that 
Cantor was only entitled to half of the 
amount that he had, in jest, suggested 
that the fans send. Every penny that 
came in in this way through Eddie's 
jest was sent to the Red Cross. 

When the public goes to the theatre 

it only sees Eddie Cantor across the 
footlights and never is privileged to go 
behind the scenes. 1 wanted to take 
the radio audience there to meet Mr. 
Cantor. When I telephoned him in 
his home at Mount Vernon he sug- 
gested that I see him in his dressing 
room at the Winter Garden on Broad- 
way. A few nights later I arrived at 
the stage door at 9 :45 p. m., which 
was the hour that he had told me he 
would be off stage. 

"Go right up stairs and turn to your 
right" said a stage hand when I told 
him that I had an appointment with 
Mr. Cantor. I commenced an ascent 
tip an iron stairway and had only 
reached the first landing when Eddie 
Cantor himself descended. 

"Go right on up to room number 
five," he shouted to me as he hurried 
past. "I will be off stage in a few 
minutes." I thought he said room five, 
at any rate ; but when I reached the 
proper floor I discovered that room 
five was not Mr. Cantor's room, but 
was a room set aside for the exclusive 
use of the young maidens of the chorus. 
One of the beauties who had just 
emerged from room five told me that 
Mr. Cantor's room was number four, 
right next door. There I was greeted 
by his valet, Benny, a good -hearted 
and polite young colored man. 

It was not long before Eddie himself 
hopped back into the room for a change 
of costume. 

He had been thinking rather seri- 
ously of the radiophone for he im- 
mediately plunged into the subject 
vigorously. 

He repeated what other stars have 
told the writer, that his speaking into 
the microphone had given him the big- 
gest thrill that he had ever had in his 
life. He pictured the people who must 
have been listening -the millionaire 
and his fellow club members. the 
tenement house dweller, the back- 
woodsman, the young, the old. 

But he did not stay on a serious 
subject very long, for shortly he was 
telling me that undoubtedly the radio- 
phone would play havoc in the lives 
of husbands who telephone their wives 
that they have business appointments 
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when the said business appointments 
consist of poker games. 

"Why," exclaimed the star, "all the 
wife may have to do to find out where 
her wandering husband is, will be to 
tune in something or other and listen. 

"And then there is the wonderful 
possibility that the radio telephone will 
help a bride. Suppose a bride didn't 
know the difference between a scram- 
bled egg and a kippered herring. In 
such a dilemma she could tune in and 
ask an expert how to scramble the egg, 
and what to do to kipper the herring." 

Cantor believes that as a medium to 
disseminate entertainment the radio- 
phone never will become one hundred 
per cent. popular for he thinks that 
much of an entertainer's power lies in 
his physical appearance. 

"But as a means of creating interest 
in persons or things," the star said, "it 
stands in a class by itself. Of the 
people who wrote letters to me follow- 
ing my broadcasting, twenty -five per 
cent. had never seen me on the stage. 
They assured me that, should the op- 
portunity to do so ever present itself, 
they would avail themselves of it." 

The conversation ended here because 
Cantor had to appear in another scene 
of the production "Make It Snappy." 
While he had been speaking, he had 
.been working away with his make -up 
and now that the time had come to 
leave his room for the footlights again, 
he was the black -face Eddie Cantor 
who sends his nightly audiences into 
roars of laughter. 
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KDKA 
How the Nation's First Regular Broadcasting Programs 
Were Started in East Pittsburgh by the Westinghouse 
Elec. &, Mfg. Co. -A Word Trip Through the Studio 

OOctober 1, 1920, a meeting of 
four persons was quietly held at 
the East Pittsburgh plant of the 

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Com- 
pany. Neither trumpets nor the beat- 
ing of drums heralded the little gather- 
ing, which time was destined to cause 
to make radio history. 

At the meeting were Harry P. Davis, 
vice- president ; Frank Conrad, an en- 
gineer, M. C. Rypinski, sales depart- 
ment, and J. C. McQuiston, manager 
publicity department. 

The story goes that it was Mr. 
Conrad who called the meeting. He 
suggested to the other men that the 
experimental radio telegraph station at 
the plant be utilized to transmit tele- 
phone messages, so he could undertake 
advanced experimental work on the ap- 
paratus of his home station. , 

Mr. Conrad remarked, it is said, that 
should such a station be opened to 
transmit the voice, it would be easier 
to make home experiments and that 
the cooperation of all radio amateurs 
would be secured. 

It was Mr. Davis who hazarded the 
opinion that possibly the general public 
would be interested in the idea, and he 
asked what Mr. McQuiston thought. 
That individual painted the picture of 
the farmer alone on his farm, far from 
the theatres, one or two days away 
from the current newspapers, and he 
wound up by declaring his belief that 
the results of broadcasting such as sug- 
gested would have an effect of which 
those at the meeting had little con- 
ception. 

"But," he warned, "it must be kept 
up every day in the week, and the pro- 
grams sent out must be continually im- 
proved." 

Mr. Davis, so the story goes, looked 
around the meeting with some little 
satisfaction, and said: 

"We seem to be of one opinion re- 
garding the feasibility of starting a 
station, and so we'll do it." 

Those words brought the now 
famous KDKA station into being, but 
it was little thought then that the trans- 
mission of presidential election returns 
from this station, which was then 
known as 87_7_, would result in the 
widespread interest in radio that is now' 
present throughout the country. The 
persons who were in close touch with 
the station, however, were quick to 
realize the tremendous possibilities of 
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radio broadcasting and immediate steps 
were taken to develop fully this service. 

Permission was obtained from the 
Government to broadcast each night, 
something not heretofore thought of by 
radio operators anywhere. 

A keen foresight was aroused. Radio 
broadcasting was seen as a means of 
disseminating entertainment, informa- 
tion and education for thousands of 
miles ; from the big centers of music 
and art to the outlying districts lacking 
such benefits ; from points where na- 
tional news develops to lonely, inacces- 
sible places ; from educational institu- 
tions to isolated communities without 
the advantages of higher education; 
from the largest churches of the city 
to the farm and ranch miles away from 
the nearest place of worship. 

All these possibilities and many more 
were foreseen and means were taken so 
as to develop the broadcasting from 
station KDKA that these many benefits 
might be obtained. For this reason a 
history of the development of the pro- 
grams and the equipment of this, the 
first broadcasting station to give nightly 
concerts, is a history of the develop- 
ment of radio broadcasting itself. This 
statement is more significant when it is 
known that KDKA was operating for 
over ten months before another station 
was installed to give an entertainment 
every night. 

When this broadcasting station was 
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formally upened on the night of Decem- 
ber 21, 1920, a handful of records were 
taken to the "studio," at that time a 
room which would hardly accommodate 
more than three persons. It was an- 
nounced that station KDKA would give 
a concert, and then the records were 
played. No announcement was made 
of the names of the selections, such as 
is the custom at the present time, and 
it was left to the operator at the receiv- 
ing end to rack his brain to recognize 
the number. This lack was soon re- 
cognized, however, and the name of 
each number was announced. 

An evidence of what radio broadcast- 
ing could do for the already established 
sources of entertainment was imme- 
diately brought out when the music 
stores in the district were swamped 
with requests for records that had been 
played by radio. 

Thus, a direct benefit was obtained 
by the record makers and the music 
stores. The reason for this was seen 
in the fact that most of the records 
brought to the attention of the public 
in the past were only the popular ones 
and that the best records played by the 
leading musicians of the time rested on 
the store shelves. Their sales were slow, 
in comparison with the latest popular 
music, demand for which was stimulated 
by being played in every cabaret and 
theatre. KDKA gave the public the 
best class of music, even if this did not 
meet with immediate popular demand. 

During the first few months of 
broadcasting from KDKA phonograph 
records were used exclusively, and 
when picked with care were very satis- 
factory. However, it was thought that 
the radio enthusiasts would like to hear 
the local artists, and also some of the 
internationally prominent musicians 
who gave concerts in Pittsburgh. Many 
of the artists of Pittsburgh requested to 
he allowed to visit the radio station and 
perform by the new and novel radio 
method. Of course, the station was at 
first without facilities to take care of 
the artists in person. but a piano was 
obtained and crowded into the radio 
station. The first concerts were so 
popular that a temporary studio was 
built and arrangements were macle to 
establish a permanent studio near the 
radio ou *fit. This was the first studio 
etc:r built ic' the exclusive purpose of 
broadcasting radio entertainments. 

It was a room twenty by thirty feet. 
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entirely covered by burlap in order to 
overcome the possibility of any echo. 

It is now often wondered how it was 
possible, only ten clays after the station 
opened, to broadcast by radio the ser- 
vices from the Calvary Episcopal 
Church in their entirety. This was ac- 
complished on Ianuary 2, 1921, and 
was the first service ever sent out broad- 
cast by radio from a church. 

Transmitters were installed in the 
choir loft and for the preacher in the 
pulpit, these transmitters being con- 
nected by telephone lines to the radio 
station NDk: \, which is some ten miles 
distant. The transmitters picked up the 
clear tones of the organ, the blending 
voices of the choir of 4ixty men and 
boys, and the resounding voice of the 
preacher as he delivered his usual ser- 
mon. 

Of course, the radio operators had to 
strain their ears in order to hear every 
word of the minister, Rev. Edwin j. 
Van Etter). Rector of the Calvary 
Church of Pittsburgh, but the idea of 
receiving a church service in the home 
was so distinctly novel that their en- 
thusiasm could not be expressed in 
words. 

For the next Sunday's service, a 
different arrangement of transmitters 
was tried, and all (luring the week ex- 
periments were made to better the ser- 
vice. The organist and the choir, as 
well as the minister, gave rehearsals 
several times during the week, so en- 
thusiastic were they. 

After the second service, equalling 
the success of the first, which brought 
forth many laudatory letters and com- 
ments from the radio listeners, the en- 
gineers decided that they could still im- 
prove the service. From that day until 
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Where melody heard by thousands in the Middle West is born -the KDKA studio 

this, the KDKA radio engineers have 
been working continually on the sub- 
ject of transmission of church services, 
and although the ultimate perfection 
has not been reached, one can well im- 
agine oneself in church, hearing the 
service direct, so realistic is the trans- 
mission. 

In order to comply with the requests 
from so many churches to have services 
broadcasted by radio, KDKA Radio 
Chapel was established on Sunday 
afternoon I)ecember 11, 1921. The 
minister and the church choir visit the 
radio station on Sunday afternoon and 
conduct the regular service for the 
benefit of the radio enthusiasts. In 

This photo shows the transmitting apparatus at the Radiophone Broadcasting Station KDKA 
at East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

this way, each denomination has its 
turn, and now it can be said that prac- 
tically every, church of the major de- 
nominations has had its opportunity of 
conducting a radio chapel. 

Shortly after the radio station 
started, arrangements were made with 
the United Press Association to obtain 
the latest headlines of the day's news. 
These headlines are broadcast each 
evening, and are an added feature to 
the program. In addition, arrange- 
ments were made early with the United 
States Bureau of Markets, Department 
of Agriculture, to broadcast the grain, 
fruit and vegetable and live stock 
market reports. A review of the New 
Fork Stock Exchange was later added 
to this news report. The value of this 
service to the city man and the rural 
resident was early realized, and addi- 
tions to the broadcasting news service 
are made from time to time. 

And then the children were con- 
sidered. Special bedtime stories and 
music were provided, and these are 
broadcast every weekday night. 

The technical equipment at the sta- 
tion is, of course, the most complete. 
The antenna at KDKÀ consists of 6 
wires, 190 feet in length on 20 foot 
spreaders. The antenna is supported 
210 feet above the ground by a brick 
smoke stack at one end and by a 100 - 
foot pipe mast on the 9-story building 
at the other end. The operating room 
and studio are located on the 9th floor 
of this building. 

\ counterpoise, which is a duplicate 
of the antenna in construction, is placed 
110 feet beneath the antenna. This 
brings the counterpoise about 15 feet 
below the transmitting set. The down 
lead from the antenna and the counter- 

(Continued on page 44) 
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Leonard -- Britton Bout 
(Continued from page 30) 

We have "witnessed" two boxing contests 
over the wireless, the one last night between 
Benny and Jack and the heavyweight contest 
last year between Dempsey and Carpentier. 

To all intents and purposes we might just 
as well have been right at the ringside in both 
cases, so far as was concerned our ability 
to follow the scraps blow by blow and get 
the real thrills that go along with this sort of 
entertainment. The announcer was very vivid 
in his descriptions as the bouts progressed 
and we could hear plainly the great cheering 
of the crowds as well as the bell at the ring- 
side. -HENRY E. MARSCHALL, East Orange, 
N. J. 

I for one should like to have more of this 
nature, for it is very interesting, especially 
in large fights b_twecn well known boxers. - 
L. D. MCnwErT. Shirley, Mass. 

It was certainly great -one of the best 
things I have ever heard on my outfit, and I 
have heard some pretty good things. I could 
hear the announcer distinctly all over the 
room through the phones, hear the gong be- 
tween every round and the applause would 
nearly deafen you. There was quite a bit 
of static but the announcer's voice came in 
good and plain and as I say perfectly under- 
standable. I was in from the second round 
and was sorry it ended in such an abrupt 
manner. Had I known it was going to be 
broadcast I should have been on the job from 
the beginning. The announcer surely did 
good work in the contest and it was next 
thing to sitting by the ringside -in fact, I 

enjoyed it better and there was no trouble in 
imagining you saw the match, so well did the 
announcer give every detail.-I. H. KATTELL, 
Binghamton. X. Y. 

Jack Britton, 
Welterweight 

Champion, 
who retained 

his title 

THE WIRELESS AGE AUGUST, 1922 

While listening in on my radiophone Mon- 
day evening, I happened by chance on your 
broadcasting the Benny Leonard fight. I 

want to tell you how wonderful it all was. 
Your man who broadcast was really wonder- 
ful. It seemed as if I was right there at the 
ringside and saw it all. I could hear the 
gong sound and the cheers of the crowd and 
also the whistle as plainly as if I were there. 
-J. W. CADDEN, Treasurer, The Plaut -Cad- 
den Company, Norwich, Conn. 

Please permit me to say that my wife, little 
boy of seven, and girl of twelve and myself 
all enjoyed the splendid broadcasting of the 
Britton -Leonard fight from the ringside. Ev- 
erything came in clear as a bell. We could 
hear the gong and the cheering of the mob, 
the announcer, etc.-ALBERT L. PLESSIS, 
Flushing, L. I. 

My family, my friends and myself were 
very careful and anxious listeners and we en- 
joyed every word of it. I may say that my 
nerves were at the same pitch as if I had 
been sitting in the first seat of the Velo- 
drome, the report was so realistic. -DR. JNO. 
J. PECRELIS, .Newark, N. J. 

The Britton -Leonard contest was followed 
round after round by five interested listeners 
through the medium of a simple crystal set. 
Mr. White's enunciation was perfect and his 
descriptions were very clearly given. -E. M. 
JOHNSON, New York. 

There was a crowd of us listening in and 
we heard each word perfectly -heard the 
gong plainly at the beginning and ending of 
each round -could easily distinguish the noise 
of the crowd at the Velodrome, and we 
could even make out the voice of Mr. 
Humphreys, the announcer. 

I think the plan of broadcasting boxing 
matches is wonderful and is the next best 
thing to being present at the ringside. You 
can count on my vote and the vote of my 
friends as being enthusiastically for it.- 
LESTER GABRIEL., Rye, N. Y. 

We received the broadcasting of the Leon- 
ard- Britton fight in New York with perfect 
clearness. As we are located in extreme 
northern New York about twenty miles from 
the Canadian border we consider it remark - 
able.-N ICI[OLVILLE HOME TEL. Co., 

C. D. Babcock, Owner and Manager. 

The description of the fight was very clear 
and it is the hope of the many listeners that 
were guests of my son last night for a repeti- 
tion of the next big fight. 

My son, being a cripple, gets a wonderful 
amount of enjoyment from all returns. - 
DANIEL J. FULLERTON, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

llave had a radio outfit for several months 
and have enjoyed your concerts and the vari- 
ous efforts you have made to entertain your 
audiences. I have often thought of writing 
you to express my appreciation but somehow 
have never gotten to it, but today I feel so 
enthusiastic about the ringside report of the 
fight and want to tell you that a small audi- 
ence in my rooms enjoyed it to the limit and 
we wish to express our thanks and hope 
that you will have sufficient encouragement 
from you audience to do it again and often. 
-DR. A. G. LANE, Clinical Director, New 
Jersey State Hospital at Morris Plains. 

Benny Leonard, 
Lightweight 
Champion, 
who lost 

Just a line of appreciation of your efforts 
in so clearly and carefully pronouncing each 
word of your report of the contest last night. 
You certainly handled your end of the affair 
in splendid shape and it was a very enjoyable 
evening all around. I could hear the many 
cries of the crowd, etc.. which was very in- 
teresting.- ANDREW WALLACE, JR., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y. 

It certainly was a dandy entertainment. 
The family enjoyed it immensely. -J. V. 
FINAN, New York. 

I had four of my neighbors in, and they 
also enjoyed the service you so kindly ren- 
dered. 

Keep it up, it's fine.-W. J. DONOVAN, 
Newark, N. J. 

The announcer's description of the fight 
was perfect. I trust more sporting events 
will have your consideration for broadcast- 
ing.-lino M. REINACtt, Secretary Schulte 
Retail Stores, New York. 

The returns were very realistic, due to the 
wonderful and competent way the announcer 
made his delivery of the fight direct from the 
ringside. Radio will become dearer and 
closer to us as the years go by, if this class 
of broadcasting is lived up to. At times you 
could almost hear the crowd cracking the 
peanut shells and with cheering of the crowd 
and the ring of the gong all one had to do 
tvz.s to shut his eyes and be simply carried 
to the fight, to feel as if he was at the ring- 
side. "I want some more. " -CHARLES II. 
TISSERANDY, Newark, N. J. 

While listening to you broadcasting the 
Benny Leonard vs. Jack Britton fight Monday 
night I wanted to tell you if was so good that 
it seemed to me that I was right there. 

I am crippled and cannot go out and I en- 
joyed it very much and I think that you 
cheer other shut -ins like me.-FRED BAECH- 
LER, Newark, N. J. 

(Continued on page 44) 
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" I Take My Pen in Hand to Tell You 
Correspondents Report Their Pleasure and Profit in Broadcast Programs. 
Each Home Finds New Reasons for Listening In. Gratitude Moves Many 

to Express Their Appreciation in Written Words of Thanks 

Our little girl has to go to bed early 
at night and of course it is impossible 
for us to trot off to places of amuse- 
ment. There are thousands of others 
in the same boat and I am sure that 
the radio programs sent out by you 
have been the means of making the 
evenings spent at home much more en- 
joyable to those who take advantage 
of them than they ever were before. 

GEORGE MACARTHUR, 
\Vashington, D. C. 

I have 320 children somewhat under 
my care at the Leake and Watts Or- 
phan House at Yonkers, N. Y., and I 
have recently organized a Radio Club. 
After our brief business session of last 
evening I connected up two pair of 
head sets and each member of the club 
had several chances to listen in. The 
entertainment was greatly enjoyed by 
all, and the entire radio club instructs 
nie to convey its thanks and apprecia- 
tion to W JZ. Later, when we get a 
larger receiver and loud speaker our 
entire family of several hundred chil- 
dren will be able to have the entire 
program. 

ROBERT S. TUCKER, 
Yonkers, N. Y. 

Last week while you were playing 
that snake charming music, my outfit 
went dead, and when I looked at my 
aerial I found a snake on my lead -in, 
so you sec music hath charms. The 
snakes are full of electricity -who 
knows they might have receivers. 

J. L. MCPHERSON, 
R. F. D., Shelton, Conn. 

We are middle -aged people to whom 
the movies do not appeal and it is a 
real pleasure to sit quietly at home in 
the evening and listen to good music 
and interesting talks such as you are 
sending out, especially as my husband's 
eyes will not allow him to read much 
in the evening. 

MRS. E. W. BEACH, 
East Orange, N. J. 

Send your impressions in the 
form of a letter to The Wireless 
Age. Be sure to tell about your 
more interesting and unusual expe- 
riences. Write on one side of the 
paper, not over 300 words. Address 
them to Letter Editor, Wireless 
Age, 326 Broadway, New York City. 

In order to show my appreciation 
and encourage this new and most won- 
derful discovery, I will be glad to sub- 
scribe $25.00 if you can get nine others 
to do the same, to donate a big radio 
machine to some orphan asylum in 
New York. Seems to me this could be 
"sold" to the "fans" by an announce- 
ment over your service. 

JOSEPH A. KLEIN, 
New York. 

Just a word to let you know that I 
have received your radio concerts re- 
cently and was pleased, only I could 
not hold you on account of other cities 
nearby operating at same time. We 
hope to hear your concerts again. I 
have a two -step amplifier and receive 
concerts from KDKA, WPB,WGY, 
\VWJ, WCX, WGR, also from NOF 
Naval Station at Anacostia, D. C. 

ARTHUR LEE Ross, 
Port Elgin, Ont., Canada. 

Please accept thanks for the very ex- 
cellent radio programme which my 
family and some friends had the pleas- 
ure of listening to last evening. This 
town is situated in the Ottawa Valley, 
about two hundred and twenty -five 
miles north -west of Montreal, but the 
transmission was perfect and left noth- 
ing to be desired. I only fitted up my 
apparatus on Saturday last and your 
concert of Sunday night was the first 
we had the opportunity of listening -in 
on. 

E. A. DUNLAP. 
Pembroke, Ont., Canada. 

I think your concerts are very good 
indeed ; you speak very plain. Could 
you tell us where we can get a bulb? 
We cannot hear your concerts now as 
we have no bulb. We are very anxious 
to hear your concerts, too, as they 
are very good. I alwa,ys enjoy them 
as I am only eleven years of age and I 
just love music. I have a brother and 
mother and father who enjoy the con- 
certs very much. 

MADELINE HAGEN. 
Brooklyn. N. Y. 
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Having just taken the receivers from 
my ears, I wish to say that merely 
writing a letter to you can't come 
within a thousand miles of expressing 
the joy and pleasure I find, also the 
rest of my family, in being privileged 
to sit night after night and listen to 
such grand concerts and such enter- 
taining and instructive talks. 

It surely is the wonder of the age 
as it hardly seems possible that with a 
few feet of copper wire wound on a 
pasteboard tube and a few other little 
insignificant things one is able to hear 
a male quartet humming a few miles 
away, as I heard tonight. It's almost 
uncanny, but it's a fact. 

I met with considerable opposition 
at first, on account of expense, and the 
time devoted to the construction of the 
bunch of junk (apparently) which re- 
produces the entertainment every 
night, but now almost every time I 
want to listen in mother has beat me to 
it, and of course now dad has to wait. 
My kid goes to sleep every night with 
the receivers on his head, then Dad 
sneaks in and listens to the tag end. 
Its great, wonderful I-and I wish to 
personally thank you or whoever is 
responsible. 

C. G. SMITH, 
East Orange, N. J. 

At my home here in Clifton we 
have four simple crystal sets that have 
received several different radio sta- 
tions. Three sets are installed in bed- 
rooms and one in the living room. 
While convalescing from scarlet fever 
-for which reason I dictate this 
letter -I am enjoying listening to 
WJZ's broadcasting in detail. It seems 
as though you are using a wonderful 
opportunity to put over things to the 
public that they would not listen to 
otherwise. The "Milk Bottle" talk was 
fine. I like your idea of religious ser- 
vice on Sunday afternoons, and wish 
there could be even more of the good 
sacred music. 

WILLIAM A. ROBBINS, 
Clifton, N. J. 
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Radio Relief for the Ailing 
(Continued from page 36) 

This radio service will be part of the 
hospital treatment, and will be given 
without extra charge. 

L. J. Frank, superintendent, states : 

"The effect on the patient is bound to 
be good, and will in my opinion facili- 
tate his recovery. It will be of special 
value to those patients who will be 
in separate rooms, as it will obviate 
lonesomeness when there are no visi- 
tors. It will also be of help to cases 
of chronicity, where the patients are 
required to remain in the hospital for 
a long time." 

The New York Post -Graduate 
Medical School and Hospital likewise 
intends to utilize radio. S. H. Wad - 
hams, executive officer told me : 
"Steps have been taken to install a 
radio service for the use of the 
patients in our wards. How extensive 
this installation will be will depend 
upon the generosity of the benefactor 
who has volunteered to pay for the 
installation. You may depend upon 
the Hospital's interest in the possi- 
bilities of the radiophone as an assist- 
ance in solving a feature of the nurs- 
ing problem that confronts it." 

Dr. A. J. Barker Savage, superin- 
tendent of the Broad Street Hospital, 
told me that a complete radio installa- 
tion is to be macle in the new building 
for which the hospital recently 
secured funds. "We want to do any- 
thing that will add to the patients' 
happiness," said Dr. Savage, "and radio 
will do it as nothing else can. 
I am very much in favor of it." The 
hospital is located in the financial 
center of New York City. and its list 
of directors is an imposing one, in- 
cluding some internationally -known 
names of prominent financiers. The 
expense of the radio equipment for 
the new hospital will be borne by the 
directors, who pledged their support 
after listening to a vigorous plea by 
Dr. Savage at a recent meeting of the 
board. 

Many of the Government hospitals 
in which are wounded and disabled 
veterans consider radio to be vital in 
improving the mental condition of 
their patients. The Fox Hills Hospital 
was one of the first to utilize radio, 
securing a Signal Corps set, and other 
hospitals in all parts of the country 
followed suit. The local posts of the 
American Legion in many cases raised 
the funds for the radio equipment. 
In El Paso, Tex., the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars only recently provided 
the William Beaumont Hospital there 
with receiving equipment. 

Probably there is but one handicap 
to radio from the doctor's point of 
view. That is the fact that the best 
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and most interesting concerts are 
broadcast after eight o'clock at night. 
Several doctors told me that this was 
just the hour when they expected their 
patients to be settling for a long sleep. 
"Give us more concerts in the after- 
noon," they pleaded, in substance. 
"The phonograph records are fine, 
and they come over well, but the major 
interest is in the personal performances 
that take place in the evening. In 
many cases the effect on the patient is 
well worth an extra hour or so of 
sleep, but if that effect could be had 
in the afternoon instead of the even- 
ing it would be even greater." 

Which is respectfully submitted 
here to the broadcasting stations, with 
the hope that they may increase their 
already great humanitarian work for 
those who are ill. 

KDKA 
(Continued from page 41) 

poise lead are made up of 8 strands of 
No. 14 copper wire equally spaced 
around 1%2 in. diameter wooden 
spacers. The natural period of this 
aerial system is approximately 412 
meters. A series condenser of .0005 
mfd. capacity is used in series with 
antenna and sufficient loading induct- 
ance added to obtain the desired wave 
length of 360 meters. 

A series condenser is shunted by the 
radio frequency choke coils of 10 milli - 
henries inductance in series with a 
megohm resistance, to drain off any 
static charge that might accumulate on 
the antenna when insulated from the 
ground by the series condenser. The 
high frequency resistance of the an- 
tenna system at 360 meters wave length 
is approximately 12 ohms, a large per- 
centage of which is radiation resistance. 
The antenna current at 500 watts is 6.5 
amperes and at 1 kw. 9 amperes. 

The power equipment used at 
KDKA consists of two 2 kw. motor 
generator sets with 250 volts D. C. 
motors. The generators are of special 
design for 2,000 volts D. C. employing 
two armature windings and two com- 
mutators permanently connected in 
series. 

Radio Helps Sell House 

W II EN he found that a house in 
Dallas, Tex., while in good con- 

dition, was not modern enough to 
attract good bids, a real estate opera- 
tor there installed a radio receiving 
set and advertised that it would go 
with the house. Advertisements in 
the papers brought many replies, and 
he sold the house at a profit. 
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Leonard - Britton Bout 
(Continued from page 42) 

Our entire family listened in. Andrew 
White's announcing -amidst the continual up- 
roar and din of the enthusiastic boxing fans 
assembled at the Velodrome -was perfectly 
audible. We thoroughly enjoyed his intro- 
duction and discussion prior to the com- 
mencement of the contest ; that is, his 
comments as to the notables present and 
other information such as Jack Dempsey's 
Palm Beach Suit: his detailed and intelligent 
point -to -point presentation of the champion- 
ship contest itself; and his final announce- 
ment of the most unfortunate conclusion of 
the contest. In fact, we "ate" every word 
that came to us over the phones !- BEATRICE 
E. \VEIss, Newark, N. J. 

On behalf of the radio fans of the New 
York Fire Department, permit me to con- 
gratulate you. It was an excellent descrip- 
tion, vividly described, and those who were 
fortunate enough to possess a wireless equip- 
ment in the different fire houses were highly 
elated over the success of this feature of 
your broadcasting. 

Trusting you will experiment further along 
this line, I remain -VAL. FENDRICH, 

Chief, Bureau of Fire Alarm Telegraph, 
City of New York Fire Department. 

We received your broadcasting of the 
Leonard -Britton fight very clearly and dis- 
tinctly. After I put my hat on to go to the 
store, I walked 100 feet and a young man 
called out of a window to me that Britton 
had won. I went two blocks to the bakery 
and two men were having coffee, also an 
argument over Mr. Haley's decision of the 
fight. -'IR. AND MRS. GRANT, New York. 

I beg to take this opportunity of compli- 
menting you on the very excellent broad- 
casting of the details of the Britton -Leonard 
fight. I received every detail perfectly. I 
could even hear the whistle and gong and 
the cheers and comments at the ringside. - 
FRED N. BUNGER, Director, Lutheran Hos- 
pital.of Manhattan. 

On behalf of about seventy -five or more 
enthusiastic fight fans who gathered at our 
place of business last night to hear the re- 
turns of the Leonard- Britton fight, we wish 
to thank you and those responsible for the 
broadcasting of this most interesting event. 

The manner in which the bout was de- 
scribed was indeed .very interesting and with 
the exception of the fact that we could not 
actually see what was going on. it was ex- 
pressed among those present that it was the 
"next best thing to seeing the real fight." - 
D. A. SANDERS, Nyack, N. Y. 

We want to compliment you in the highest 
phrase on the clarity of your announcer, 
whose enunciation is splendid and whose 
nerves must be of cast iron to broadcast in 
the cool manner of his delivery. At the time, 
in both places, were other receivers than our- 
selves and our guests were highly enthused 
and I am sure they all will be "fans" due 
to this spendid work on your part. -R. V. 
COLTON, Pres., H. SCHWERIN. Secy., 

Vernart Mfg. Corp. 
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Radio Beacons Being Devel- 
oped for Airplane Use 

SE of radio direction signals for 
the guidance of airplanes is being 

developed both in the United States 
and abroad. In the United States, the 
Air Mail Service, which recently re- 
ceived an appropriation of $1,900,000 
for extending its routes, is co- operating 
with the Signal Corps, and radio 
beacon stations are to be established 
along all mail airplane routes. Landing 
fields are to be provided with a special 
transmitter, using an antenna in the 
forni of a coil so designed that the 
signals radiate from it in their maxi- 
mum intensity at an angle of 30 degrees 
from the ground. An airplane in flying 
over the transmitter would notice when 
the signals were at their greatest inten- 
sity, as it cut through the cone formed 
by the waves emitted at the 30- degree 
angle. By flying back and forth 
several times it would be easy to locate 
the exact position of the field, even in 
fog and storm, and descend safely. 

in Europe, where passenger-carry - 
ing planes operate on schedules as 
regularly as railroad trains, the radio 
beacon is being used, especially for 
cross- Channel work, enabling pilots to 
take the most direct line of flight. 

New Lake Steamer Installation 

TILE Radio Corporation of America 
has just installed a new radio tele- 

graph and telephone transmitter on the 
City of Detroit III. which sails on the 
l;re-at Lakes between Buffalo and De- 
troit. This is the latest installation 
purchased by the Detroit & Cleveland 
Navigation Co., which was a pioneer 
in equipping Great Lakes steamers with 
radio apparatus. having first experi- 
mented with it in 1902. 

Goniometer Proves Value 
NEW and striking demonstration A of the value of radio goniometric 

stations in New York harbor was given 
recently, when the Oropesa of the 
Royal Mail Steam Packet Line was 
guided safely tip the channel in a dense 
fog. For three days previous to reach- 
ing the coast the ship had steamed un- 
der reduced speed on account of the 
fog. When it got within range of the 
U. S. Navy radio compass stations at 
Amagansett. Fire Island, Sandy Hook 
and Mantoloking, the captain asked for 
a position report. from which a course 
was laid for the Fire Island lightship, 
so accurately that two hours later the 
vessel ikassed within sixty yards of the 
lightship. The course was then changed 
for Sandy Hook, and the ship soon 
docked safely. Captain Le Brecht said 
on clocking that he would have been 
many hours late if it had not been for 
wireless assistance, and that he believes 

that in time a wireless course across the 
ocean will make navigation safe, free 
from danger of steamers straying out 
of the east and west bound tracks. 

Fishermen Install Phone Sets 
FIE radio telephone is to be used ex- 
tensively in directing the operations 

of the big fishing fleets sailing out of 
Gloucester, Mass., to the Grand L'anks 
off Nova Scotia. Several of the fishing 
vessels have been equipped with receiv- 
ing sets, and a powerful transmitting 
station is being erected in Gloucester, 
at the expense of a co- operative syndi- 
cate of ship owners. By using the ra- 
dio telephone from shore to ship, the 
skippers on the Banks will be advised 
of market conditions, and the ship 
owners expect to profit largely by 
bringing their ships to port when prices 

Chicago riders on the "L" enjoy the radio- 
phone music during tests with apparatus 

aboard the trains 

are most favorable, instead of having 
them come in haphazard, as at present. 
In addition, the receiving sets on the 
ships will provide entertainment for the 
crews. The fishermen have been wish- 
ing to use wireless for years, but have 
been unable to do so, as operators could 
not be secured. Now that the radio 
telephone has macle voice communica- 
tion possible by wireless, the fishermen 
can have the advantages of radio, which 
they need so much. 

German Traffic Growing 
E \\r records in radio service have 
been made by the Drahtlose Ueber- 

see-Verkehr, A.G., or the Overseas 
Wireless Co., of Germany, operating 
stations at Nauen (POZ) and Eilvese 
(OUI). Traffic through these stations 
has been steadily increasing since they 
were opened for commercial messages. 
In August, 1919, the entire business for 
the month amounted to only 100,000 
words, but on March 16 last 50,000 
words were transmitted in a single day. 

;3 

R.C.A. Makes Tubes Available 
for Ship Work 

RES1'OND1NG 
to the call of hu- 

manitarianism, the Radio Corpora- 
tion of America has for the first time 
permitted the use of its vacuum tubes 
on competing ship stations. A new re- 
ceiving tube has been designed especi- 
ally for ship use, and will sell for $10. 
It will be a great improvement over the 
crystal detectors now in use, and will 
make sea travel safer, which was the 
reason that the Radio Corporation de- 
cided to allow their use on ships. 
Heretofore, the corporation's tubes 
have been limited to amateur and ex- 
perimental use, and the sale of tubes 
to commercial stations competing with 
the Radio Corporation's own stations 
was refused. 

The present exception in favor of 
ships was made in response to a hu- 
manitarian plea by the United States 
Shipping Board, which pointed out the 
fact that radio is a vital safeguard at 
sea a; d that each ship should possess 
the highest type of apparatus. The 
corporation, in responding to the plea, 
drew up a special contract for licensing 
ship stations under its controlling tube 
patents. Among other conditions the 
contract forbids the use of the tubes on 
shore. The new sea tube was designed 
especially for conditions on board ship, 
and resembles the Radiotron. 

Use Radio Currents to Control 
Street Lights 

USE of "carrier current," a current 
flowing at radio frequencies, for 

the control of city street lamps has 
been found to be practical, and no 
doubt in time the electric street lamps 
of American cities will be radio -con- 
trolled. Tests at Lynn, Mass., and 
Little Nahant, four miles away, made 
by radio experts of the General Elec- 
tric Co., demonstrated recently how the 
Little Nahant lights can be controlled 
from the power house at Lynn, over 
the sane wires that carry the lighting 
current. 

The method used is a development 
of the radio industry. : \t the power 
house a high- frequency generator, 
using a vacuum tube, was used to 
generate radio- frequency waves, which 
were placed directly on the low -fre- 
quency feeder circuit running to Little 
Nahant. Relays there responded to 
the radio current, and operated 
switches that turned the lights on or 
off. By varying the frequencies and 
the tuning of the relays, it is possible 
to effect independent control of various 
parts of the same circuit. The cost of 
installation is small, as the equipment 
consists only of the radio transmitter 
at the power house, and a relay switch 
at each control point. 
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Army and Navy Share 
Arlington Station 

THE temporary radio station of the 
Signal Corps, U. S. Army, at Wash- 

ington Barracks, has been abandoned, 
and the Signal Corps now shares the 
big Arlington station with the Navy. 
The Army eventually will use two 
transmitting sets, one with 10- kilowatt 
power, and the other with twice that 
amount. The latter set, on 3,000 
meters, will reach as far as Omaha, 
Neb. For the present the Signal Corps 
is using a 2 K. W. transmitter at 
Arlington, on its regular traffic on 2,650 
meters, with control from radio head- 
quarters in the Munitions Building. 
The Navy continues to operate two sets 
at Arlington, but will be able to lend 
the Army its 100 K. W. spark set when 
necessary, and also its arc set. 

Clif den Replaces Poldhu 
HE famous Marconi wireless sta- 
tion at Poldhu, Cornwall, Wales, 

has closed, and MBD, the call for 
which ship operators have listened 
eagerly for the last 19 years, no longer 
is heard. Traffic formerly sent 
throughMBD now goes through MFT, 
the Marconi station at Clif den, Ireland, 
which has taken up the famous Mar- 
coni commercial and press service. 
Poldhu made wireless history, having 
been the first high -power wireless 
station to be built, under Marconi's 
direction, and having sent the first 
message across the Atlantic, on De- 
cember 12, 1901. The future of the 
historic station is uncertain ; probably 
experimental work will be carried out 
there. 

Swedes and Finns Want Ship 
to Shore Stations 

BUSINESS men who travel back 
and forth over the Baltic Sea be- 

tween Finland and Sweden soon will 
be able to keep in touch with both 
countries by means of the wireless tele- 
phone, plans for the service having 
been approved by the Swedish Tele- 
graph Administration and the Abo 
(Finland) Chamber of Commerce. 
Consul Leslie A. Davis, at Helsingfors, 
Finland, has reported to the Consular 
Service that the Gesellchaft fur Draht- 
lose Telegraphie of Berlin proposed to 
install the necessary equipment. The 
Stockholm authorities quickly ex- 
pressed a desire to secure the advan- 
tages of the system, and at Abo negotia- 
tions were opened with the Finnish 
Ministry of Trade and Industry for a 
concession. When the system is in 
operation it will be possible for tele- 
phone subscribers connected with the 
Swedish and Finnish telephone systems 
to call a radio telephone central and 
through it talk with passengers on 
steamers in the Baltic, or with residents 
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of cities over their home or office tele- 
phone. At the same time that this 
radio development is under way, big 
plans for submarine telephone cables 
are being made to link all countries 
in the Baltic region. 

British Police Study Radio 
s` COTLAND Yard, England's secret 

service headquarters, is experi- 
menting with wireless, both telephone 
and telegraph, as a means of appre- 

Almost under the shadow of famous Notre Dame 
cathedral on the banks of the Seine, the 

Paris police experiment with a new 
radio- equipped motor truck 

bending criminals. Receiving appar- 
atus has been installed at the Yard, 
and tests have been made in transmit- 
ting details of crimes and criminals. 
Strangely enough, but few of the 58 
outlying county constabularies are con- 
nected with headquarters by wire tele- 
phone, and it is thought that wire- 
less will relieve this situation. It is 
expected that a wireless police net will 
be spread over the country. Confi- 
dential reports will be coded and then 
sent by wireless telegraph, while de- 
scriptions of wanted criminals will be 
broadcast by voice to all who have 
receiving instruments. The details are 
still being arranged, but it is expected 
that radio will play a large part in the 
British police system. 

Denmark Reports Icebergs 
by Radio 

AN iceberg reporting service has 
been established by radio in Den- 

mark. Reports are broadcast whenever 
necessary by the coast station at Blaa- 
vand, at 12 :20 and 10 :20 p. m. These 
give the positions, size and estimated 
course of such icebergs as have been 
observed in Danish waters. 
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Nauen Radio Station Being 
Re- Designed 

HE wireless telegraph station at 
Nauen, near Berlin, Germany, is 

being reconstructed and greatly en- 
larged in order to secure improved 
working conditions with the United 
States and South America. Additional 
capital amounting to 25,000,000 marks 
has been secured, and work has been 
started. The antenna system is to be 
considerably altered, seven new 210 - 
meter (689 -foot) masts being planned 
to take the place of four existing masts. 
Two sets of aerials are used, one for 
trans -Atlantic work, and the other for 
communication with European stations. 
Both these have been entirely distinct, 
and at right angles to each other, to 
prevent interference, but under the new 
plans it is expected to effect central 
control of the antenna circuits by 
means of switches that will enable the 
nnany strands of aerial wire to be 
grouped electrically to suit the varying 
needs of the traffic. The antenna is 
2,484 meters long, or about a mile and 
a half. The present power plant, using 
high- frequency transformers of from 
130 to 400 kilowatt power, is being 
re- designed, and also much work is 
being done in developing and improv- 
ing high -speed sending and receiving 
mechanisms. 

Chapultepec Station Reopened 
pADIO communication between 

Mexico and Chile has been re- 
sumed, the powerful station at Cha- 
pultepec, Mexico, having been put in 
operation once more. The first mes- 
sages exchanged were between Presi- 
dent Obregon of Mexico and President 
Alessandri of Chile. 

Coming Radio Shows 
CLEVELAND, Ohio, is to have a 

radio and electrical show August 
26th to September 4th, in the Cleveland 
Public Auditorium. More than 200 dis- 
play booths have been arranged, and 
space has been taken by dealers, manu- 
facturers and technical schools. Prizes 
will be given to school children for the 
best home -made receiving sets. Special 
exhibits will be made by the Army, 
Navy and the Boy and Girl Scouts. 

APPLICATIONS and space dia- 
grams for the coming electrical ex- 

hibition in Salt Lake City, October 2nd 
to 14th, already have been distributed 
by A. M. Jackson, manager of the 
Rocky Mountain Electrical Exposition, 
from his offices at the Kearns Building, 
Salt Lake City. The exposition will be 
exceedingly elaborate in decorations, in- 
cluding a large illuminated arch. The 
Rocky Mountain Electrical Co- opera- 
tive League is fostering the event. 
Radio companies are expected to show 
many interesting displays. 
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Radio Communication in Russia 
Pre -War Development, War -Time Uses and Future 
Requirements and Opportunities Described by the 
Former Chief of Russian Radio Communication 

T1 -IE name of Russia is as signifi- 
cantly connected with the birth of 
Radio Telegraphy as is the name 

of Italy, for Russia and Italy were its 
independent birthplaces. Indeed, Rus- 
sia claims first place in point of time. 
A. S. Popoff, a Russian professor, hav- 
ing constructed a receiver for electro- 
magnetic waves a year before Marconi 
announced his famous invention. Each 
worked without knowledge of the 
other's achievements. Popoff. how- 
ever, had in view the use of his dis- 
covery as an indicator of atmospheric 
disturbances. 

For a long time (until 1909 -10) the 
Russian Government, staggering under 
the burden of an enormous budget for 
the upkeep of a vast army, was unwill- 
ing to spend money for development 
along technical lines. This was especi- 
ally true of something that seemed of 
so little practical importance as radio 

By Col. I. Mouromtzeff 
telegraphy which then was looked upon 
as a modern toy and a very expensive 
one. The same attitude was observ- 
able in other countries, the general 
conception being that radio telegraphy 
could be of little service except on 
ships. Even in this case real faith in 
it was not expressed until 1909, when 
the sinking of the Republic proved its 
value. 

SHIP INSTALLATION 

Thereafter, many Russian ships 
were provided with small radio sets. 
Among them were included all the 
different makes that were on the Euro- 
pean market at that time: Popoff - 
I )ucrete, Marconi, Arco -Slaby, and 
'l'elefunken. In all the huge Russian 
army, however, there were in 1909 
only two radio companies. Each com- 
pany had six radio field stations that 
had been delivered by the Marconi 
Wireless Co. during the Russian- 

Japanese \\rar away back in 1905. 
Aside from the mobile army equip- 

ment, Russia had only a few land sta- 
tions, at St. Petersburg, Viborg, Kiev 
and several in the Far East, but their 
establishment and location were not in 
accord with any comprehensive plan. 
They were limited in range and were 
not of national importance. 

The chief characteristic of the radio 
stations built prior to 1910 was the 
low frequency of the spark, or, as it 
was called in Russian, the "crackling" 
spark, generated by the Brown double - 
waved transmitter. The granular co- 
herer, combined with the regular 
Morse recorder, was used as a re- 
ceiver, but about the end of 1910 the 
telephone receiver was introduced, fol- 
lowing the invention of Marconi's 
magnet detector, Schloemilch's electro- 
lytic detector and then the contact, or 
crystal detector. Messages that were 
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sent by "crackling" spark transmitters 
were greatly disturbed by atmospheric 
discharges, the latter being of course a 
great detriment to radio communica- 
tion. 

In 1910 the Russian Government, 
following the example of its future 
allies and enemies, began to give more 
attention to the development of radio 
telegraphy but almost entirely along 
military lines. First, a large number 
of field stations were provided for the 
army. Later on a system of perma- 
nent stations was planned for use 
within the country and measures also 
were taken to establish radio communi- 
cation with France. 

MUCH EXPERIMENTING NECESSARY 

During the development of the Rus- 
sian army field radio apparatus the sta- 
tions were reconstructed many times in 
endeavoring to solve the very difficult 
problem presented by Russian dis- 
tances. Each radio unit had to have 
a range of 250 versts (170 miles) yet 
it could not exceed a maximum weight 
of twelve poods (432 lbs.) for each of 
the three two -wheeled carriages used to 
carry the complete equipment of the 
field station. When its mobile stations 
finally were rendered throughly prac- 
tical the Russian Army had the most 
perfect field -radio of that time, which 
could move easily on the bad roads of 
its future theatre of war. 

The transmitters of these new field 
stations worked with the quenched 
spark. producing a musical note of 400 
to 2.000 vibrations per second. Oscil- 
lations were generated by the impulse 
circuit, based on principles introduced 
by professor Wien. This permitted a 
certain independence from mutual in- 
terference of working stations and also 
gave some freedom from atmospheric 
disturbances. 

TELESCOPIC FIELD MAST 

The Russian field mast is worthy of 
special mention. It was of the tele- 
scopic type, and was made of steel pip- 
ing. It could be easily altered in 
height within a maximum of 25 meters 
or 75 feet. Many different designs of 
telescopic masts had been offered to 
the Russian radio specialists, and after 
tests they adopted the Fajance mast 
because of its light weight and its ex- 
tension mechanism. which was on the 
outside and could be easily taken care 
of. It consisted of a worm drive with 
a handle, conic gears and a long - 
toothed wheel on the top of the lowest 
link of the mast. This wheel drove out 
the inner links one after the other by 
means of a series of perforations along 
the length of the mast. 

At first it appeared as though the 
holes in the mast would make its use 
impossible. The slightest wind would 
whistle through the openings and the 
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sound produced was as though a giant 
fife were wailing its grief. The howls 
could be heard for miles around and 
spread anguish and dejection among 
the peasants. This difficulty was soon 
overcome, however, by making the 
mast turnable within its bearings, so 
that the holes could be turned away 
from the wind, when even the strong- 
est gale produced no sound. 

Field stations were used in the Rus- 
sian Army during the war on a big 
scale and many times the service they 
rendered was priceless. As one of 
many instances it may be mentioned 
that in the battle of November, 1914, 
when the entire Fifth Russian Army 
near Sodz was cut off from the other 
armies by General Mackenzen's troops, 
the only connection with Russian 
Headquarters for about four days was 
by means of radio. As a result of 
radio -arranged strategic moves, the 
Fifth Army escaped from its predica- 
ment and a German Army corps had 
narrow escape from capture. 

AIDS IN QUELLING REVOLT 

In 1916, the Kirguiz tribes (no- 
madic inhabitants of the steppes in 
Russian Middle Asia), revolted and 
spread destruction throughout a wide 
region. Telegraphic communication 
between several cities was completely 
cut off. A number of field radio sta- 
tions were sent under military guard 
and successfully maintained communi- 
cation for a month or so, while the re- 
volt was suppressed. 

The field stations were frequently 
used, also. for other than military pur- 
poses. For instance, the coast -guard 
service on the White, Baltic and Black 
Seas found them invaluable. 

The most powerful fixed stations 
of the Russian Army were planned for 
Chita (Transbaikal), now seat of the 
Siberian Bolshevist government, and 
Tashkent (Turkestan). Each was of 
100 kw. power. The comparatively 
small Caucasian stations played a 
prominent part in the manoeuvres of 
the Caucasian armies during the war, 
but the others were not ready before 
1915 and even 1916, so that they 
played little or no part in the life of 
old Russia. However, the important 
result of the use of radio for military 
purposes was that the indifference 
toward radio telegraphy was overcome. 
Familiarity with it spread and many 
business people realized its usefulness 
for commercial purposes. 

As a result. a number of stations 
were built in the far North, at Arch- 
angel, on the islands of Novaia Zem- 
lia. and Vaigach. These gave reports 
of ice -movements in the Arctic Sea. 
Stations in the Far East, in the Kamt- 
chatka and Anadyr peninsular regions 
(at Petropavlovsk, Ochotsk, Anadyr) 
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assisted the daring explorers of that 
rich but distant and wild land. 

In 1910 a station was erected at 
Bobruisk (near Minsk) exclusively 
for connection with the Eiffel Tower 
station in Paris, but the first attempts 
to communicate were not successful. 
This may be readily understood, be- 
cause the total power of the Bobruisk 
installation was not above 40 kw., 
which was entirely insufficient to cover 
the distance of 2,000 kilometers or 
1,200 miles between the two stations 
( vacuum tube transmitters, detectors 
and amplifiers did not yet exist). Be- 
sides, there were many mistakes in the 
design and construction of the station. 
In 1914 it was decided to abandon the 
old structure completely and to build 
a new 150 kw. station in the same lo- 
cation. This was never done, how- 
ever, as the outbreak of the war 
brought about the settlement of the 
problem of foreign communication in 
a different way. 

Another powerful station for com- 
munication with foreign countries was 
planned for Nicholaieff on the Black 
Sea. It had 100 kw. power, but it was 
not put into operation until several 
months after the beginning of the war, 
and in the end it served only for the 
local needs of the army in the Ukraine. 
being too far removed from the center 
of activity. 

All these stations were delivered 
either by the Russian Society of Wire- 
less Telegraph (after 1912, under 
financial control of the Marconi Wire- 
less Co.), or by Siemens & Halske. 

STATIONS AT TSARSKOE SELO AND 
Moscow 

The great World War broke out on 
August 1, 1914. For several days 
previous to that event, the Russian 
Government had been gravely con- 
cerned about communications with 
France. The two cables connecting 
Russia with Western Europe were 
owned by neutral companies, but that 
very "neutrality" appeared dangerous. 
Fortunately, complete apparatus for a 
big radio plant had just been made in 
the factory maintained by the Russian 
Wireless Society. It had been tested 
by military radio specialists, a tempor- 
ary tower and antenna having been 
constructed for that purpose. On the 
initiative of the military authorities. 
the Military Electric School took 
charge of the property and on the same 
night the exchange of messages with 
the Eiffel Tower began. The first 
news of the declaration of war by Ger- 
mano was sent to France from this sta- 
tion. commandeered on the eve of the 
war. 

Everybody realized, however. that a 
hastily- constructed plant erected under 
an emergency could not be depended 
upon. Consequently, the Government 
intrusted several radio specialists with 
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the task of establishing adequate and 
reliable radio- communication with the 
Allies. At this time, alternators with 
an abnormal number of cycles were not 
obtainable in Russia; D.C. generators 
could be obtained on special order only 
after considerable delay. Nevertheless, 
with assistance of the Russian Society 
the difficulties were quickly sur- 
mounted and one of the most powerful 
radio -stations of that time, with nine 
towers, each 360 feet high, was ready 
within four and a half months from 
the time the decision was made. In 
December, 1914 the Emperor Nicholas 
II was able to send his Christmas con- 
gratulations to the President of France 
and the King of England by wireless. 

TVER TESTING STATION 
One of the stations was erected at 

Tsarskoe Selo. the residence of the 
Czar. twenty -two versts (14/ miles) 
from Petrograd : the other at Moscow, 
in the heart of Russia. In addition, a 
special receiving station was built at 
Tver for testing and observation pur- 
poses. Tver is on the railroad between 
Petrograd and Moscow. 

The Tsarskoe Selo and Moscow 
equipments were practically identical in 
design from a radio -electrical point of 
view. The arrangement was as follows: 

A huge storage battery of 6,000 
Tudor lead cells fed the condenser os- 
cillation circuit. The total voltage of 
the battery was 12,000, the maximum 
current 25 amperes. To make the task 

of the personnel easier and for con- 
venience in recharging the battery, it 
was subdivided into twelve separate 
parts of 1,000 volts each. The sub- 
divisions each had a charging dynamo 
driven by a 22 -volt D.C. motor. When 
the transmitting key was pressed, all 
twelve generators were connected in 
series by means of twelve correspond- 
ing automatic carbon relays. and con- 
nected in parallel with the battery. 
Thus the condenser was charged by 
both the batteries and the generators. 
When the key was released, the relays 
switched the generators to their corre- 
sponding sections of the storage bat- 
tery. In that way, the storage battery 
received charging impulses in the in- 
tervals between the clots and dashes of 
the Morse code. The battery capacity 
was such that the transmitter could 
work at full power for about two 
hours when using only the storage bat- 
tery as a means of primary current 
supply. 

i'he oscillating circuit consisted of 
glass plate condensers of % mfd. 
capacity, silver- covered. copper -pipe, 
self- induction coils of large diameter 
and a solid revolving disk -discharger 
with twelve teeth. modeled after the 
discharger of the big Carnarvon plant. 

INVERTED L ANTENNA 
The transmitting antenna, of the 

inverted L type. was supported by 
wooden towers 120 meters. or 360 feet 
high. Nine towers were used at the 
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Moscow station and seven at Tsarskoe 
Selo. They stood in two rows. 

The wooden towers were erected for 
temporary use only. At Moscow they 
were replaced by iron towers in July, 
1915 but they remained at Tsarskoe 
Selo until the end of that plant, De- 
cember, 1919. 

UNIQUE WOODEN TOWERS 

The construction of the wooden 
towers, being original, deserves men- 
tion. Pour parallel vertical tree - 
trunks, about 20 inches in diameter, 
were erected on a concrete base and 
were placed with a few inches clear- 
ance between them. forming a square. 
Iron tie -rods and bolts kept them to- 
gether and reinforcing wedges, put be- 
tween them, supplied a tension that 
gave greater solidity to the whole 
tower. The desired height was gained 
by adding the necessary number of 

trunks. :\ small crew of trained men 
could assemble such a tower in two or 
three days. 

Cross arms served to support the 
transmitting antenna, of the cage type. 
A number of \yells. 20 feet deep. pro- 
vided the necessary ground for the 
transmitter. In addition. a counter- 
poise of many thick parallel wires was 
buried in the ground, one foot beneath 
the surface. 

The receiving part of the station 
occupied a small structure, separate 
from the transmitting room. A single 
wire. stretched on top of the towers, 
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served as receiving antenna. There 
were two of these, each with its own 
receiving apparatus so that two differ- 
ent messages could be picked up at the 
same time. The telephone receiver 
was generally used in picking up mes- 
sages, although it was possible to re- 
ceive them on phonograph records. 
The crystal detector and vacuum tubes 
were used in various combinations. 

Power for the plant was delivered by 
Diesel generators. Four Diesels of 
150 HP. each, with corresponding 220 
volts D.C. dynamos were used at 
Tsarskoe Selo and two Diesels of 450 
HP. each were used at Moscow. Each 
plant liad one generating group held 
for reserve, the working power being 
450 HP. in both cases. 

The storage battery of 800- ampere 
hours could be used for the short time 
work, instead of generating groups. 
The same battery also supplied energy 
for various secondary uses, such as 
lighting, pumping, etc. Every device 
could be manipulated and controlled 
from the receiving house. Both plants 
were operated exclusively by officers 
and privates of the Military Electric 
School. Many of the privates received 
their only electrical and mechanical 
training after being drafted into the 
army when the war began. 

WAR -TIME RADIO ACTIVITIES 
Throughout the war, up to the Bol- 

shevist revolution in November, 1917, 
the Tsarskoe Selo and Moscow sta- 
tions successfully maintained communi- 
cations with the Allies. Both stations, 
together with the Tver testing station, 
were under the supervision of the 
Chief of Radio -Communication. Spe- 
cial wires connected the chief's office in 
Petrograd with each station, making 
them independent of the State tele- 
graph lines. 

As a rule, Tsarskoe Selo was in 
connection with Lyon, France, and 
Coltano. Italy, while Moscow was com- 
municating with Carnarvon, England 
and eventually with Salonica, the head- 
quarters of the army in the Balkans. 

Tsarskoe Selo used a normal wave- 
length of 5,000 to 6,000 meters, while 
Moscow worked with a wave -length of 
6.000 to 7,000 meters. The acoustic 
pitch of the transmitter was given by 
400 oscillations per second, produced 
by the revolving disk- discharger, 
which had twelve teeth and made 2,000 
revolutions a minute. 

Exchange of messages was carried 
on during periods set by special ar- 
rangement between the Allies and 
communications proceeded practically 
uninterrupted within the schedule 
hours except on the night when Ger- 
many made her declaration of war 
against Russia. She then tried to pre- 
vent the transmission of that news 
from Russia to France. But even 
then. in spite of the attempted inter- 
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Terence, messages were duly ex- 
changed. This was accomplished by 
means of a quick change in wave- 
lengths, the arrangement to provide 
against such a contingency having been 
made in advance. Of course such 
changes are an inconvenience to a large 
station and force it to use wave- lengths 
which are not always to its advantage. 

The daily average of words was 
about 4,000 for Tsarskoe Selo and lit- 
tle less for Moscow. Besides the mes- 
sages in cipher, there were open 
messages consisting of communiques 
from Headquarters, meteorological 
news and astronomical time signals. 
The number of words transmitted and 
received could have been considerably 
increased if the automatic \Vheatstone 
transmitter had been used. 

From the very beginning of the 
work of the Allies, the daily traffic 
demonstrated the perceptible influence 
of topography upon the strength of the 
signals. Thus, while the messages be- 
tween Lyon and Tsarskoe Selo were 
heard with great distinctness, those be- 
tween Lyon and Moscow were very 
poor. A glance at the neap will ex- 
plain the reason of this. The straight 
line between Lyon and Moscow passes 
through the Alps and the mountains of 
Bohemia, while between Lyon and 
Petrograd the country is much more 
level. The Carnarvon and Coltano 
signals were heard with equal ease in 
Tsarskoe Selo and Moscow, although 
Moscow had the advantage in commu- 
nicating with Carnarvon as it had a 
larger aerial. 

In order to make the radiated energy 
as large as possible, both an earthed 
ground and a counterpoise were placed 
in the antenna circuit. It was found 
that the maximum of oscillating energy 
in the antenna could be obtained by 
cutting the inductive resistance into 
one of these parallel branches and as- 
certaining its most favorable size. 

Much trouble was caused in cold 
weather by hoar -frost and ice. They 
are the real plagues of both the radio 
and wire telegraphing in some parts of 
Russia. The coating of frost and ice 
on the wires of an antenna increases its 
effective resistance and it was even 
more serious when the ice would ac- 
cumulate to a thickness of several 
inches. thus increasing the weight of 
the antenna and threatening the safety 
of the towers. This caused especial 
concern when the high wooden towers 
were tried for the first time. 

Therefore, on cold days particular 
attention was given to the antenna. At 
the first signs of hoar -frost accumulat- 
ing, the antenna wires would be shaken 
by means of the hoisting cords but 
when there was a quick formation of 
ice, it was necessary to lower the whole 
antenna and the ice would be knocked 
off by hand. Later it was found that 
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the antenna wires could be heated by 
an electric current. A few minutes 
after the current was turned on, the 
coating of ice would drop off in large 
sections, doing away with necessity for 
lowering the wires. 

Recognition of the importance of the 
wireless telegraph in public affairs had 
just begun to spread among Russian 
officials when the revolution put a tem- 
porary- end to its development. 
RADIO NECESSARY IN FUTURE DE- 

VELOPMENT OF RUSSIA 

Generally, one may say without fear 
of contradiction that wireless will 
occupy an important place in the future 
development of Russia. 

Russia is 10,000 kilometers in length 
from East to West and 3,000 kilomet- 
ers from North to South, or 6,200 
miles by 1,860 miles. Within this area 
are many wild and, under ordinary 
conditions, almost inaccessible regions. 
These spots often contain stores of 
treasures, concealing great riches. In 
many instances the climate and topo- 
graphy of the country make the 
erection and maintenance of wire tele- 
graph lines impossible. For instance, 
the greatest gold mines of pre -war time 
were located in the Yenissei Taiga 
(virgin forests in the region of the 
river Yenissei), where the several 
thousand souls that made up the work- 
ing population were completely cut off 
from the rest of the world for six or 
eight weeks every Fall and Spring. 
The intervening country was abso- 
lutely impassable. 

For many years explorers have en- 
deavored to navigate the Arctic Ocean 
along the Siberian coast. Shipping is 
absolutely necessary to the exploita- 
tion of the riches that Siberia contains, 
but to a great extent it awaits the time 
when a radio telegraph net is spread 
along this coast. The first steps in that 
direction have already been taken. 
Three stations have been built, one at 
Novaia Zenllia, one at Vaigatch and 
one at Yamal Peninsula, but these are 
all but lost in the vast expanse of the 
coast, and in fact barely touch Siberia 
at the northwest. 

There is still another highly impor- 
tant field in which radio could be in- 
valuable to the new Russia. Russia is 
pre -eminently an agricultural country. 
Consequently reports of probable 
weather conditions and market prices 
are very important to all parts. There 
are many places which cannot be 
reached in time except by radio. This 
is especially true after several years of 
general disorganization. It is only too 
evident that a main factor in Russia's 
recovery will be the radio telephone. 
the latest achievements of which are 
so brilliant. A number of broadcasting 
stations would keep the remotest cor- 
ners of vast Russia in close touch with 
the rest of the world. 
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Lakes -to -Coast Voyage Has Thrills 
Scenery, Accidents, Fishing and Radio Make 
the Trip Notable for the Operator on the 
U. S. Shipping Board Vessel Lake Harminia 

By Julian K. Henney 

O 
NE day I sauntered down by the 
docks at Cleveland to watch the 
busy tugs puffing laboriously 

around, and to listen to the waves of 
muddy Lake Erie swishing against the 
blue -gray hulls of two Shipping Board 
steamers tied to the wharf. 

"Where are you bound ?" I shouted 
at a greasy individual in faded blue 
jumper, evidently a member of the be- 
low -decks crew. 

"Boston, I guess," was his disinter- 
ested answer. 

Now Boston meant that the steamer 
would have to go out the St. Lawrence, 
a voyage I had always wanted to make. 
Perhaps, I thought, there are other 
Shipping Board steamers; some might 
even need wireless operators, so I 
hustled to the Radio Corporation office, 
and applied to Superintendent Nicholas 
of the Great Lakes' Division for a ship. 

Two weeks later he sent for me and 
assigned me to the Lake Harminia, a 
new vessel, which was to sail from Su- 
perior, Wisconsin, for the coast. An- 
other pleasant surprise was in store for 
me at Cleveland. I was to have com- 
pany on the trip to Duluth and Supe- 
rior. Keuhni, an operator friend, was 
to take the Lake Glaucas from the 
Globe yards where the Harminia was 
being finished. 

We were told to hurry to Duluth, 
but it took a long time to pump eight- 
een cars of heavy oil into the steamer 
through a one -inch hose with a wheezy 
engine that threatened to expire at each 
breath. 

When the Lake Harminia had taken 
her last supplies, the Skipper came 
aboard, and when the compass had 

Safe on deck -operator and antenna 

been adjusted, paraded us over a good 
Part of the west end of Lake Superior. 
'l'hen we tied up at a grain elevator in 
the Duluth- Superior basin to have sixty 
thousand bushels of wheat shot into the 
hold. The next morning the rest of our 
ninety -odd thousand bushels came 
aboard, bringing us down to the maxi- 
mum depth with which we could get 
past Cove Island into Georgian Bay. 

The two days' trip across cold Lake 

Superior and down the winding St. 
Mary's river gave me ample time to 
test the radio equipment on board. 

A wireless operator's life aboard 
such a steamer as the Lake Harminia 
is a pleasant one. The radio room was 
a large, well -lighted and ventilated 
cabin on the afterdeck across from the 
chief engineer's room. The panel and 
desk took up but a small part of the 
large cabin, which provided a cozy 
haunt for all the ship's officers. The 
bunk room was equipped with three 
bunks, but as I could use only one at 
a time, I could shift around according 
to the weather and the movement of 
the vessel. Electric fans in both 
rooms, clothes closets, brass Seth 
Thomas clocks that actually kept time, 
curtains at the port holes -all this and 
more proved to me that a radio man's 
life was not so bad as I had sometimes 
found it. The motor generator was 
in the engine room with a push button 
near the receiving tuner to start it, so 
that the whine of this high -speed, 
500 -cycle generator did not bother the 
operator while receiving. 

Late one afternoon we anchored off 
Cove Island at the entrance to that 
winglike projection of Lake Huron, 
Georgian Bay. A fog had come down 
on us as we attempted to steal past the 
sentinel -like island, forcing us to lay 
up until the next morning. The next 
day we tied up at a grain elevator at 
Port McNicoll, around the corner 
from Midland, VBC., and a fishing 
party was organized among the offi- 
cers. By noon our party of Isaac Wal- 
tons had pulled nearly a hundred fish 
from the blue waters near the ship. 

These views were taken while going through the famous Welland Canal between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. The latter lake is dimly seen in 
the distance 
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Early on the next morning the ele- 

vator men were ready to drop their 
long proboscis -like chutes into the hold 
to take out our wheat. The elevator 
gear got mixed up with the aerial in 
the process with the result that I made 
an impromptu trip up the mast. For- 
getting that the aerial might be as 
heavy as myself, and not realizing that 
I could not snub a steel cable as I 
could a rope, I unloosened the wire 
rope. \ \'hen the last turn was taken 
off, whist! I started up the mast ; 

the wires started down. Had it not 
been for two sailors nearby I might 
have suffered more damage than a pair 
of bruised hands. 

Coming out of Georgian Bay we 
passed Cove Island at midnight. The 
South American called shortly before 
asking about weather conditions in the 
Bay. She, too, had been running 
through fogs from one of the lakes to 

Quebec's waterfront dominated by the 
Citadel and the Hotel Frontenac 

far -famed Thousand Island district 
was not dimmed by the weather. 

Taking a pilot at Ogdensburg, we 
entered the first of the St. Lawrence 
locks shortly after noon, passing 
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on the cement base of the rear lock 
gate, so that when the water was let 
out; the steamer sat down on her foot, 
figuratively speaking. 

Another Shipping Board Steamer 
coming up behind us in the gathering 
dusk had heard the noise, had seen us 
list, and soon radioed asking if we 
needed assistance. 

"A week in dry dock," was the con - 
cer sus of opinion. 

Two tugs came for us in the morn- 
ing, towing us through the last of the 
Soulanges Canal, then through the 
Lachine Locks. Aided by a third blue, 
red and white stacked tug later in the 
day we were finally pulled into Mon- 
treal shortly afterward, thirteen hun- 
dred miles from the Harudnia's home 
port, a city she would never visit again. 

For the next ten days we sat around 
in intense heat, in an evil- smelling slip, 
watching repair men grapple with a 

A trophy of war, the S.S. " Greiffenfels," a former 
now under British flag, at Montreal 

another. The evening of the next day 
we passed the many lights of Detroit. 
On account of the thick weather, the 
Skipper anchored as soon as it grew 
dark. A message to the Marine Post 
Office at Detroit failed to get any re- 
sults, but the music that came floating 
over the aerial a half hour later ap- 
peased the crew. 

The short distance through the 
canal between Lake Erie and Lake 
Ontario proved to be like the old road 
to Rome -long and tedious. The 
steamer had been built as large as 
possible, and in the small canals and 
locks she was hard to manage. Even 
the eight hundred tons of coal were in- 
sufficient to keep our head up in the 
wind. The slightest breeze threw us 
around until the clank, clank, of the 
propeller on the stony bottom forced 
us to tie up. Messages went back to 
Cleveland, "Tied up in strong gale 
near St. Catherines." 

After a long siege with the canal 
and its locks it was good to steam out 
into open water once more, and then 
to enter the beautiful island- dotted 
waters near Clayton and Alexandria 
Bay, which were passed in a cold 
drizzle, yet the magnificence of the 

German liner The "Lake Harminia" docked at Port McNicoll, waiting 
to discharge her cargo. The flags celebrate July 4 

around the Rapid Plat rapids that 
tumbled beside us or left us peace- 
fully puffing along while they hurried 
in a welter of foam around the rocks 
and islands. At supper time we an- 
chored in a small widening of the river 
called Garbage Lake by our uncompli- 
mentary mate, an incongruity that I 

could not understand. 
Just as we were clearing the last of 

the forty -eight locks, and mates, en- 
gineers and deck hands were eagerly 
looking forward to Montreal and the 
end of canals, and were congratulating 
ourselves on the progress, when, 
Lang! three distinct thuds rever- 
berated through the ship. The last jar 
was so sudden and accompanied with 
such a decided list that I went out of 
my chair, up against the outer wall. 

The captain was shouting ; so was 
the mate and the pilot, and by the time 
I had the receivers off my ears a 
dozen of the crew were running 
wildly up and clown the lock wall. A 
glance out the wireless room revealed 
the stern of the vessel high in the air, 
the aftercabin more or less wrecked, 
and a disabled rudder post and quad- 
rant hanging loosely like a broken arm. 
In some manner the rudder had caught 

job that was evidently too large for 
them. 

Finally, I jumped on a Canadian 
Pacific train, traveled past Lake Nip - 
issing, Algonquin Park, through the 
rocky wilderness of the north to the 
Soo from where I went by "bus" to 
Les Cheneaux Islands for a fishing 
trip to last until the rudder would be 
fixes. 

After receiving word that the steamer 
would sail soon, I went back to Mon- 
treal to find that the boat had been in 
Quebec for nearly two weeks. Arriv- 
ing in the city at night I found only 
French speaking people, and discov- 
ered too late that I should have worked 
a bit harder on my school languages. 
Over the phone I learned from an 
English -speaking operator -may her 
days be blessed ! -where to find the 
steamer, across the river from Que- 
bec, and three miles from there. 
Stumbling over the many labyrinth -like 
tracks of a dry dock and ship yards, I 
finally walked the plank of the Har- 
;Hinki to find the second engineer ar- 
guing with the mate that "Sparks" had 
jumped the ship. 

We bid goodbye to drydock, finally, 
one month after being towed into 
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Views among the Thousand Islands, the unsurpassed Summer resort of Americans and Canadians along the St. Lawrence as it issues from 
Lake Ontario 

Montreal with a wrecked rudder. The 
net clay %ve made a trial trip around 
the harbor, had our compass adjusted 
again, and at 2 o'clock sailed past the 
Isle of Orleans bound for Chatham, 
New Brunswick, for a cargo of pulp 
wood. 

The St. Lawrence began to show 
signs of its greatness as soon as we 
had passed the Falls of Montmorency, 
which are higher than Niagara, and 
beautiful in the afternoon sun. The 
river increased in width, and the shores 
became higher and more rugged, and 
soon the fresh water became salty. 
Toward evening we passed the nighty 
promontories that guard the entrance 
to the Saguenay River, and at four in 
the morning we dropped our pilot at 
Father Point. the spot where the great 
Empress of Ireland sank a few years 
ago. 

During the night the receivers were 
bothered some by static, but signals of 
ocean -going vessels were not scarce. 
Once 1 heard one send a long string 
of supplies that some one would need 
for the long Winter soon to fall on the 
inhabitants of that north country, and 
an hour later heard the same message 
being repeated along the river from 
point to point like a distant echo. 

The evening of the next day we ran 
into a heavy northeast sea off Pluris 
Point that tumbled the Lake Harurinia 
about like a cork. When the darkest 
of St. Lawrence nights came down on 
us, the captain slowed clown and drifted 
and coasted slowly along the shore un- 
til daybreak should allow him to make 
sure of his position. 

Late in the afternoon we dropped 

the hook in the mouth of the Mirimichi 
River, patiently waiting until the pilot 
should come up in his sail boat to take 
us up to Chatham. fifteen miles away. 
\Ve rode at anchor off the village that 
night, and in the morning moved to the 

Journey's end. Ships at anchor in Portland 
Harbor, Joaziero In foreground 

pulp -wood dock. Here I saw the tall 
masts of a Canadian high -power station 
at Newcastle, VAL, I believe. We 
took a thousand cords of wood at this 
port while the chief and I went trout 
fishing in the wilds behind the town. 
While here I watched a German 
steamer tinder a British flag burn at 
the dock, and saw a four -masted 
hooker from Norway unfurl her sails 
and fly away like a huge white butterfly. 

Clearing for Portland, we followed 
the southern coast out through the Gut 
of Canso to the Atlantic. In the 
evening the receivers were filled with 
a medley of notes ranging from the 
pure tone of the Mauretania, MGA, to 

the buzzsaw of a lonely iap trying to 
get through the jam to \\'SE. Before 
Arlington time, IIIAA, 21U, and 2NF 
came buzzing in with their low -toned, 
low -wave sets. It seemed like home 
to hear those 200 -meter fellows pound- 
ing away, and when NIIR at Cleveland 
came roaring in louder than N 13D at 
I tar Harbor, the Lakes didn't seem so 
far away as I had thought. 

The following clay was spent blun- 
dering south in a fog that came down 
early in the morning. We were off 
Cape Sable, but because of some over- 
sight the captain did not have a book 
dealing with the Canadian fog whistle 
characteristics. A message to VCU 
brought the captain the information 
he needed to proceed. During the 
morning we nearly ran down a lone 
fisherman who had anchored in the 
fog off the Nova Scotia coast. Once 
we scraped a black buoy that marked 
it reef, and once were too close to a 
white vessel that rushed at us out of 
the mists and then flitted past like a 
hat at night. At noon I worked PUH, 
the Joaziero of Rio, who was coming 
across from England with a cargo of 
chalk. 

Several times I secured an answer 
to my QTE request from Bar Har- 
bor enabling the captain finally to 
clear the Cape and head across the 
Bay of Fundy for Portland. Here we 
anchored, and I decided that night as 
we watched the Joaziero drop anchor 
near us that radio life aboard such a 
steamer as the Lake Hárntinia, and on 
such a voyage as the Great Lakes to the 
Atlantic coast was a great life. 

New Equipment for Army Airplanes 
AIRPLANES 

in the service of the 
United States Army are to be 

equipped with radio apparatus of new 
and advanced types, including combina- 
tion telegraph cfnd telephone sets. The 
installations are of three types, designed 
for the three different types of air- 
planes. the pursuit, observation and 
bombing planes. Development of the 
new radio apparatus has been in the 
hands of the Signal Corps Radio Sec- 

tion, and although the plans have been 
drawn and bids called for, no public 
description of the apparatus has been 
released by the Signal Corps. It is said, 
however, that it is far in advance of 
present sets. 

The largest and most powerful set, 
known as S. C. R. 135, will be carried 
on bombing planes, and will have a 
radio telephone radius, plane to ground, 
of 75 miles, and a telegraph range of 

about 200 miles. S. C. R. 133 is de- 
signed for the most speedy pursuit 
planes, and has a telephone range of 5 
miles, S. C. R. 134, for observation 
planes, will have a range of about 10 
miles. These sets all use a trailing wire 
for the antenna, and the metal parts 
of the airplane as a ground. Army ex- 
perts consider that the new instruments 
will practically revolutionize radio for 
airplane use. 
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Radio 
gave first news 
of this forest fire 

FIRE! 
Fire in the forests that guard 

the cultivated fields of the Western 
states ! The trees are threatened, and 
that means catastrophe, for with the 
woodlands rests assurance of an 
equable distribution of rainfall over a 
wide area of fertile farming land. Let 
these trees burn, and the farms that 
now supply an important percentage of 
American foodstuffs would dry and 
harden into another Sahara. 

Fire ! An airplane patrol detects it 
while still a small blaze ; a bush fire, 
but one that may involve a hillside. The 
observer in the airplane notes the aris- 
ing smoke, spots its position on the map 
before him in its celluloid cover, and 
puts his fingers on the key. 

DAR TF,H DAR I)EH D. \R. 
And back to the radio -observation 

airdrome goes a short message that 
says in code, about as follows : "Bushes 
afire in XYZ valley point about 145 
north 72 west." 

The operator at the airdrome copies 
the message and hands it to a telephone 
operator, who quickly consults his map, 
finds the location of the fire, and tele- 
phones to the nearest Forest Ranger. 
The latter goes quickly to the spot, sum- 
moning aid if necessary. 

And once more the vital woods have 
been saved, and with them the culti- 
vated fields that depend upon them. 

'Such is the procedure at the High 
River Air Station, typical of all the 
others. This station was established 
last year for the fire protection of the 
forests on the Eastern slope of the 
Rocky Mountains, and radio plays an 
essential role in the work. Regular ob- 
servation trips are made each day, last- 
ing from two to three and even four 
hours, and if it were necessary for the 
airplane to return to headquarters every 
time it sighted a fire, much valuable 
time would be lost with the conflagra- 
tion meanwhile growing to much larger 
size. 

The radio station and airdrome are 
situated forty miles east of the Rockies, 

Radio Telegraphy Is Great 
Aid in Fighting 

Forest Fires 
A Radio Observer Tells of His Work 

and are apparently in an ideal location 
from a radio standpoint, judging from 
the transmitting ranges obtained. The 
aerial is a four -wire umbrella type and 
is supported on a 185 -foot steel mast. 
Four down -leads are taken from the 
mast head and led to the transmitting 
room. 

The station's transmitting equipment 
consists of a 2 kw. synchronous spark 
set with a daylight range of 600 
miles on 900 meters. Current is 
supplied by a generator driven by a 
gasoline engine. 

During the tests that were made to 
determine the range of this set a vessel 

By M. V. Chesnut 

and again, finishing up finally with a 
string of QRA's and \VHO's without 
getting a sound in reply until the 
gasoline engine had been started again. 

An aircraft type of C. W. and phone 
transmitter with a power input of 100 
watts is also installed in the ground 
station and operates with excellent re- 
sults. Owing to the large aerial, it was 
at first impossible to transmit on 
amateur wave- lengths in the usual 
manner with the original apparatus. 
This difficulty was finally overcome by 
using the "syphoning" system, i. e., very 
loose coupling. With this method, 
using a sustained wave. the radiated 

Radio observer in DH -4 airplane, about to start on his daily forest patrol. The 
man on the ground has his hand on the 600 -volt generator that supplies current 

to the radio transmitter 

was heard sending traffic to KPE 
(Seattle). When the ship signed off, it 
was called, and its position asked. The 
reply showed that it was three days out 
of Seattle, a third of the way across 
the Pacific, bound for Yokohama. This 
long- distance transmission probably re- 
leased some profanity aboard ship, for 
just as the key was pressed to acknowl- 
edge the ship's message the gasoline 
tank ran dry and the current stopped. 

While the operator ran out to one of 
the De Haviland airplanes to "milk" it 
of some gasoline the irate ship's opera- 
tor called VAW (High River) again 
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wave- length is that of the closed circuit, 
regardless of the period of the aerial 
system. Concerts broadcast from this 
transmitter on a wave -length of 360 
meters have been heard as far distant 
as Chicago, 1,600 miles away. Great 
credit is due to the amateurs of the 
southwestern states, whose detailed re- 
ports and helpful criticisms were of 
assistance in bringing this radio tele- 
phone transmitter up to its present effi- 
ciency. 

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 
The receiving equipment is of the 

very latest type, and consists of a seven- 
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valve radio- frequency amplifier with a 
wave -length range of 600 to 5,000 
meters. The use of regeneration is 
optional, and it has been found possible 
by regenerating to receive even 200 - 
meter signals, with no great loss of effi- 
ciency. However, in copying the 
reports from patrolling aircraft, a 
syntonizer is used as an external hete- 
rodyne, in preference to regeneration. 
owing to the ease of tuning this circuit. 
This simplicity of control is no small 
factor, for the C. \V. signals from the 
patrolling aircraft "swing" considerably 
when the airplane encounters rough 
weather, owing to the changes taking 
place in the wave -length of the trailing 
aerial of the transmitting airplane. 
Every time an airplane dips into an 
"air hole" the antenna has a crinkle put 
in it, thus changing its fundamental 
length. 

AIRPLANE EQUIPMENT 
The airplanes are all fitted with 

C. W. transmitters, some using a 100 - 
watt type with a modulating attachment 
for telephony, and the remainder using 
40 -watt types on straight C. W. All 
the transmitters use the standard 
British R. A. F. circuit that has become 
almost universal on airplanes. 

There is just one danger created by 
the radio set on an airplane, and that 
danger is run by the men on the ground. 
The antenna consists of a single trailing 
wire, which is wound on a small winch 
and is lowered only when the machine 
is safely off the ground. It is supposed 

Mountain scenery affords remarkable views from above, but the air over these ranges 
is "bumpy," the varying pressures and cross currents tossing the airplane as on 

a stormy sea 

the attentions of the weight, by now 
parted from the wire and hitting only 
the high spots. Rather than be one of 
those spots, the ground staff either tries 
to keep both feet off the ground at the 
same time, or makes for the mountains, 
40 miles off. 

The inevitable question asked by 
amateurs who visit the airdrome is : 

"How do you get your ground connec- 
tion while in the air Prospective 
visitors are hereby advised to think 
twice before asking that question as the 
staff is "fed up" on it. The answer 
now is likely to be that the operator 
throws out a sky -hook and uses a cloud ! 

Naturally, the counterpoise system is 
used. Every airplane, whether radio- 

Looking down into the radio cockpit. The wind- driven gencrator is shown on the star- 
board side. Transmitting and receiving equipment is seen in the space aft the 

cockpit. Boxes of spare tubes are carried in the forward compartment 

to be wound up again as the pilot pre- 
pares to lanci, but the radio operator 
who is new to aircraft work usually 
forgets to crank up the antenna in the 
excitement of getting back home after 
the first few flights. 

The two -pound lead weight on the 
end of the antenna conies down first, 
hits the ground with a thud and bounces 
like a foot -ball. By the time the weight 
has come clown again, some of the wire 
itself is twisting and curling along the 
ground, ready to wrap itself around the 
whole ground staff and hold them for 

equipped or not, is fitted with copper 
strips connecting all the metal parts of 
the machine to the engine bed. This is 
done to afford a safe path for electricity 
generated by friction, and as a protec- 
tion against differences of potential that 
may be encountered while flying 
through clouds. The network of metal 
ribbon not only prevents sparks but 
makes an excellent counterpoise for the 
antenna of the radio set. 

The best results are obtained when 
the transmitter is connected at the nodal 
point, or in other words, in the electrical 

middle of the radiating circuit ; there- 
fore, the length of the lowered aerial 
should be just sufficient to balance the 
capacity of the counterpoise. Fortu- 
nately, in the type of aircraft used, the 
wave length of the system when thus 
balanced is approximately 900 meters, 
the official Aircraft wave assigned by 
the Berne convention. 

Receiving equipment is installed in 
some machines, but is not generally 
used owing to the hardship of wearing 
headphones. The radio- observer must 
wear the phones under a tight- fitting 
flying helmet, and in spite of sponge - 
rubber and pneumatic ear -protectors, 
the pain in the ears becomes unbear- 
able during a three -or four -hour patrol. 
one-way communication is customary, 
for if the receiving operator on the 
ground is alert, there is little or no 
danger of messages being missed. 

PERSONNEL 

The radio staff of the High River 
station consists of a number of radio - 
observers headed by the wireless 
officer. The latter is a skilled radio - 
technician who is responsible for the 
maintenance of the ground station, 
and is in charge of all experimental 
work. 

The radio- observers are required to 
have some knowledge of photography 
in addition to their radio and eyesight 
qualifications. 

An early question that had to be 
answered was whether a photographer 
could be trained in radiotelegraphy as 
quickly as a radiotelegraphist could be 
trained in photography. After care- 
ful consideration, the authorities de- 
cided that radiotelegraphy was the 
more skilled of the two trades, and 
radio operation was chosen as the 
primary qualification, photographic 
instruction being given to those need- 
ing it. 

Each man is responsible for the 
equipment in his machine, and is re- 
quired to inspect and overhaul the 
radio gear before every flight. When 
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not on flight duty they also operate the 
receiving station on the ground. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Every morning of the Summer 
months two machines leave the air- 
drome, one flying south to the inter- 
national boundary and the other north 
to the Clearwater district. Each air- 
plane carries a pilot and radio -ob- 
server. The radio is in constant use 
during the patrol, transmitting posi- 
tion, weather and engine reports, and 
detailed observations on the humidity 
of the forests, with the consequent fire 
danger. 

The observer keeps a sharp look -out 
for forest fires, and on spotting one, 
immediately transmits the location and 
other details to the ground station, 
where it is telephoned to the waiting 
forest rangers in their huts. Subse- 
quent messages report the extent of 
the damage and the progress made by 
the fire -fighters. It is customary for 
the observer to photograph the fire 
also, in order to confirm his estimated 
location and for filing reference. 

The location of every camp spotted 
within the Government forest reserves 
also is wirelessed to High River and 
filed there, so it behooves the camper 
to be mighty careful with matches, 
cigarettes, and camp fires, as fires 
originating in their vicinity will quickly 
be brought home to them. 

There is always a fly in the ointment. 
Though the life of an aircraft wire- 
less operator is very pleasant on the 
whole, the special hoodoo of his ex- 
istence is the "bumpy" weather en- 
countered above the mountains. The 
poor "Op" is tossed around in his cock- 
pit like a pea in a baby's rattle, one 
hand clutching his key and the other 
clinging to any nearby strut or stay. 
It is most amusing to listen in on the 
ground to the stuttering Morse of an 
operator on his first flight in bad 
weather. Only a man gifted with a won - 
derful imagination will ever read it ! 

It is a rule of the station that no 
transmission shall take place while the 
'plane is changing direction, the reason 
being that the trailing antenna forms 
a half -loop during the turn, increasing 
the wave- length by several hundred 
meters at times, making it impossible 
for the receiving station to be kept 
tuned in. 

Radio compass stations are needed 
in connection with this forest and 
mountain work. If compass work 
were practical, a pilot could hover 
above a forest fire while several corn- 
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Station of a forest ranger, seen from the air. The rangers here are ready in a 
moment's notice to fight distant fires reported by the radio patrol 

pass stations obtained bearings, thus 
fixing the location of the fire beyond 
all doubt. Unfortunately, it has been 
found impossible to utilize the radio 
compass in the Rocky Mountains, 
owing to the errors introduced by the 
irregular masses of rock. When on 
board ship, the radio compass has to 
be corrected by a certain amount at 
each point of the compass, to allow for 
deflection of signals by the body of 
the vessel. This is a known and con- 
stant error at each degree, and does 
not vary as there are no other objects 
near by to introduce unknown factors. 

At first it was thought that a similar 
factor of error could be worked out 
for each airplane, but it was quickly 
found that the character of the land 
over which the machine flew had an 
influence on the directional quality of 
the signals, the effect being far greater 
than that of the body of the airplane 
itself. Tests showed that the error 
might be plus 60 when the machine 

was 40 miles away, and minus 12 at 
60 miles distance, though the airplane 
had flown in a straight line and the 
bearing had not changed in the slight- 
est. Radio direction -finding therefore 
had to be abandoned, regretfully, and 
fires still are located on maps carried 
by the observers. 

Plans have been drawn up for sub- 
stituting telephony for the straight 
C. W. during the 1922 fire season. 
The machines will carry 100 -watt 
radiophones and regenerative re- 
ceivers, and a high -powered radio- 
phone has already been installed in the 
ground station. At the time of writing, 
this transmitter is broadcasting music 
every Tuesday and Friday evening, 
and has been heard in Honolulu. With 
such a range, it may safely be predicted 
that Western amateurs will listen in 
this Summer to some highly edifying 
conversations between VAW and the 
the storm -tossed, air -sick operators 
aloft! 

Diagram of a continuous wave transmitter, completely equipped with indicating instru- 
ments exhibited by the Jewell Instrument Company at the recent Chicago Radio 

Show. held in the Leiter Building 
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Selective Receiving System Employing 
Multiple Detectors 

ASELECTIVE receiving system 
employing multiple detection has 
been designed by Harold W. 

Nichols. It is based upon the principle 
that when a receiving station adapted to 
co- operate with a low -power or "weak" 
transmitting station, receives energy 
from a high power or "strong" trans- 
mitting station, interference results, the 
measure of which is determined by the 
intensity of the signal current received 
from the "strong" station relative to 
that from the "weak" station and to 

some extent upon the rela- 
tive frequencies of the 
waves radiated from the 
two transmitting stations. 

D 

the output circuit of which the first even 
harmonic of the carrier frequency is 
selected and applied to the input circuit 
of a second detector device from the out- 
put circuit of which, in turn, the second 
even harmonic frequency of the carrier 
wave is selected. This process may be 
continued for any desired number of 
stages and the detected audio- frequency 
signal current of the last stage is 
supplied to a telephone receiver or other 
indicator. The various stages may, if 
desired, be connected by amplifying 
devices. 

The operation of this system may be 
understood by reference to figure 1 

which diagrammatically illustrates a 

may be introduced, in which event a 
similar circuit to the input circuit of 
D -2 will be connected across the input 
of a succeeding detector and its output 
circuit will include a resonant circuit 
tuned to a harmonic of the frequency 
of the input circuit of D -2. Finally, a 
selective circuit tuned to the same fre- 
quency as that included in the output 
circuit of the detector which precedes 
the last detector shown will be included 
in the input circuit of the last detector, 
the output current of which will be im- 
pressed across the. signal indicating 
device shown in the diagram as a tele- 
phone receiver. 

Heating current for the filaments of 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Circuit diagram of the selective receiving 

J{tf I I fence, when two such st: 
tions employ frequencies 
which are close together on 
a percentage basis, i. e., the 

ratio of the frequency of the interfer- 
ing to selected waves is large or that 
of the difference- frequency rela- 
tively to that of the desired waves - 
is small, selection at the receiving sta- 
tion of the signal currents radiated 
from the "weak" transmitting station 
is extremely difficult with the arrange- 
ments heretofore devised. 

This circuit employing multiple de- 
tection provides an arrangement which 
is selective of a current of low intensity 
compared to a strong interfering wave 
of frequency relatively close to that of 
the current to be selected, and means 
for eliminating interference due to a 
current of large amplitude relative to 
that of the current which it is desired 
to receive. 

Advantage is taken of the fact that 
because of the curved characteristic of 
most detectors, including the vacuum 
tube type, if a speech or other signal 
modulator carrier current is impressed 
on its input circuit there will be present 
in the output circuit the signal modu- 
lated first even harmonic of the carrier 
frequency and by tuning the output 
circuit of the detector and the coupled 
input circuit of the next detector to this 
first even harmonic considerable selec- 
tivity will be obtained. 

With this circuit the carrier wave re- 
ceived is impressed upon the tuned in- 
put circuit of a detector device from 

system 
Figure 3 

using multiple detectors 

simple circuit arrangement embodying 
a multiplicity of stages of detection. 
Figure 2 shows a two -stage detection 
arrangement and includes a high fre- 
quency amplifier, the amplifier and de- 
tectors being shown diagrammatically, 
and figure 3 shows an arrangement in- 
volving three stages of detection, and a 
plurality of stages of amplification for 
both the high frequency and the audio 
frequency currents. 

Referring to figure 1, an antenna, 
tuned to the frequency of the incoming 
waves is inductively coupled to a re- 
sonant circuit also selective of the 
carrier frequency, which is connected 
to the input terminals of the detector 
D. The detector herein shown, by way 
of example, as a three -element vacuum 
tube has included in its plate circuit a 
selective circuit tuned to the first even 
harmonic of the frequency of the in- 
coming carrier waves. 

Inductively associated with this cir- 
cuit is a resonant circuit tuned to the 
same frequency as the plate circuit of 
D. which is connected to the input ter- 
minals of detector D -1, whose output 
circuit includes a circuit selective of the 
second even harmonic of the carrier fre- 
quency. Current of the harmonic f re- 
quency selected by the output circuit of 
D -1 is transferred to a similarly tuned 
input circuit of D -2, by the transformer 
interconnecting them and is impressed 
across the input circuit of this third 
detector. 

As herein indicated this may be a 
detector or other stages of detection 
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the detecting tubes may be supplied 
from a single source or a- separate bat- 
tery for this purpose may be associated 
with each filament. In like manner 
plate current for the tubes may be pro- 
vided from a single source or a separate 
battery may be associated with each 
tube output circuit as herein shown. 

In either case, retard coils and block- 
ing condensers should be inserted in the 
output circuits of the tubes to prevent 
short -circuiting of the source or sources 
of supply of plate current and the flow 
of direct current from said sources to 
the selective circuits associated with 
them. The blocking condensers are de- 
signed to permit the flow of the variable 
currents to said tuned circuits while 
preventing the flow of direct current 
thereto. In this, as well as in the fol- 
lowing figures, a condenser may be used 
in shunt to the receiver for the pur- 
pose of by- passing any high frequency 
current, that is, any current of carrier 
or like frequency which may be present 
in the receiver circuit. 

It may be stated that multiple de- 
tection is more selective than single 
detection and for large frequency 
differences between the current trans- 
mitted by the station whose waves it 
is desired to receive and the interfering 
station, a large number of stages of 
detection is more selective than a lesser 
number, or apparently than the hetero- 
dyne intermediate frequency method: 
but for a small frequency difference 
a large number of stages is less selec- 
tive than a small number. 
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Duplex Radio Transmitting System 
THEODORE R. BUNTING has 

recently described a radio trans- 
mitting system which provides 

electric circuits that will permit two 
messages to be transmitted simultane- 
ously and independently by one an- 
tenna. This is accomplished by causing 
two oscillating currents of different 
frequencies to flow between the an- 
tenna and ground systems without in- 
terference with each other. 

Two parallel radiant circuits con- 

figurer 

same combined with two oscillating cir- 
cuits having the same or different 
sources of power, but generating differ- 
ent high frequencies. Figure 3 shows 
diagrammatically a duplex radio trans- 
mitting system using continuous waves, 
with means for altering the values of 
the constants of the two radiating cir- 
cuits independently, and simultaneously 
compensating for such alterations. 

Referring to the drawings A and B 
are the impedance circuits, and C and 

Figure 2 

interfered with by the presence and 
electrical condition of the opposite ra- 
diating circuit. The arrangement, how- 
ever, contemplates any method for 
generating damped oscillating currents 
whereby damped oscillating currents of 
different frequencies are independently 
caused to flow in the duplex radiating 
system. 

Referring to figure 3, a generator of 
high frequency continuous or un- 
damped oscillations F is connected in 

Wiring diagram of the system of duplex transmission on a single aerial and ground 

sisting of the same antenna and ground 
are used, and between them are two 
electrical circuits each of which includes 
a tuning inductance and an impedance 
circuit composed of an inductance 
shunted by a capacity, each impedance 
circuit being tuned to the frequency of 
the opposite radiating circuit. The two 
radiating circuits are tuned to oscillate 
at frequencies sufficiently different to 
render negligible the impedance of each 
impedance circuit to the oscillating cur- 
rent of the radiating circuit of which 
it is a part. These parallel radiating 
circuits, combined with means to com- 
pensate each impedance circuit for any 
change in the value of the electrical 
constants of its correspondingly op- 
posite radiating circuit can be used in 
a duplex radiating system with un- 
damped or continuous waves, the fre- 
quency of which is modified to accomp- 
lish signaling. 

In the accompanying drawings, 
figure 1 shows diagrammatically a 
radiating antenna circuit for duplex 
radio transmission. Figure 2 shows the 

D tuning inductances, said impedance 
circuits and tuning inductances being 
inserted in the branches of the antenna - 
earth circuit. 

In figure 2 oscillating circuits are 
shown each comprising a primary in- 
ductance, a condenser, a spark gap, E ; 

a transformer or telegraph keys, and a 
common source of alternating electric 
energy, though the system contemplates 
the use of either a common or different 
sources of alternating electrical energy. 

The operation of the system is as 
follows : When the operator closes one 
of the keys, the AC energy is trans- 
formed to the secondary winding, 
whence it is converted into high-f re- 
quency oscillating currents in the cir- 
cuit including capacity, inductance and 
spark gap, the electrical constants of 
which are of such value as to make 
these oscillations of the same frequency 
as the radiating circuit to which it is 
coupled by the primary and tuning in- 
ductance C. The presence of the im- 
pedance circuit B prevents the oscilla- 
tions of the radiating circuit from being 

figure 3 

Power 

series with a capacity between the an- 
tenna and earth. A source of electric 
energy is connected through the tele- 
graph keys to the electromagnetic con- 
tact closers G, H, I, J, which control 
the value of the tuning inductances and 
the use or non -use of the additional 
capacities, which are included in the 
impedance circuits. Any device elec- 
trical or mechanical, may be used to 
control the value of either the induct- 
ance or the capacity of the impedance 
circuit simultaneously with the change 
in the tuning inductance of the opposite 
radiating circuit, so that the frequency 
of said impedance circuit shall be main- 
tained coincident with the frequency of 
the wave radiated by the opposite 
radiating circuit. 

The operation of the system de- 
scribed in figure 3 is as follows : Con- 
tinuous oscillations of two different fre- 
quencies are normally flowing in the 
duplex radiating system, and signaling 
is accomplished by independently modi- 
fying the frequencies of the radiated 

(Continued on page 79) 
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Oscillation Generator of Constant Frequency 
A\l1::\ NS for generating oscilla- 
tions, the intensity of which is 
independent of small changes in 

the impedance between the output elec- 
trodes of the evacuated vessel, so that 
approximately similar evacuated vessels 
may be used in the oscillation generator 
without producing any change in the 
high frequency output has been de- 
veloped by Edward U. Scriven. 

It is well known in the art that a 
vacuum tube repeater of the vacuum 
tube type may be made to oscillate by 
providing a feed -back connection from 
the output to the input circuit of the 
device, and by providing a condenser 
suitably placed in the tube circuits for 
tuning to the desired frequency. One 
type of such a generator is described by 
Hartley for oscillation generators. The 
output, however, from such a generator 
is not constant for a given setting of 
the condenser and the feed -back con- 
nection, but depends upon the electrical 
values of the other elements of the 
oscillator, such as the impedance of the 
vacuum tube and the voltage of the 
direct current source. 

For the accomplishment of this ob- 
ject a path of high impedance is em- 
bodied in the output circuit of an oscil- 
lating tube for the direct current from 
the source of voltage for the output 
circuit, and a path of low impedance 
for the resultant oscillations. The path 
of high impedance. preferably com- 
posed chiefly of a resistance, should be 

start amplitude may be obtained from 
this impedance which may be impressed 
on suitable receiving or transmitting 
terminals, such as the input circuit of 
an amplifier, or the terminals of an 
outgoing line. 

It has also been found that, due to 
this constancy in the space current, the 
frequency generated by the oscillator 
for a given setting of the condenser also 
possesses the same constancy and is 
made practically independent of small 

L 

containing tuned circuits, for, on sub- 
stituting one tube for another, no 
change need be macle in the tuning of 
the circuits, since the frequency will 
remain the same. 

For the better understanding of this 
circuit, reference is made to the accom- 
panying diagrams, in which figure 1 

represents an embodiment of this de- 
sign from which a constant output may 
be derived, and figure 2 represents an 
embodiment which may be employed 

C. C}. 

iIIII 
Fig. I Constant output oscillation generator 

fluctuations in the voltage or the elec- 
trical values of other elements in the 
circuit. 

The output, however, from such a 
generator is not pure, as high harmonics 
are present in addition to the funda- 
mental oscillation. It is possible to in- 
crease the intensity of the harmonics 
from such a generator to such an extent 
that they may be comparable in inten- 
sity to the fundamental. This may be 
accomplished by providing for the high 
frequency oscillations of the generator, 
a path, the impedance of which in- 

of such a value that the space current 
remains practically constant irrespec- 
tive of the condition of oscillations, and 
of slight changes of the output voltage 
source or of the impedance between the 
output electrodes of the evacuated tube. 
Tf the direct current remains constant, 
it follows, therefore, that the alternat- 
ing current developed will have the 
sane constancy. If, now, a circuit of 
low impedance, preferably composed 
chiefly of a resistance is provided for 
this alternating current. which imped- 
ance is not changed by change of fre- 
quency, an alternating voltage of con- 

as a harmonic generator. Each vacuum 
tube in the drawings has a reference 
character beside it to indicate its func- 
tion. Thus, "A" indicates that the 
vacuum tube is an amplifier, and "G" 
indicates that the tube is an oscillation 
generator. 

In figure 1 the oscillation generator, 
taken in connection with inductance 
coils and shunted capacity, constitutes 
an oscillator which generates oscilla- 
tions of a frequency determined largely 
by the tuning of the closed circuit in- 
cluding the inductance and capacity. 

CJ 

TJ 

O 
O 

Í 
Figure 2- Circuit diagram of the harmonic generator 

creases with increase of frequency. The 
drop of potential across this impedance 
may then he impressed upon suitably 
tuned circuits, so that the various har- 
monics and the fundamental may be 
separated from each other. 

13 the two arrangements described 
vacuum tubes of approximately similar 
characteristics may be employed in con- 
nection with a given tuned circuit to 
generate oscillations which will be con- 
stant in intensity and frequency for all 
the tubes. Such a constancy is of 
especially great importance when the 
generator is associated with a system 

E 
ó 

I 

The source of voltage for said genera- 
tor, has its negative pole connected to 
the filament and its positive pole con- 
nected through the high resistance to the 
anode or plate. This resistance is of 
such a high value that the direct cur- 
rent flowing through it is practically 
constant and less dependent on the fre- 
quency of oscillation or of slight 
changes in the impedance between the 
output electrodes or other elements of 
the vacuum tube circuit. A path of 
low impedance for the oscillating cur- 
rents between the anode and the fila- 
ment is provided by means of the con- 
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denser C and the resistance R. The 
condenser C, has preferably a large 
capacity, and has consequently small 
impedance, so that most of the im- 
pedance of this path is due to the small 
resistance of R. The impedance of 
this resistance is independent of the 
frequency of the oscillations generated, 
and therefore, since the space current 
remains constant, the amplitude of the 
alternating voltage across the terminals 
of this resistance is constant; and this 
voltage drop may be employed, as 
shown, to impress the generated oscilla- 
tions upon the input circuit of the 
amplifier A. The ampliher oscillations 
in the output circuit of A may, by 
transformer T, be impressed upon any 
suitable receiving or transmitting ter- 
minals. The amount of voltage im- 
pressed on the amplifier may be regu- 
lated by means of the adjustable contact 
X. This amplifier A, has the peculiar 
characteristic that it will allow cur- 
rent to flow through it in one direction 
only. Consequently, although it func- 
tions to amplify the oscillations from 
the generator G. and to impress them 
upon the outgoing circuit of T, it will 
not allow current to flow in the opposite 
direction, that is, from the outgoing 
circuit back to the oscillator. The out- 
going circuit, therefore, cannot react 
upon the oscillator to produce distor- 
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tions in the wave form of the oscilla- 
tions generated due to fluctuations or 
changes of the load in said circuit. 

Condenser C is inserted to prevent 
the direct current from passing through 
the side circuit containing the small 
resistance R. The source of plate 
voltage may be also used as the outpytt 
battery for the amplifier A. A choke 
coil I, is preferably inserted to prevent 
the oscillation currents from passing 
through the battery -circuit. Similarly, 
a condenser Cl prevents the direct 
current from flowing through the 
primary winding of the transformer T. 

In figure 2, similar to figure 1, there 
is an oscillation generator comprising 
a vacuum tube, the feed -back connec- 
tion between the inductance coils ; and 
the shunted capacity, and across the 
output terminals of the vessel is con- 
nected the high resistance and the 
source of voltage. A path for the high 
frequency oscillations is provided by 
the shunt, comprising the inductance 
and capacity C2, connected across said 
resistance and source of voltage. The 
drop of potential across the terminals 
of inductance I' is impressed on the 
input circuit of the unilateral device 
A, which is inserted to prevent any 
reaction of the outgoing circuit upon 
the oscillation generator. The amplified 
oscillations in the output circuit of A 

are impressed, by transformer T', upon 
a system of tuned circuits. Since the 
impedance of the inductance I' in- 
creases with increase in frequency, it 
follows that the harmonics generated 
by the oscillating tube G are emphasized 
considerably more than the funda- 
mental, so that the secondary of T' 
contains the fundamental oscillation 
and its harmonics in approximately the 
same order of intensity. If now the 
capacity C3 and inductance 12 are of 
such values that only oscillations of the 
fundamental frequency may pass 
through, then the circuit tuned to the 
impressed frequency will receive oscil- 
lations of only this frequency by the 
transformer T3. If the next succeed- 
ing capacity and inductance are tuned 
to the first harmonic, then this tuned 
circuit will receive oscillations of only 
the frequency of that harmonic. Simi - 
larly the next tuned circuit may be made 
to receive oscillations of only the f re- 
queicy of the second harmonic and so 
on for other circuits tuned to the higher 
harmonics. The device, therefore, 
serves as a harmonic generator, and the 
harmonics derived therefrom may be 
employed for any purpose desired, such 
as serving as carrier wave oscillations 
for low frequency signals in a system 
for communication. 

Radio at Shriners' Convention, an Francisco 
TII E official inauguration of the biggest 
:tnd most complete radio event ever at- 
tempted on the Pacific Coast was ef- 

fected at 3 l'. M. Monday. June 12, when 
icorge Filmer. general chairman of the 1922 

Shriners' convention, formally set in motion 
the wheels 01 the show that was held in con- 
nection with the convention. 

Approximately fifty exhibitors had con- 
cession booths on the exposition ground, 
which is located on the third floor of the 
Emporium, one of the large department 
stores in San Francisco. The booths were 
individual in design and were finished in 

decorations emblematic of the Shrine. They 
were constructed around the bannister of the 

dome and were so located that they were 
visible from the main floor of the Emporium. 

The products shown to the public em- 
bodied everything in the radio line. Among 
the exhibits which interested the radio fans 
generally were the radio compass, designed 
by Dr. Frederick A. Kolster of Palo Alto, 
which was exhibited by the Federal Tele- 
graph Company; the Government display 
booth in charge of Major J. F. Dillon, United 
States Radio Inspector for the Sixth District 
and the radio- equipped scout airplane which 
was exhibited by the Army Service. 

The scout plane. with capacity for two 
passengers. was suspended in the center of 
the dome of the Emporium. Receiving and 

transmitting radio apparatus in the machine 
was kept in operation continuously. 

As an added attraction to the radio exposi- 
tion, a continuous vaudeville show and four 
mov ng pictures were given throughout the 
week. Two of the films were along radio 
lines and two showed the points of interest in 
California. All of this entertainment was 
free to the Shriners and the public. 

TFe Emporium's five radio contests, which 
were run in conjunction with the Shriners' 
radio show, furnished much entertainment 
for radio fans. Silver cups were awarded 
the winners of the five classes. Both men 
and women were entered in the contests 
whicl included one for code -speed reception. 

Two views in the Shriners' Radio Show. At the left. the Magnavox booth; right, radio -equipped scout plane suspended from center dome 
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Amateur Activities in Australia 

T HE field of the amateur operator 
in Australia at present is very 
limited, being confined to recep- 

tion only. To the general run of ama- 
teurs, transmission is strictly forbidden. 
Transmitting licenses are issued only to 
individuals and organizations, who can 
show good reason for holding them. If 
an amateur desires to carry out trans- 
mitting experiments he must obtain 
special permission from the Radio In- 
spector for a limited period. Our en- 
ergies must, therefore, be directed to 
the development of the receiving ap- 
paratus. Being so restricted makes us 
a little envious of the privileges allowed 
American amateurs. 

By J. S. Kemp 

is hoped will be the forerunner of many 
more, doing much to tos.er the spirt 
of enthusiasm and interest amongst 
amateurs generally. In my own locali- 
ty there are about a dozen amateurs 
within a radius of a mile, also a radio 
club with a roll of about thirty mem- 
bers. This club possesses a transmit- 
ting and receiving license but owing 
to restrictions transmission has not 
been carried on. Nearly all these sta- 
tions are fitted with the latest receiving 
appliances, and it is possible, using only 
one valve, to receive many American 
high power stations easily. A couple 
of stages of amplification increases sig- 
nal strength to such an extent that 

F. Levcrrier's station, Sydney, Australia, equipped with resist- 
ance-coupled frequency amplifiers 

In each of our Capital Pities we have 
established a Wireless Institute to 
promote and guard our interests gen- 
erally. At various times during the 
year lectures on matters dealing with 
wireless telegraphy are given by re- 
sponsible persons, and also a series of 
outings are arranged to various ships, 
and other places of interest to amateurs. 
Recently with the permission of the 
Radio Inspector, a competition in re- 
ceiving C. W. Tonic Train. and Tele- 
phony, was held under the auspices 
of the N. S. \V. Division of the Wire- 
less Institute of Australia. Each com- 
petitor was provided with a special set 
of log sheets, and schedule containing 
particulars as to prizes, rules, order of 
the transmission, etc. The signals were 
transmitted on a wavelength of 1,400 
meters from \Ir. Maclurcan's station 
at Strathfield, Sydney. 

The results of the competition were 
on a whole very satisfactory, excellent 
work being done by the various com- 
petitors. This competition was the first 
of its kind ever held in Australia, and it 

obtained with this set, signals being 
heard in Melbourne, a distance of 400 
to 600 miles, using only ten watts 
power. 

The receiving set consists of three 
tubes, two Marconi V24's, and a Roome 
tube, transformer, coupled, mounted on 
a small cabinet shown in the left por- 
tion of the photo. A novel feature of 
this set is the filament resistances, com- 
bining as they do, a switch and resist- 
ance, and are shown mounted in a hori- 
zontal position, just under the tubes, 
enabling each filament to be regulated 
or switched off. Honeycomb coils of 
his own manufacture, a specially con- 
structed primary condenser, giving a 

Amateur station of C. D. Maduran, equipped with a ten -tube 
transmitter and three -tube receiver 

signals are read a fair distance from 
the phones. The photographs of two 
amateur stations in operation in my 
locality are included with this article. 
The transmitting and receiving set be- 
longing to ì\Ir. C. D. Maclurcan, and 
the receiving set only, to Mr. F. Lever - 
rier. Mr. Maclurcan's station consists 
of a tube transmitter and a three -tube 
receiver. 

The transmitter is shown to the right 
of the photo and consists of ten Marconi 
V24 tubes, five of which are used as 
oscillators and five as modulators, con- 
nected on the "shunt" or "Heising" 
system. The high- tension voltage is 
supplied by a small 600 -volt gen- 
erator, driven by a quarter horse- 
power induction motor. The filament 
current is supplied by means of a step 
down, transformer from 240 -volt A. C. 
mains. By manipulating various switch- 
es on the panel it is possible to use the 
set either as a radiophone, C. W. or 
buzzer modulated transmitter, and 
transmit on all wavelngths up to 1,400 
meters. Excellent results have been 
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very fine variation of capacity, Baldwin 
phones, and the usual run of tuning 
condensers complete this set. By means 
of a wavelength chart, shown mounted 
wider a glass cover on the desk, tuning 
is very quickly accomplished. With this 
apparatus it is possible to cover all 
wavelengths from 300 to 25,000 meters, 
Nauen, Lafayette, Lyons, New Bruns- 
wick, and many other high power sta- 
tions being received with fair signal 
strength. This station is also fitted with 
a heterodyne wavemeter calibrated up 
to 22,000 meters, which can be used 
either as a transmitter of damped, or 
undamped waves, or as a receiver, or 
crystal wavemeter. Used as an inde- 
pendent oscillator in conjunction with 
the Roome tube, splendid results are 
obtained. An experimental loop, two 
aerials, and a counterpoise ground com- 
plete the station. 

\Ir. Leverrier's station consists of 
three Marconi V24 tubes, composing 
a radio -frequency amplifier, resistance - 
coupled with electrostatic feed back 
from the second tube ; the tubes, con- 
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denser and filament resistances, being 
mounted on a small cabinet, as shown 
in the left portion of the photo. A Tele- 
funken condenser, honeycomb coils of 
his own manufacture, covering all 
wavelengths up to 25,000 meters, 
and Baldwin phones complete the 
long wave set. The signals of many 
high power stations are received with 
this set, including those of Nauen, 
New Brunswick, Pearl Harbor, and 
numerous others. By means of a 
four -pole, double -throw switch, he is 
enabled to change over B battery, A 
battery, aerial and phones to a short- 
wave set, shown at the right of the 
photo. The Armstrong double -feed- 
back hook -up is used in this set with 
splendid results, the approximate re- 
ceiving range being about 2,000 to 3,000 
miles. 'With this set it is possible to re- 
ceive Cavite, P. I., on long wave, very 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

plainly, signals being heard all over the 
room. All local stations are received, 
including VIB, VLW, VLA, VIA, and 
many others. 

The instrument shown to the extreme 
left of the photo is a heterodyne wave 
meter, built from the specifications of 
Mr. R. W. Goddard, January, 1920 is- 
sue of THE WIRELESS AGE with a few 
modifications. This instrument is cal- 
ibrated up to 15,000 meters. A recent 
valuable addition to this station consists 
of a Brown loud speaker, which has 
given excellent results, signals being 
tremendously amplified. At the time 
of writing a cabinet is under construc- 
tion, consisting of one detector tube, 
and five amplifying tubes, resistance- 
coupled, for long wave work, and it is 
most likely that this set will bring in 
all the high power stations of the world 
with readable signal strength. 

AUGUST, 1922 

These stations are fair examples of 
the scope of amateur work in Australia. 
As to radiophone experiments very lit- 
tle or none at all are being carried out 
by the general run of amateurs. The 
Amalgamated Wireless, of Sydney and 
Melbourne, using a / kilowatt set, 
send out concerts occasionally. Regard- 
ing hook -ups and designs, each style 
has its devotees, some favoring the iso- 
lated type, others the cabinet sets. I 
will say in conclusion that owing to 
some unscrupulous individuals who per- 
sistently interfere with commercial 
traffic we are in constant danger of los- 
ing our receiving licenses. But we hope 
as our numbers increase, that we will 
be able to exercise a system of control 
similar to that in vogue in America, 
to eradicate this evil. Therefore we 
live in hopes of the day when the ban 
will be lifted and we can experiment 
freely once more with transmitters. 

Amateur Wireless in England 
AS a regular reader of THE WIRELESS 

Ace, not having seen many details of 
what we are doing over here, it oc- 

curred to me that the amateurs of America 
might like to know and perhaps try some of 
our circuits. 

The amateur wireless community, although 
increasing monthly, is still very small in 
numbers as compared with our cousins in 
the Statcs: :.e only number 6,986, of whom 
286 hold transmitting 1.censes. Of the recent 
and successful trans -Atlantic tests I will not 

By Frederic L. Hogg 

ally 1,000 meters. As 1,000 meters is rather 
close to 900. which all the Government and 
Air Force telephony stations use, a certain 
amount of jamming has been reported lately 
from amateurs on 900 meters. There is 
practically no spark transmission done, it 
is almost entirely confined to C.W. and 
radiophone. 

For telephony transmission the most popu- 
lar circuit is undoubtedly the choke control 
system, this, although tending to distort the 
speech very slightly, is eminently reliable 

two extra chokes required; so grid modula - 
tion is sometimes employed, but this as a 
rule is not so efficient, this method also does 
away with the extra control valve, as in 
figure 2. The usual tube employed is the 
B type, which is very similar to the French 
R tube used for reception over here, but is 
much harder, and the grid is wound finer, 
other transmission tubes in use are the 0.20. 
and the A.T. 25, but these are intended for 
higher power up to 50 watts; although they 
all fit the standard four pin socket in use here. 

0003 
MP 

figure 1 

say much, as 1 know they have already been 
fully covered. 

Being so cramped for space here, we are 
handicapped in many ways, especially so in 
London, where a good aerial is very rare, 
and the usual earth is the watcrpipe, sur- 
rounded, as we are by buildings and a maze 
of telegraph wires. Again we are limited 
to 10 watts input. So we try to get the 
best results under very adverse conditions. 

The wavelengths for transmission, we are 
permitted, are 180,440 meters, and occasion- 

CW transmitting circuits that are Hom.lar in England 

and suited to the longer wavelengths which 
the nearly all Luse. The circuit is generally 
a modification of figure 1. The high ten- 
sion supply is as a rule derived from a 600 - 
volt D.C. generator, although some stations 
use rectified A.C. with considerable success, 
but this requires a lot of smoothing out to 
get rid of the hum usually noticed when 
A.C. is employed. The antenna current is 
as a rule in the neighborhood of half an 
ampere. 

one t '.isadvantage to this circuit is the 

figure2 

,flicrophone 

Radiophone concerts are very popular 
round London, in fact unkind people say too 
much so, and now we arc limited to a 15 

minutes' transmission, then listen in for 15 

nlinuies before transmitting again. In fact 
there are very few evenings when you can't 
pick up the phones any time between 8 and 
10 P.M. and hear several concerts going 
on, the usual conversation and testing. 

Naturally after the war there was any 
amount ,f British, French and even German 
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wireless apparatus sold by the Government at 
knockout prices, and many an amateur sta- 
tion is largely composed of it. Parts of the 
well -known Mark 3 Tuner are to be seen 
everywhere; this was simply a two- circuit 
crystal receiver in a portable case, and con - 
taicd among other things two very good 
tuning condensers which could be taken out, 
and sold for about 20 shillings. Apart from 
this ex- government gear, prices are on the 
whole much lower over here. 

cuits in use, though very few stations employ 
the Armstrong regenerative circuit, so com- 
mon in America. The single tube circuit 
used here by some of the smaller stations 
is given in figure 3. It embodies the re- 
action principle, and rectification is brought 
about by means of a leaky grid condenser. 
This is the standard tube receiver on which 
we all graduate until we want something bet- 
ter and go in for high frequency amplifica- 
tion. For low frequency amplification the 
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wire, tuned to the wavelength of the in- 
coming signal by a variable condenser in 
shunt across the primary and electrostatic 
reaction is employed. The disadvantage of 
this amplifier is that about eight different 
transformers for each tube are required to 
cover the entire range of wavelengths from 
200 -25,000 meters. These transformers are 
usually fitted with four pins to plug into 
the standard valve holder we use. 

The aperiodic transformers of figure 5 

f9ure 4 
One and two tube English receivers, the latter using a tuned transformer 

Besides amateur radiophone stations, there 
is plenty of telephony to listen to. All the 
airplane stations and airplanes on the Lon- 
don -Paris route are equipped with radio- 
phones and can be heard daily. There are 
also other big commercial stations which use 
telephony, the Eiffel Tower and The Hague, 
which transmits the famous Dutch concert 
that everybody tries to "tune in." Many fail, 
however, as the power used is very small, 
only about 200 -250 watts and the distance 
is nearly 400 miles, so it is extremely diffi- 

Phones 
o 

o 

+0 
H.. T 

L.T. 

usual circuit is employed. By the way, 
a sure cure for a noisy low frequency ampli- 
fier is a small condenser about .0007 placed 
across the secondary transformer after the 
rectifying valve. The hissing noise often 
met with in a low frequency amplifier is a 
strong oscillation just above the audibility 
point, and the condenser cuts it entirely out. 

For high f requency amplification there are 
several circuits in common use. 1, tuned 
interchangeable transformer; 2, periodic 
transformer; 3. Round 16- circuit, tuned 

arc 1 -1 air core, but are wound with resis- 
tance wire 45 S.W.G. Eureka, and have a 
resistance of about 24.000 ohms, these trans- 
formers instead of giving an optimum on 
one particular wavelett:rth, maintain a fair 
efficiency between l.500- 25,000 m «ters. This 
is a fair range, but separate transformers 
are needed for wavelengths from 200 -1,500 
meters. A seven -valve amplifier on this 
principle is used in all commercial stations 
for trans -Atlantic reception, on wavelengths 
between 8,000-17,000, but this amplifier for 

Sliding reaction coil 

Fig. 5. Seven -tube amplifier especially suited for long -wave trans -Atlantic reception 

cult to receive the station without high fre- 
quency amplification. Other stations are 
Berlin (POZ). and Chelmsford, the station 
belonging to the Marconi Co. All four 
give very good concerts and from the Eiffel 
Tower ( Paris) we often hear famous singers 
from the )'sri: (:pera. 

For reception there are several chief cir- 

anode or auto- transioriner: 4 resistance - 
capacity coupling. 

All four circuits have their weak points, 
the ideal high frequency amplifier for ama- 
teur use to cover all wavelengths still re- 
mains to be found. 

The tuned transformer of figure 4 is a 
l -1 air core, wound with 44 S.W.G. copper 

the amateur is expensive and will not give 
good amplification on the shorter wave- 
lengths. 

The tuned anode circuit of figure 6. for 
amplification of weak and distant stations, 
is far and away the best, but is troublesome 
to tune over a large range of wavelengths, 
as the anode circuits have to be accurately 
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tuned to the wavelength of the aerial. The 
set will only oscillate when they are in tune. 
When properly tuned to a definite wave- 
length, however, it is capable of giving mar- 
velous results, and is very free from jam- 
ming as it only oscillates on the wavelength 
to which it is tuned. I personally tuned 
up an eight -stage amplifier on that circuit 
for the first trans -Atlantic tests. Each suc- 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

fication to give the strength of signal that 
four transformer -coupled will. I believe, 
however, that an amplifier of this kind which 
overcomes all these bad points will shortly 
be on the market, and when it is it will 
certainly be the best amplifier for amateurs 
because of its flexibility and cheapness, as 
compared to other types of high frequency 
amplifiers. 

AUGCST, 1922 

dyne are not sufficiently realized over here, 
the autodyne method of reaction is pre- 
ferred owing, no doubt, to its greater simpli- 
city. But the heterodyne method, besides 
preventing any radiation from the receiving 
aerial, increases signal strength considerably, 
especially on wavelengths over 10,000 meters. 
For instance. on 18,000 meters, employing an 
autodyne receiver, in order to get the beat 

III 

figure 6 
Tuned anode circuit and an effective single -tube short -wave receiver 

ceeding anode circuit has to be tuned up with 
a wavemeter to the required wavelength, 
which was in that case 200 meters. Last 

comes resistance -capacity coupled amplifiers, 
as shown in figure 7. 

This again employs electrostatic reaction ; 

its chief merit lies in the fact of its cheap- 
ness, the coupling between the tubes con- 
sists of one conden-er and two resistances 
as against the usual transformer. But it 
has several drawbacks; first, that it will not 
operate below 1,500 meters, due to the inter - 
electrode capacity of the tubes at that very 
high frequency, which at 300 meters is 1,000,- 
000 a second. The impedance of a condens- 
r to alternating current varies indirectly 

One thing that strikes me very forcibly 
on looking through THE WIRELESS Ace, is 

the great use made of variometers for fine 
tuning, while we, as a whole, use variable 
condensers; I, myself, prefer the variometer. 
It is cheaper and more efficient. In fact, one 
of the finest single tube circuits I ever used 
contains them. It is given in figure 8 for 
what it is worth, and I can thoroughly recom- 
mend it. 

There are all sorts of tuners in use over 
here, but the single layer coil for longer 
wavelengths is gradually being displaced, and 
we are following the example you set us, 
of using honeycomb and duolateral. One 
very efficient coil which, owing to the trouble 
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figure 8 

note, the receiver must be mistuned nearly 
1,000 meters, that is over 5 per cent mis- 
tune. With a heterodyne the signal strength 
would be doubled or more, as well as helping 
to eliminate jamming. To give an example, 
using a standard seven -tube amplifier and 
autodyne reaction, Marion (WSO) can be 
heard in London with the phones on the 
table at night time. On the same apparatus, 
but employing an independent heterodyne, 
WSO is audible thirty feet from the phones. 

Talking of high power stations, I presume 
the American amateurs are familiar with the 
note of Carnarvon (MUU). An improved 
tube set, employing 56 tubes is being used. 
The antenna current is 350 amperes, and 

figure 9 
Heterodyning and tape recorder circuits 

as the square of the frequency, so the high 
frequency impulses of the low wavelengths 
pass the coupling condensers very easily, and 
so lower the amplification. Also, its ampli- 
fication seems to drop after about 15,000 
meters, and at its best the amplification per 
tube is poor compared to high frequency 
transformer -coupled amplifiers. It requires 
about six tubes of resistance -coupled ampli- 

of winding is not very much used, is the 
eight bank pile winding, this is as good as 
anything, for long wavelengths and also has 
the additional advantage of compactness, a 
20,000 meter coil wound on this principle 
can be got on a tube three inches diameter 
and about four inches long, it can be tapped 
for the shorter wavelengths. 

The advantages of an independent hetero- 

Jape l T #7 machine 

figure /0 

by increasing the power it is hoped to raise 
it to 1,000 amperes. This is the set that 
recently made the long distance record, be- 
ing received in Australia, 12,000 miles. 

A new circuit which has been employed 
with considerable success here lately is one 
giving simultaneous high and -low frequency 
amplification, figure 9. Although looking 
rather involved, it gives very good results 
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and of course is advantageous in decreasing 
the number o:' tubes. 

A good many amateurs have attempted 
the recording of wireless signals with in- 
different success due chiefly to the absence 
of a reliable relay, sufficiently sensitive and 
quick acting. Various circuits have been 
proposed from time to time to obviate this, 
such as the "Turner valve relay," or a cir- 
cuit based on the "Wheatstone bridge" prin- 
ciple. But a circuit which I used with con- 
siderable success for some time, is given in 

figure 10. It is a "Very low- frequency am- 
plifier," and by putting the last two tubes 
in parallel it will give sufficient current to 
actuate polarized Morse hiker direct, with- 
out any intermediate relay. Of course it 

must be used after at least three or four 
previous stages of high frequency amplifica- 
tion, but when once adjusted is very stable 
and will run for hours without attention. I 
believe it was first proposed by Professors 
Abraham and Block, of the Paris University. 
Of course the simplest method of recording 
is by the Dictaphone. This is the means cm- 

ploycd by the \iarconi Co. on the London- in foggy weather. But not having done 
Paris service; the signals are recorded at 120 much work in this line, I am not in a posi- 
words a minute and translated by running the tion to tell you about it at this time. 
Dictaphone at a slower speed afterwards. In conclusion, I hope to have the pleasure 

Figure 7. Resistance -capacity coupled amplifier system 

Another very interesting branch which is 
being developed here is wireless direction 
finding. All the airplanes on the London - 
Paris route are supplied with their bearings 

of writing more about our work over here 
at a later date. I shall be only too pleased 
to answer any inquiries if addressed to me, 
care of the Editor of THE WIRELESS AGE. 

Exceptional DX Work on 50 Watts 
AN INTEREST -ING transmitting set, 

using alternating current mains for 
both the filament and the plate circuit 

of the over tube, is installed at station 8VY, 
operated by P. M. Louwaert and F. N. 
Wright of Kalamazoo, Mich. The station, 
which is largely composed of home -made 
parts has been heard in every district, on 
both coasts, in Alaska, and by several ships 
at sea, the signals being reported loud and 
distinct. \ \'ith a 50 -watt tube, the radiation 
is 5 amperes. 

This is one of the many sets that has been 
going through a growing process. It started 
in continuous wave work with 10 watts, and 
was able with this small amount of power to 
do some interesting work, performing so 
well as to stimulate the imagination as to 
what could be done with more wattage. A 

By 8VY, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
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Simple transmitting circuit at 8VY using current 

Station 8VY, at Kalamazoo, Mich. 
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F. M. Louwaert and F. N. Wright 
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conference with F. X. Wright, SCJU, who 
was also seeking additional power, resulted 
in a pooling of resources. The two stations 
joined forces, which gave 8VY its first 50- 
watt tube. 

The circuit used is very simple, as can be 
seen from the diagram. Kalamazoo has 110 - 
volt alternating current, and the expense and 
bother of storage batteries has been obviated 
by making use of this current, properly 
rectified. The filament of the power tube is 
heated through a transformer made by Lou - 
waert and Wright themselves. This has a 
tapped primary to vary the voltage, taking 
care of the changing needs of service. In 
order to eliminate the hum of the alternations 
of the current, the secondary of the trans- 
former is tapped at its middle point and led 
to the tuning inductance. A voltmeter is 
shunted across the filament line, and in the 
antenna is placed a thermo -coupled ammeter. 
reading up to 10 amperes. 

Plate potential is supplied likewise from 
the 110 -volt A. C. mains through a trans- 
former, a home -made one consisting of 350 
turns of Number 16 cotton and enameled wire 
in the primary and 3,500 turns of Number 26 
wire in the secondary. The current from the 
secondary is passed through a rectifier con- 
sisting of 20 jars of a borax solution, con- 
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Antenna at 8VY 

taming lead and aluminum plates. A mica 
filter condenser is connected across the leads 
from this rectifier, taking out the hum of 
the alternating current supply. A milliam- 
meter reading up to 500 milliamperes in- 
dicates the current in the plate circuit. 

The antenna system consists of four wires, 
in a box, or cage type, and a counterpoise of 
eight wires held horizontally by two 
spreaders. This system is used for both 
transmitting and receiving. 

This station has been heard by 6XAD, 
6RR, 6ZZ, 6AOW, 6ARF, 6ARE, 7LU, 7ZS, 
7TQ, 7JS, 5CX : by the S. S. Rcuce when 
it was 425 miles west of Fort Stevens, Ore., 
in the Pacific Ocean. It also has been heard 
in Chignik, Alaska, and has worked with 
5ZA, SZAK, 9XAQ. 9BJI as well as a num- 
ber of others with signals reported very 
QSA. Since last September station 8VY has 
received 1,595 cards, 531 stations have been 
worked in all, and a large number of mes- 
sages handled. The station soon is to use 
100 watts, and expects to increase its radia- 
tion greatly and thereby its range and 
strength. The receiving set used is of the 
standard regenerative type, making use of 
the Armstrong hook -up, but spider web coils 
are used instead of a variocoupler. 

The Broadcast Reception Problem 
THE announcement that a prominent 

Long Island Hotel has decided to in- 
stall 600 radiophone receivers in their 

hotel, one in each room, has caused many a 
smile from old -time amateur experimenters 
who have long known both the advantages 
and the limitations of the art. 

Since the details of the scheme were not 
announced we can only assume what might 

i 

By Ralph R. Batcher 
to tune the set directly coupled to one big 
antenna with all the others. 

"Ah," some tyro will say, "use loops, one 
in each room. Then put in good regenera- 
tive sets, and there you are!" I tested such 
a proposition by questioning several radio- 
phone listeners as well as several electrical 
supply dealers who advertised to solve radio 
problems, and was assured that there was 

figurél 

T 

would be plenty of radio energy in the 
vicinity, but wondered what per cent. of it 
would have originated at the broadcasting 
station. 

This brings up the problem which I would 
like to call attention to which is of late 
overlooked so many times : A regenerative 
receiver will always re- radiate energy, often 
much more than it receives. A comparison 

figure 2 
Circuit diagrams showing similarity between regenerative receiver and CW :ransmitter 

he done and then analyze results. Since the 
installation of six hundred separate antenna 
systems on or around the building is both 
physically and electrically impossible such a 
method will not be considered here. Because 
of the close inter -action between the circuits 
very little difference would result in trying 
to tune one circuit, when there are 599 
others being used around it. than in trying 

nothing wrong with the theory. One even 
thought up a neat little analogy somewhat 
as follows: Six hundred radio antennae 
would absorb no more energy than 600 steel 
girders in the building, so there would be 
enough radio energy to supply that many 
sets at once at least, and probably many 
more besides. 

I mentally agreed with him that there 

of a typical regenerative circuit (figure 1) 
and :t common type of transmitting circuit 
(figure 2) will show great similarity. The 
difference in general is in the amount of 
energy supplied to the plate circuit which is 
less in the case of the receiving set, and 
the degree of coupling between the plate 
and grid is somewhat less. The author used 
this principle several years ago to communi- 
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cate with another experimenter several 
blocks away. After making certain adjust- 
ments of the tickler coil in a regenrative 
receiver, a message tapped out by touching 
the grid condenser terminal with the finger 
to form characters of the code could be 
readily picked up at the other station. Doubt- 
less some of the distance records which are 
claimed with some crystal receivers are 
partly due to other receiving sets of a re- 
generative nature operating in the neighbor- 
hood, re- radiating energy. 

The problem is much more difficult when 
using the recent Armstrong super- regenera- 
tive circuits. Ilcre besides re- radiating en- 
ergy at the incoming signal frequency there 
is another frequency of a super- audible order 

that generated by the oscillating circuit) 
radiated. Thus if two experimenters are 
using this circuit in the saine vicinity, and 
if each selects a slightly different frequency 
to use in conjunction with his circuit, an 
audible beat note will be heard in both 

BROADCAST RECEPTION 77 

sets as well as in other receiving sets within 
a certain range that happen to have their 
constants set right for such a frequency. 
The resulting tones when three, four or 
more stations try this circuit near each other 
can be computed, but I will leave it to per- 
sons who enjoy solving mathematical puzzles 
to dope this out. 

Can it be that some day the number of 
receiving sets must be limited? or must re- 
generative or super -regenerative circuits be 
banned? In the early days of telephony 
it was thought that the telephone wires must 
be kept thirty feet apart to prevent cross- 
talk. Now they put hundreds of pairs of 
wires in a single cable, with only a compara- 
tively thin layer of paper for insulation on 
each wire. This radio problem can be solved 
as well in short order if amateurs would do 
a little investigation work. Instead of sit- 
ting down and listlessly fumbling the con- 
trols (luring the broadcasting period, waiting 
to get off some real DX work, try out a 

few experiments along this line. By the 
word "amateur" I refer to the class of ex- 
perimenter as found before the days of 
broadcasting in distinction to the present 
day majority of fans -broadcast listeners. 

For a few pointers which may be tried 
first: Is the effect lessened by special ar- 
rangement of coupling coils? Will special ar- 
rangement of current limiting devices (such 
as the w.k. bucking crystal or valve com- 
bination) in the antenna circuit help? Will 
the application of one or more steps of radio 
frequency amplification ahead of the regen- 
erative receiver help? What type of regen- 
eration gives the least re- radiation ? In these 
tests the work may be easily checked up 
by two amateurs living close enough to- 
gether to be affected by each other's re- 
ceivers. The change in the signal intensity 
in one station can be noticed between the 
intervals that the valve in the other station 
is regularly turned off and on according to 
some prearranged schedule. 

Effective Radio-Frequency Amplification 
HOW often one encounters the phrase 

from the pen of well- meaning but ill - 
informed writers that radio- frequency 

is far superior to audio -frequency amplifica- 
tion for long -distance short -wave reception 
"because radio- frequency steps up or ampli- 
fies a signal from a (listant station a great 
deal more than it does the signals from 
near -by stations!" As a matter of actual 
fact it does nothing of the kind! Common 
sense should convince even the non- technical 
that the receiving set connected to an antenna 
has no way whatever of knowing the dis- 
tance a radio wave has traveled, when once 
it strikes the aerial. Since the receiving set 
cannot distinguish between a radio wave 
coming from the next block and one that has 
traveled hundreds of miles, it is obviously 
an impossibility for it to amplify the one 
more than the other. 

It should be pointed out that our present 
day vacuum tube is essentially a voltage 
operated device and. regardless of the type 
of circuit in which it is toed, it will amplify 
only in proportion to the varying voltages 
applied between its grid and filament. If a 
relatively high voltage is applied between 
the grid and filament of a vacuum tube, the 
amount of amplification will be greater than 
it would be if a relatively small voltage 
were impressed between the grid and fila- 
ment. (idler conditions being equal, those 
signals which come from a (listant station 
will be weaker than those from a nearby 
station and the varying potential which they 
impress between the grid and filament of 
our first tube -regardless of the circuit used 
-will be relatively small. Consequently 
amplification, although effected in the same 
proportion, will not be as great on the weak 
signal as it is on the strong. 

Radio -frequency amplification is superior 
to audio -frequency amplification, not because 
it will "step up" weak or (listant signals, 
but for the simple reason that it will amplify 
only impulses that are of radio -frequency; 
or, in other words, frequencies that are 
above audibility. Due to this fact, "A" and 
"B" battery noises, as well as mechanical 
vibration of the tubes, are almost entirely 
eliminated and the "squeal" which accom- 

By G. N. Garrison 
panics many audio -frequency amplifiers is 
noticeably absent. The signal, when it 
reaches the phones, is unaccompanied by 
other and foreign noises and is manifested 
as an easily read, exact reproduction of that 
transmitted by the (listant station. 

With the elimination of \" and "B" 
battery noises as well as "squealing" of the 
tubes in radio -frequency amplification, it 

0 
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tances being covered by owners of efficient 
radio -frequency receiving sets. 

The accompanying diagram shows a cir- 
cuit which, for radio- frequency amplifica- 
tion, is very efficient and at the saine time 
extremely simple. It employs tubes "A" as 
radio -frequency amplifiers and tube "B" as 
the detector. Additional steps of radio -fre- 
quency amplification may be used before, 

Simple but effective 

follows that by this method, considerably 
more stages of amplification can be used 
than is possible at audio - frequency, with a 
consequent increase in the distance covered. 
The writer has successfully used as high as 
fourteen stages of radio - frequency ampli- 
fication, a detector and four stages of audio - 
frequency amplification and, with these nine- 
teen tubes the small amount of foreign noises 
noted, were traced directly to the audio - 
frequency component of the circuit. 

The only other claim to superiority of 
radio -frequency amplification lies in the fact 
that a circuit containing it is much more 
selective than one containing only a detector 
tube, or a detector tube with audio- frequency 
amplification. The sharper the set tunes, the 
less will be the interference from unwanted 
stations. This fact, accompanied by its in- 
ability to amplify other than radio -frequency 
impulses, accounts for the remarkable (lis- 

radio -frequency circuit 

and audio -frequency amplification may be 
used after the detector tube with a corres- 
ponding increase in the receiving range of 
the set. Since the circuit makes use of im- 
pedance coupling there are three adjustments 
to he made for each change in wave length, 
namely, condensers "C," "C -1" and "C -4." 
The potentiometer, "P," is essential in this 
circuit since it tends to keep the grid of the 
first tube at a negative potential with respect 
to the filament. The other constants of this 
circuit are as follows: 

L= honeycomb or other coils; the sizes 
depending upon the wavelength range to be 
covered. C =.001 mfd. C -1 =.0005 mfd. 
C -2 =.0005 mfd. C -3 =.005 mfd. or larger. 
C -4 =.0005 mfd. P=200 or 400 ohm poten- 
tiometer. R= 50,000 ohms; exact for Radio- 
troll tubes. R -1 =2 megohms; exact for 
Radiotron tubes. 
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EXPERIMENTERS' WORLD 
Views of readers on subjects and specific problems they would like to 
have discussed in this department will be appreciated by the Editor 

Indoor Antenna With Crystal Set 

WHEN it is impracticable to put up an 
outside antenna for a crystal set, 
the radio amateur should not be 

discouraged as it is possible to get satisfac- 
tory results from an antenna constructed 
within the house. The first type that I 
tried was a miniature of the ordinary 
outside aerial and consisted of two insulated 
wires strung near the ceiling of a hall twenty - 
five feet long by four feet wide. The ground 
wire ran the full length of this hall under 
the rug to water pipes in the kitchen. In- 
sulated bell wire was used with no further 
insulation. Very good results were obtained 
with a simple variometer for tuning and a 

galena detector as shown in figure 1. 

One clay the ground connection at the water 
pipe was broken and I discovered that the 
signals were just as loud as before and that 
the only difference was a slight change in the 
tuning of the set. For several months this 
aerial -counterpoise system ivas used to pick 
up local amateur stations and the Westing- 
house broadcasting station KDKA in East 
Pittsburgh about six miles due east. 

In an effort to eliminate local interference, 
the outer ends of this aerial- counterpoise 
system were connected together to form a 

large loop twenty -five feet long by seven feet 
high and pointing cast and west toward 
KDKA. This was tuned by a variable con- 
denser as shown in figure 2, and very strong 
signals were obtained from KDKA. This 

arrangement had the added advantage that the 
directiveness of the loop eliminated much in- 
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By Thomas S. Towle 
FIRST PRIZE, $10.00 

Figure 3. Home -made variometer and 
variable condenser 

terference from local code stations. More 
turns were added to this loop but it was 
found that two turns gave the loudest signals. 
With this arrangement the General Electric 
Station, WGY, at Schenectady came in with 
good signal strength from a distance of about 
350 miles and at an angle of about 30 degrees 
with the direction of the loop. This was with 
a crystal detector. 

While experimenting with this loop, a 

variometer and variable condenser as shown 
in figure 3 were used. These were made by 
the writer ten years ago. They were con- 
nected to the loop as shown in figure 4 and 
good results were obtained. Although this 
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antenna system gives good results with a 
crystal detector, much better results can be 
obtained if vacuum tubes are used and a brief 
description of their use will be given to show 
how easily the amateur can change over from 
the crystals to the vacuum tube detector. 

The diagram in figure 5 shows how the 
connections between the stator and the rotor 
of the variometer were separated and the 
set made regenerative with the result that 
much louder signals were obtained and CW 
stations were picked up. With this hook -up, 
WGY can be heard with the head 'phone 
lying on the table. When using two stages 
of radio frequency amplification without re- 
generation, the Detroit station WWJ and the 
Indianapolis station \VOH can be heard 
clearly. With the addition of two stages of 
audio frequency amplification, these stations 
can be heard "all over the room" with a 
Baldwin receiver without a horn. 

A good way to extend the field covered by 
such coil antennae is to install two in a room 
on walls at right angles to one another and 
by means of a simple throw -over switch the 
ope-ator can change from one to the other 
and cover most points of the compass. This 
is shown in figure 6. 

The above shows that a loop or coil antenna 
of these dimensions makes it possible for one 
to enjoy the radio broadcasting with a crystal 
detector and simple tuning apparatus if he 
i within reasonable distance of a broad- 
casting station. 

figure 4 

figure 6 
Figure 1. First antenna in 25 -foot hallway. Figure 2. Modification into a loop. Figure 4. Addition of variometer for tuning. Figure 5. Ease of 

converting to a bulb set. Figure 6. Use of two fixed directional antennas 
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Crystal Receiver With Indoor Aerial 

A 
FTER making and using many types 
of crystal receivers I have come to 
the conclusion that the following type 

gives best results: 
This set costs very little to build and is 

very sensitive for a crystal set. It works on 
the auto-transformer principle, having but 
one coil for both primary and secondary. To 
construct the coil procure a cardboard tube 
3 inches in diameter and 2 inches long. On 
this wind 60 turns of No. 26 to No. 30 wire. 
Bring out a tap every 6 turns. When the coil 
is finished there should be nine taps, and the 
ends of the coil, making eleven leads in all. 

Drill a panel as in sketch "A." For binding 
posts I used machine screws with battery 
terminals. For switch taps I used machine 
screws. The switches cost ten cents each at 
Kresge's (used to be 40 cents. Nine rahs 
for Kresge). The detector is merely a coiled 
spring bolted at one end- figure "C." Fasten 
the tapped coil to the base with two copper 
strips bent as in "D." Now connect as per 
diagram. The switch with the detector and 
phones in series with it will be the secondary. 

Tap P, is connected with a jumper to tap 
S,, then to last tap on coil. Tap P, is con- 
nected with a jumper to tap S,, then to 
2nd last tap on coil, etc. 

My aerial is composed of eight strands of 
No. 14 wire. 23 feet long, connected in cage 

By Gustav Schoch 
SECOND PRIZE $5.00 

so turns- 
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Simple and ingenious crystal tuner and detector with triangular cage -type antenna 
strung inside the gable roof of the house 

type, triangular shape, and installed in the 
gable of our house as shown in the sketch. 
All wires are shorted at one end with a rat 
tail lead -in on opposite end. This aerial and 

set have given very good results on local con- 
certs. In cold weather it will do much better. 
The set is grounded to a water pipe in base- 
ment. 

Indoor Antenna With Crystal Set 

WITII the set which I am about to 
describe, using an indoor antenna 
fastened to the rafters in the attic, 

I have been able to hear the concerts from 
\VJZ, \\'NO, WOR, WWZ, WEAM, 2XB, 
2X J, and a few Second District phone sets 
within ten miles. I have also copied most of 
the Second District stations which use I.C.W. 
and sparks and also ship stations at sea, 
numerous land stations. \VCG, \VNY, WSE, 
and naval stations. With additional induct- 
ance in the primary I copy NAA'S press and 
NAII'S weather. 

The antenna is No. 14 solid copper wire 
about 120 feet long using a water pipe for 
ground. 

My crystal set consists of an inductively 
coupled thirty -five turn honeycomb coil a 
short wave condenser .001 mfd., a secondary 
condenser .001 mfd.; crystal detector-dust 

By Andre L. Merle 
THIRD PRIZE $3.00 
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How the antenna was stretched over the rafters 

proof type -and a small fixed condenser The short wave condenser and secondary 
.0005 mid., with standard pair of 2000 ohm condenser are very critical. This set is used 
phones shunted around it. about thirty miles from New York City. 

Duplex Radio Transmitting System 
(Continued front page 68) 

waves. Upon closing the keys, the 
devices G and J, for example, are 
simultaneously operated, changing the 
value of the tuning inductances of the 
radiating circuit, and hence the fre- 
quency of the radiated wave, and also 
changing one of the constants of the 

impedance circuit, which in the case 
shown is the capacity. The closing of 
the other key has the same effect upon 
the radiating circuit, and the other im- 
pedance circuit. It is essential to the 
successful operation of this system that 
both the "normal" and the "signaling" 

waves shall be selected of such a fre- 
quency as to satisfy the condition that 
the impedance of each impedance cir- 
cuit shall be negligible to the oscillating 
currents of the radiating circuit of 
which it is a part. 
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Efficient Aerial Insulation 
PARAPHRASING an old saying, an 

equal truth might be stated that a 
radio installation, be it either for 

transmission or reception, is no more efficient 
than its weakest point. 

It has been the writer's experience that 
nine times out of every ten, that weak point 
can be traced directly to the manner in which 
the aerial has been insulated. 

When it is considered that in reception 
the amount of incoming energy, even from 
nearby powerful stations, that strikes the 
aerial is so small as to be almost infinitesi- 
mal the great importance of a well -insu- 
lated aerial cannot be over stated. 

The aerial which contains the greatest 
number of insulators is not of necessity the 
best insulated aerial. In fact this is very 
seldom the case. 

In reception it is essential that the little 
energy in the form of electro- magnetic 
waves that strike the aerial, alternate be- 
tween aerial and ground through the primary 
of the receiving transformer -if one is 
used -and not dissipate itself to ground 
through the faulty or insufficient insulation 
of the aerial system. 

How often one secs on our city house- 
tops or other convenient places multi -wire 
aerials whose owners intended that they be 
very well insulated. In consequence we find 
that each individual wire of these aerials has 

By G. N. Garrison 

one or more insulators at either end which 
is supposed to insulate these wires from their 
supporting cross -pieces and from the earth. 
In reality they do nothing of the kind; or 
at least not as efficiently as their builders 
desired for one of radio's fundamental laws 
has here to be contended with. 

i 
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Arrangement of Insulators 

An insulator of whatever kind is nothing 
more or less than a non -inductive resistance 
and it is well known that when two or 
more resistances are connected in series their 
total resistance is equal to the sum of the 
resistance of each separate resistance; or, 
Total resistance =R and R' and R" and R" ' 

etc. 
However, when we have a number of in- 

sulators or resistances connected in parallel, 
an entirely different rule applies, for then 
the total resistance is equal to the reciprocal 
of the sum of the reciprocals of each resis- 
tance: or, 
Total Resistance= 1 

1 1 1 I 

R and R'and R "and R "' 
etc. 

Now with an aerial constructed as above 
mentioned we have a number of resistances 
all connected in parallel, and the total re- 
sistance of such an aerial system, in conse- 
quence, must be less than the resistance of 
any one of its insulators. 

Si Ice one of the factors entering into the 
efficiency of an aerial is its insulation it is 
self -evident that our insulators must not be 
in parallel. This fact is all the more pro- 
nounced should one of the insulators have a 
leakage slight or otherwise, which due to 
surface leakage it always does have during 
and immediately following a rain storm; for 
then the total insulation of our aerial would 
be less than the resistance of the leaky in- 
sulatjr. 

Otviously then the most efficient aerial 
would be one whose insulators were all con- 
nected in series and the most efficient way to 
accomplish this is shown in the accompany- 
ing diagram. 

Pe -haps one of the strongest arguments 
in favor of a "series- insulated" aerial is 
the fact that Uncle Sam uses such a sys- 
tem on all his installations, and Uncle Sam 
has the reputation of knowing what he is 

doing. 

A Safety Match Box Radio 
Receiving Set 

ARADIO set can be made in a safety 
match box which will receive from a 
radius of twelve miles under ideal 

weather conditions. 

The match box is first boiled in paraffin 
to eliminate capacity and then wound with 
enough turns of No. 26 S.C.C. wire to fill 

the entire box. Leave plenty of wire on each 
end to make connections to aerial and the 
ground. 

Each narrow side of the box is sand- 
papered to make a good contact with two 
brass clips that are fastened to the inner box 
in such a manner that when the box is moved 
the clips move and consequently the coil is 
tuned. 

The detector is fastened to one inside end 
of the box as shown in figure 3. It rests 
on a bearing which is made as shown in 
figure 4. The bearing is threaded and when 
it is desired to make a change in the adjust- 
ment of the crystal the knob is turned. A 
glance at figure 5 shows how the detector 
knob is made. This unique construction, 

By Harold Daum 

figures 

/ 
grass c/ip 

To brass c/% 

fryure4 figure 3 
Constructional details of safety match box radio set 

using a bolt, makes it possible to either slide 
the box and tune in, or turn the knob and 
adjust the crystal. 

The antenna wire is connected to one end 

figure 5 

of the coil and the other end of the coil to 
the ground. One brass clip is connected to 
the end of the crystal cup, the other brass 
clip is attached to the cat whisker. 
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Modulation and Distortion in 
Radiophone Sets 

DON'T ask "How Is My Mod - 
ulation," but say instead 
"How Is the Quality "? The 

former question is asked by amateur 
operators of radiophones nearly as 
often as the historic "How is my 
spark" query. The answers often 
vary from "Poor" or "Fair" to 
"Fine" or "Perfect." Of course, 
what the transmitting operator real- 
ly means is, "How is the quality "? 
for it is the quality and not the mod- 
ulation upon which the ordinary re- 
ceiving operator is able to report. 
Let us see what is meant by modu- 
lation and quality when applied to 
the radio telephone transmitter. 

Modulation, in a broad sense, 
means the moulding of the carrier - 
wave by the voice frequencies. The 
degree of modulation can be ex- 
pressed in percentage and is usually 
taken as the ratio of the amplitude 
of the audio frequency to that of the 
radio frequency, or, referring to fig- 
ure 1. as the ratio BIA. 
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Figure l -Per cent modulation is B7A X 100 

Complete, or 100 per cent. modu- 
lation would mean that A -B ; this 
is seldom obtained in practice. 60 
per cent. to 80 per cent. being con- 
sidered a very good degree of mod- 
ulation. 

The response at the receiving 
station is proportional to the pro- 
duct of AB. (A "square -law" de- 
tector is assumed, that is, a crystal 
or non -oscillating vacuum tube.) 
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Figure 2 -Over modulation 

\ \'hen the amplitude of the voice 
frequency exceeds that of the car- 

rier -wave, over -modulation is said 
to occur. As a result, the antenna 
current remains at zero for an ap- 
preciable length of time between au- 
dio- frequency groups, as shown in fig- 
ure 2. 

Evidently distortion is present in 
the transmitted wave and it can be 
detected by listening in a wave- 

By Albert F. Murray 

meter receiver, or, in this one, case, 
the report from a receiving operator 
as to the "modulation" will be of 
aid, provided he is able to identify 
over -modulation by the resulting 
poor quality of speech. To check 
up this fault, vary the distance be- 
tween microphone and speaker; if 
the speech quality improves with an 
increase in distance, it is probable 
the radiated wave is being over - 
modulated. 

Under -modulation, is the reverse 
of over -modulation and therefore 
is the condition that exists when the 
amplitude of the signaling wave is 
less than the amplitude of the car- 
rier -wave. The speech, as far as 
degree of modulation is concerned, 
will be clear and of good quality, 
but will diminish in volume -loud- 
ness -as the per centage of modula- 
tion decreases. 

The most desirable modulation, 
from the viewpoint of both quality 
and signal strength, is obtained 
when the carrier -wave is modulated 
equally upward and downward and 
by a signal wave whose amplitude 
is such as to vary the radio- frequen- 
cy from zero to twice its non -sig- 
naling value, as is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3 -Equal upward and do vnward 
modulation A, B 

'Modulation upward is not always 
possible and the modulated wave 
may have the form of that in figure 
4, where the oscillator output can- 
not increase to the desired value; 
due, for instance, to lack of filament 
emission. The distortion of such 
a wave is quite marked. 
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Figu e 4- Incomplete modulation due to insuf- 
ficient filament emission 

Downward modulation can only 
be expected from an oscillator which 
is adjusted for maximum output and 
then grid modulated. This is also 
true of absorption modulating 
methods. It does not necessarily 
mean poor quality. but it does mean 

that, if two tubes are used in paral- 
lel and adjusted for maximum out- 
put as oscillators and their output 
modulated by grid or absorption 
methods, the received signal 
strength for complete modulation 
will be about 50 per cent. of that ob- 
tained when the two tubes are used 
under the same conditions as os- 
cillator- modulator, in a plate modu- 
lating circuit. This is made evident 
by comparing the areas per audio 
cycle under the two curves in figure 
5. In practice, the ratio of effective- 
ness is usually less than 50 per cent. 
because, with some tubes, the non - 
signaling output for grid modula- 
tion can be increased above that 
shown; also in the case of plate 
modulation, results are sometimes 
limited by heating of the modulator 
tube. 
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Quality, as applied to voice trans- 
mission, has to do with clearness 
of speech. Good quality means ab- 
sence of distortion, and distortion 
can be completely eliminated only 
when the complicated speech wave 
impinging upon the microphone at 
the transmitter, is faithfully repro- 
duced at the distant receiver so that ; 

firstly, the amplitude of the received 
wave is proportioned to that of the 
original ; secondly, the various voice 
frequencies are retarded equally. 
There must be a linear relation oe 
between response and excitation. 

In tracing the voice frequencies 
from the speaker's lips to the aer- 
ial system, we come first to the mi- 
crophone Dr. Goldsmith in his 
hook on "Radio Telephony" states 
that the microphone is "a fairly 
prolific source of speech distortion, 
or rather speech destruction." But 
since, from necessity, we must use 
microphones, let us pick up a good 
one. A Western Electric Company 
expert advised the author that a W. 
E. Co., Type 323W microphone has 
an output of about 20 per cent. more 
energy than other types. However 
for special uses, a low resistance mi- 
crophone such as W. E. Co. Type 
349B \V or Type 318W may give 
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better results, depending upón the 
impedance of the load into which 
it works. One way to eliminate 
microphone distortion is to talk in- 
to a telephone receiver and add a 
few voice amplifiers to obtain the 
necessary power, or a condenser 
transmitter might be used. 

Most of the modulation trans- 
formers on the market are designed 
so that distortion arising from satur- 
ation of the iron core and from other 
effects is slight. For best results, 
be sure that your microphone A. C. 
resistance approximates your trans- 
former primary impedance at, say 
800 cycles, and that the secondary 
of the transformer is wound for 
the type of tube that it is to con- 
trol. Sometimes connecting a 
to 1 megohm resistance across the 
secondary will improve the quality, 
as it causes the device to operate 
more uniformly through the voice 
frequency range, 

A brief comparison of the rela- 
tive quality obtainable from absorp- 
tion, grid and plate modulation 
methods may be of interest. Here 
the thing to keep in mind is that 
the response should be proportional 
to the excitation. 

(a) Absorption modulation -If the 
antenna resistance is varied in direct 
proportion to the amplitude of the 
sound waves, good quality should re- 
sult. In spite of what was said above 
about the microphone, fairly good ar- 
ticulation results from using a micro- 
phone in the ground lead or in a loop 
coupled to the antenna inductance. 

Control curves of a Radio Cor- 
poration magnetic modulator, taken 
by the writer, show that this ab- 
sorption device is quite critical as 
to mean control current and that 
changing the working wavelength 
on either side of 200 meters produces 
marked changes in the results. Under 
some conditions, the control curves 
are approximately straight lines, 
but under others they are not. 
These curves and measurements 
may be published later. 

(b) Grid Modulation -A typical 
grid control curve is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6 -Grid control 
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The lower part of the curve, as 
far as it goes, is nearly a straight 
line, but at the upper end it bends 
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over. It will be seen that the oscil- 
lations cease and the antenna cur- 
rent falls to zero when the grid is 
pushed sufficiently to the negative 
voltage. Oscillations do not com- 
mence until the control voltage is 
placed at some value less negative 
than that at which oscillations 
cease. Evidently considerable dis- 
tortion would result if the modulat- 
ing voltage operated over a greater 
range than that covered by the full 
line curve. By careful adjustment 
of the variables of the oscillator, it 
is conceded by authorities on modu- 
lation that the antenna current can 
be varied from zero to a maximum 
value along a more or less straight 
line, but such an adjustment will 
give neither high efficiency nor 
much output. 

(c) Plate Modulation - Compare 
with the preceding curve that of figure 
7 which is the plate control curve of 
an oscillator -in whose grid- circuit is 
a condenser and leak resistance. 
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Figure 7 -Plate control 

For plate voltages exceeding 200, 
we see this curve is a straight line, 
and therefore if the plate voltage is 
not reduced below 200, good quality 
should result when using this 
method of modulation. 

When amplifying tubes are used 
their grids should be biased by a 
battery so that the tubes operate 
over the straight portion of their 
characteristic curves. The input 
voltage should not be so great as 
to cause the plate current to cut -off 
at the bottom and reach saturation 
value at the top, as in figure 8. 

/aou/ 
Figure 8- Amplifier distortion 

It is to be noted that Mr. A. S. 
Blatterman, in "Comparison of Mod- 
ulation Methods in Radio Telepho- 
ny," finds that more modulated en- 
ergy is radiated when the impressed 
voltage on the amplifier is such as 
to cause saturation, as in figure 8. 
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When using a low decrement an- 
tenna for radio telephony, serious 
distortion may result from the "fly 
wheel" action which tends to round 
off all the sharp corners of the voice 
wave, so necessary for good speech. 
Some type of antenna which has a 
fairly high resistance -a large part 
of which should be radiation resis- 
tance- is desired. This matter be- 
comes of greater importance as the 
wavelength is increased, because the 
tone efficiency decreases, due to the 
overlapping of wave trains whose 
group frequency is high. 

These are some, by no means all, 
of the points which should be look- 
ed into if speech of good quality is 
to be radiated from your antenna. 
I would advise the amateur to take 
control curves of his various con- 
trolling devices and see if they ap- 
proximate straight lines. The static 
characteristics thus obtained do not 
necessarily indicate the conditions 
that obtain when the radio set is 
in operation, but they will be a 
guide in making adjustments that 
may improve the quality of speech 
from your radiophone. At those 
transmitting stations where the 
hum from rectified A. C. makes 
speech far from pleasant to the re- 
ceiving operator, the intelligent use 
of Campbell filters, or very large 
capacities, will certainly decrease 
this nuisance. 

Since this article deals primarily 
with the transmitter, attention will 
be called, only in a brief way, to 
conditions causing distortion in the 
receiving apparatus. 

(a) Low decrement in either an- 
tenna or secondary circuits will 
cause distortion because of the 
previously mentioned "fly -wheel" ef- 
fect. Higher voice will be suppressed 
because the narrow resonance curve of 
the receiver will not include these side - 
frequencies -see figure 9. 
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Figure 9- Distortion of modulated wave due to 
low receiver decrement 

(b) Regeneration, of course, will 
reduce the decrement of say, the 
secondary circuit to almost zero, and 
every operator knows that too much 
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regeneration spoils the quality al- 
though it greatly increases the vol- 
ume. While reception by the zero - 
beat, or homodyne method, will give 
understandable speech when the in- 
coming signal is so faint that it can- 
not be heard otherwise, the writer 
believes with his limited experience, 
that this method requires too care- 
ful adjustment on short wavelengths 
to be widely used at the present 
time. 

(c) Inter -tube audio transformers 
when, not properly designed -and 
there are such on the market -can 
render unintelligible, incoming 

speech which is really of good qual- 
ity. The same factors mentioned in 
regards to the modulation trans- 
formers apply here and a high resis- 
tance shunt across the transformer 
secondary will help although it will 
greatly decrease the degree of amplifi- 
cation. 

(d) The amplifying tubes should, 
of course, have their grids so biased 
that they operate on the straight 
portion of their characteristic curve. 

(c) There is always some distor- 
tion present in electro- magnetic re- 
producers such as telephone receiv- 

ers and loud speakers which might 
be eliminated by condenser, hot wire 
(or hot air) receivers. When the 
signal frequency coincides with the 
natural frequency of the diaphragm 
of a receiver, or loud speaker, the 
response is out of all proportion to 
that obtained with the same signal 
strength of a slightly different fre- 
quency ; thus distortion obviously 
arises. 

To receiving operators let me say 
in conclusion : Do not always blame 
poor quality on the transmitting 
station, because the trouble may ex- 
ist in the receiving set. 

Antenna Resistance 

SINCE there seems to be wide- 
spread misconceptions regarding 
the meaning of antenna resistance 

and radiation resistance,perhaps it will 
not be out of place to call the amateurs' 
attention to these terms. Antenna re- 
sistance is rather an artificial term 
coined to give in absolute terms a 
measure of an elusive quantity that is 
of vital importance. 

The entire term "antenna resist- 
ance" represents the fictitious resist- 
ance which could be inserted in a cir- 
cuit of the sane oscillation constant as 
the antenna to absorb the sane amount 
of power as used up by the antenna. 
The substitution method of measuring 
antenna resistance. is a literal transla- 
tion of this definition. Since it is nec- 
essary to have a wavemeter and an ac- 
curate standard of resistance to take a 
curve of antenna resistance, some ama- 
teurs may feel it is beyond them. But 
if they are interested in efficient send- 
ing, they will find it well worth while 
to borrow the instruments from a radio 
club or high school or even to buy 
them. It introduces the amateur to 
the how and why of things instead of 
the blind cut -and -try methods by 
which most experimenters do a great 
deal of work and find out very little 
of real value and improvement to the 
art. 

The diagram gives the general set -up 
of the apparatus to take an antenna 
resistance run on an antenna. Tt will 
be noted that a wavemeter of wide 
range is needed and if several coils are 
used to cover the range it will be nec- 
essary to make sure that there are no 
"jumps" in the curve clue to inaccurate 
calibration. 

In figure t. C., is used for waves be- 
low the fundamental after which it is 
taken out as indicated by the dotted 
line. L, must he finely variable. If 
necessary. two or more load coils may 

By Lester P. Burt 

be used in series for the last points on 
long waves. Resistance R must be 
calibrated accurately and need not go 
above 20 ohms for even a very poor 
antenna. If possible it should read to 
tenths of an ohm. L., is a temporary 
coil wound about the wave meter coil, 
or coupled to it, but not too tightly. 
Probably four or five turns and rather 
tight coupling will transfer the most 

C3 

any wave desired and buzzer started. 
Switch is thrown on antenna and L, 
varied until galvanometer reads a 
maximum - antenna then being in 
resonance. Switch is thrown over to 
"dummy" circuit and C, varied until 
the dummy circuit is in resonance. If 
R is all out, the galvanometer deflec- 
tion will, be large and it may be neces- 
sary to add resistance to keep the 

Figure 1. Diagram for 

energy. By varying L, and watching 
the galvanometer, the outfit can be 
checked to see if coupling is giving 
two resonance peaks - if so, loosen 
it. The galvanometer may be any- 
thing that will register a weak radio 
current. C, and C, may be any varia- 
bles and the galvanometer scale is not 
important as the circuit is only adjust- 
ed to give the sane readings and the 
current in milliamperes is not required. 
Condenser C_ across the buzzer coils 
should be large. say t mfd. or more 
to prevent sparking and resultant un- 
steadiness in the high frequency cur- 
rent. R, is only to smooth buzzer op- 
eration and can be omitted perhaps 
and the contacts carefully adjusted 
instead. 

Strictly a small inductance should 
he in series with C, equal to the an- 
tenna inductance, but is so small re- 
sults will hardly show the difference 
without it. The wave meter is set to 

w4,1 

testing antenna resistance 

needle on the scale. When the dummy 
circuit is in tune add resistance at R 
until meter reading is the same as for 
real antenna. Switch back to real an- 
tenna again to be sure buzzer current 
has not changed. Value of R is the 
antenna resistance and is plotted 
against wave length. 

Above the fundamental with C, cut 
out, when C, is adjusted, it will not 
have to be disturbed and only L, will 
he varied. With series condenser C3 
in, C, must be adjusted separately for 
each reading as in this case L, will be 
out of circuit and capacity of antenna 
circuit is varied by C. The point 
taken with C, and L, out of circuit 
comes just above the fundamental and 
is close to the point at which the an- 
tenna is used for sending, for L. is 
nearly the inductance of an oscillation 
transformer. The real purpose of this 
'rticle is, however, more to call atten- 
tion to the interpretation of these 
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curves than the manner of taking 
them, since the former seems to have 
been generally neglected. Three terms 
make up antenna resistance: 

(I) Radiation resistance, represent- 
ing the component of power radiated 
into space. 

(2) Ohmic -or heating-resistance 
due to the conductor or conducting 
surfaces, and eddy currents and skin 
effect in same. 

(3) Dielectric absorption resistance 
which dissipates power in the dielec- 
tric field about the antenna. 

It is evident that the experimental 
curve of an antenna represents the 
sum of these losses at every wave - 
irngth. Radiation resistance, for a 
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the energy may be expended in me- 
chanical or molecular changes in the 
dielectric. This. may explain dielectric 
fatigue by which an insulator finally 
breaks down similar to mechanical 
fatigue of meals under live loads. 
1- Iowever, it is an experimental fact 
that the loss plots out exactly as a 
straight line for power condensers and 
is quite noticeable for glass of poor 
grades. This loss must not be con- 
fused with dynamic leakage through a 
path of high resistance in the dielec- 
tric. 

Figure 2 shows the component curves 
and the total obtained by adding the 
ordinates. Given an experimental 
curve it is easy to find the relative 

oa 
Figu e 2. Component curves in measuring antenna resistance 

given antenna, is known to vary in- 
versely as the wavelength. This is for 
an isolated antenna away from other 
absorping circuits, such as other an- 
tennae, etc. The shape of the curve 
can be understood without going into 
curve analysis for its equation is 

K 
Rr,d -- and it is clear that dou- 

't2 

bling the wavelength will reduce Rrad 
to !...¡ of its former value, etc. Such 
a curve rises steeply at short waves 
and drops to extremely low values at 
waves several times the antenna fun - 
damental. 

Were skin effect entirely absent, the 
conductor heating losses would be con- 
stant at all frequencies. With stranded 
non- magnetic conductors, the skin 
effect variation over a wide range of 
wavelengths is very small. The curve 
will bend down slightly since skin ef- 
fort is most noticeable at very high 
freatiency. or short wavelengths. 

Dielectric absorption is found to 
vary inversely as frequency or directly 
as wavelength. This on a curve 
sheet shows as a straight line through 
the origin. The energy used up in the 
dielectric probably appears as heat 
originating in the imperfect dielectric 
material. Steinmetz. however, doubts 
if this action is similar to magnetic 
hysteresis and suggests that a part of 
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line produced and the actual curve 
taken is the real radiation resistance. 
This method assumes that the curve 
is continued until the radiation resist- 
ance is too small to show on the scale 
to which the curve is plotted. 

By trying different grounds and wir- 
ing the amateur can greatly improve 
the true radiation by reducing the 
wasteful losses of his limited power. 
This is the part that the hot wire am- 
meter does not tell you anything about 
and by watching this you may cover 
more distance than the fellow who 
wrongly thinks he is getting several 
times your radiation but is really send- 
ing it into a high resistance ground. 
Figure 3 shows how conditions can be 
judged from the general shape of the 
curves without much measurement. 
(A) is high absorption and (B) is a 
high resistance ground or joint. Two 
or three cases have been noticed where 
the straight part of the curve produced 
gave a negative intercept, which of 
course should not be. In all cases 
these were either antennae on build- 
ings with long and crooked lead -ins or 
were freak antennae with parts of dif- 
ferent characteristics so the variation 
was more complicated than for the 
standard flat top construction. 

Commercial companies have adopted 
the multiple tuned antenna on long 
waves. The amateur anxious to in- 
crease his range could well do the 

A (A) A+ (BI 
Figure 3. Antenna curves of typical shapes 

values of the three components for 
that antenna. 

Be sure the end of the experimental 
curve includes at least three points ex- 
actly on a straight line. Produce this 
line back to cut the vertical axis. The 
steepness of this line shows, in a rela- 
tive way, how serious dielectric ab- 
sorption is on the antenna. Ship an- 
tennae show very slight rises since 
there no bad dielectrics such as trees 
and masonry about. Most ships have 
so much iron and steel framework 
that is "grounded" that the wooden 
parts cannot affect the high intensity 
field much, for they are not in it. But 
antennae on the roofs of buildings and 
in trees, even in the winter time, show 
a great rise which is of course unde- 
sirable. The intercept (a), on the 
vertical axis represents roughly the 
ohmic resistance of the antenna. The 
difference (b) between the s`raight 

same and in view of his wavelength, 
the cost would not be extreme if Ile 
had space. By this the wasteful re- 
sistances of the antennae are put in 
parallel but radiation occurs from both 
so the system operates at higher effi- 
ciency because the wasted energy is 
reduced with the same antenna input. 
This will involve extreme care in tun- 
ing or results will be very poor and 
also some outlay for good -sized con- 
ductors. An outdoor tuning induct- 
ance for 200 meters should not be a 
great problem and only two antenna 
supports separated twice the distance 
used for the average 200 meter an- 
tenna are required, for leads can be 
dropped from the middle to the in- 
ductance. In this wav the antenna 
efficiency can be brought up to values 
undreamed of a short time ago and 
no one can say what the distance lim- 
its are for even r KW. 
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A Loud -Speaker on 60 -Cycle A.C. 

T HERE is no denying the fact that the 
loud- speaker is a boon to the radio en- 
thusiast. It has converted many an 

unhappy radio bug whose wife has become 
a radio willow to a smiling, genial person 
who can invite the neighbors in to enjoy the 
concerts and lectures in a group while he sits 
proudly by turning a knob now and then with 
a knowing air. But there is also no denying 
the fact that the loud- speaker puts an addi- 
tional load on the storage battery which runs 
down all too soon with a three tube set, 
this load eventually being transferred to the 
aforesaid bug, who trundles the battery to 
the nearest garage for another charge. 

The writer has been successful in making 
the loud- speaker independent of the storage 
battery without sacrificing quality a bit and 
will describe the method for the benefit of 
other enthusiasts who are not fortunate 
enough to possess a battery charger. We 
have 110 -volt A.C. power in our apartment. 
This of course cannot be used even through 
a suitable resistance on the loud- speaker on 
account of the 60 -cycle hum which would 
drown out everything else. However, it is 
entirely possible to rectify this power by 
means of the lead- aluminum -borax rectifier 
so often described in this magazine. 

The first requirement is four one -quart 
Mason jars. In each jar should be placed 
two plates. one of sheet lead and the other 
of sheet aluminum. They should be approxi- 
mately 1 t.x7x' inches in size and they 
should be supported so that the lower ends 
are at least / inch from the bottom of 
the jars. A convenient way to support the 
plates is to make four blocks of wood 1 inch 
square and 4 inches long. These blocks 
should be well shellacked and then allowed 
to dry. When they are thoroughly dry a 
lead plate is fastened to one side with a 
screw and an aluminum plate to the other 

By James C. Ryder 
side. The blocks serve as spacers between 
the plates and being longer than the diameter 
of the openings of the jars will rest on the 
edges and hold the plates off the bottoms. 
A binding post should be attached to the 
tipper end of each plate so that the proper 
connections may be made. 

The jars should now be filled about two - 
thirds full of a saturated solution of Mule 
Team borax. Having due respect for the 

loud'spea,ter 

came to the conclusion that the field of the 
loud -speaker acted as a choke coil itself. 

It soon became evident that a lot of en- 
ergy was wasted in the toaster in the form 
of heat. The next step, therefore, was to 
build a small transformer. This transformer 
had a laminated core of sheet iron 1/ inches 
square and 7x9 inches outside dimensions. The 
primary consisted of 380 turns of No. 16 

cotton covered magnet wire which was wound 
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Circuit diagrams of the 

floors of our rooms we placed the four jars 
in a glass tray used in photographic work 
so that any spill was prevented from reaching 
the floor. The four cells were connected 
up as shown in the accompanying sketch. 
This method of connection takes advantage 
of both sides of the cycle. 

The family toaster was now mustered into 
service as a resistance. It was hooked up 
in series with the rectifier as shown and the 
whole outfit connected to a lamp socket. The 
field of the loud -speaker was hooked in be- 
yond the rectifiers. The toaster proved to 
be of just the right resistance to bring the 
current down to the right amount. An elec- 
tric flat iron will serve nearly as well. It 
would seem that a filter circuit would be 
necessary to smooth out the variations in 
the power. However, after trying out sev- 
eral such circuits and finding that the ap- 
paratus worked just as well without them we 

rectifiers for 60-cycle A.C. 

on a form and slipped over one leg of the 
core. The secondary consisted of 152 turns 
of the same size wire. This ratio gives a 
secondary voltage of 40 which seems to be 
just about right for the rectifier. Lower 
voltages do not seem to work well. 

The rectifier and loud -speaker was hooked 
up to the secondary of the transformer as 
shown and the primary connected directly to 
the lighting socket. Do not be alarmed if 
the loud- speaker is somewhat noisy at first. 
It takes several hours for the plates to form 
properly. Patience is all that is necessary 
at this stage. It may be necessary to re- 
place the aluminum plates after several 
months and it will be necessary to add water 
to the jars from time to time. Otherwise 
the apparatus will give no trouble whatever. 
The writer has used a rectifier of this type 
for several months now and finds it very 
satisfactory. 

Lightning Protection 
By Howard S. Pyle 

IN CERTAIN sections of the country, 
during the period when thunder storms 

are common, many radio enthusiasts appear 
to have fears that their antenna system will 
attract lightning, and cause property and pos- 
sibly personal damage. Such is not the case; 
in fact, entirely the opposite is true. 

A custom which was common not so many 
years ago was the installation of lightning 
rods on homes, barns, etc., in the belief that, 
should lightning strike the building so pro- 
tected, it would "run down" the lightning 
rod, directly into the ground. When it is 
considered that the force of lightning is so 
great as to shatter large trees, and even 
entire buildings, it will he realized that a 
mere metallic rod would hardly pass such 
monstrous currents to the ground without 
damage. Investigation has proved that where 
the protective value of lightning rods is con- 
cerned, it is not with the passing of the 
actual lightning holt to ground, but acts in 
an entirely different way. 

Lightning will he attracted to the vicinity 

ill which the atmosphere is most heavily 
charged with electricity. Naturally, then, 
if the atmosphere surrounding a building 
contains considerable atmospheric electricity, 
it offers a better point for the lightning bolt 
to free its energy by a discharge to ground. 
Again, should one building within the charged 
zone be tall, and the other short, almost in- 
variably the taller building will receive the 
effects of the lightning discharge. But -cif 
we provide some means of draining the 
atmospheric electricity from the atmosphere, 
we render the surrounding atmosphere more 
immune to the reception of a lightning dis- 
charge, due to its greater insulating qualities, 
and consequent more difficult path to the 
ground for the lightning discharge,. which 
will then seek an easier path. This is the 
way in which the lightning rod serves; it 
provides a leakage path to ground for the 
atmospheric electricity, and serves to keep 
the air free from such electrical activity 
in its immediate locality. 

Lightning rods are generally constructed of 

11 on, which has fifty times the resistance of 
copper. In other words, were they con- 
structed of copper, with copper connection 
rod to the earth, they would be fifty times 
more efficient. They are generally but a few 
feet above the roof of the building. 

Now compare the average radio antenna. 
To serve its purpose of radio reception satis- 
factorily, it must be constructed of copper 
or phosphor bronze, both of far greater con- 
ductivity than iron. It must also be raised 
ten or more feet above the building or other 
objects which it crosses. In other words, it 
should be the highest object within several 
hundred feet when possible. Isn't it rea- 
sonable to assume then, that it would serve 
a great deal more efficiently than a lightning 
rod in draining the atmosphere of its elec- 
trical activity? It does, as has been proven, 
and a well constructed antenna which is 
properly grounded during a thunderstorm is 
a far greater lightning protection to the prop- 
erty in its immediate neighborhood than any 
number of lightning rods as usually installed. 
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NEW APPLIANCES AND DEVICES 

New Non -Magnetic Filament 
Rheostat 

THE new filament rheostat, manufactured 
by the Central Radio Laboratories, 303 

16th St., Milwaukee, differs from other rheo- 
stats designed for radio equipment in that 
no magnetic material is used in its construc- 
tion. 

Genuine Thermoplax, of extremely high 
insulating and heat resisting properties, is 
used for the base. The resistor is made of 
a special non -corroding alloy, which always 
presents a polished surface. Its ohmic value 
is calculated to give a maximum sensitive- 
ness within the required range and its cur- 
rent capacity is ample for the control of 
any receiving tube, without heating. Each 
turn of the resistor is firmly anchored so 
that there is no possibility of noisy or 
scratchy operation. 

The Thermoplax rheostat 

The control shoe is broad and flat with 
its edges turned up to insure smooth, quiet, 
step -by -step action without stubbing. The 
hexagon binding posts are locked in place 
so that they cannot work loose when con- 
nections are made. All metal parts are 
nickeled. 

The operating knob is Thermoplax like 
the base. Its sides are gracefully curved 
and the top polished. The nickeled pointer 
indicates the amount of resistance in the 
circuit. An open position on the high resist- 
ance end makes a filament control switch un- 
necessary. 

The new rheostat, known as CRL No. 100, 
can be mounted easily on any panel, the 
thickness of which does not exceed / inch. 
Its overall diameter is only 2% inches -an 
important feature because of the limited 
space usually available. 

Merger of Insulate 
Manufacturers 

THE situation in the insulation industry, 
which has been upset for some time by 

lawsuits for infringement of the patents 
covering Bakelite. recently was settled le- 
gally by a court decision upholding those 
patents, and still more recently a business 
settlement was reached merging the hereto- 
fore contesting interests. The General Bake- 
lite Co., whose patent position has been con- 
firmed, has formed a new corporation, the 
Bakelite Corporation, which combines not 

only the original Bakelite company, but also 
the Condensite Company of America and 
the Redmanol Chemical Products Corpora- 
tion. These concerns will continue to make 
and market their products separately, which 
in many respects possess individual character- 
istics, though each makes use of the same 
basic process in manufacture. The new 
Bakelite Corporation is headed by Dr. L. 
H. Baekeland. 

An Unusual Radio Exhibit 
THE Radio Electric Company of Pitts- 

burgh, pioneers in the manufacture and 
distribution of radio apparatus, shipped an 
unusual radio display to The Emporium, San 
Francisco's largest department store, for ex- 
hibition in the Shriner's Radio Show early 
in June. The general direction of this show, 
held in honor of the Shriner's convention, 
was in the hands of Mr. Charles S. Manny, 
of The Emporium. A very entertaining pro- 
gram was given daily, which consisted of 
motion pictures on the action of various 
radio phenomena, radiophone concerts, or- 
chestra music, aesthetic and fancy dancing. 

"Davistone" Horns 
aRRY B. DAVIS, of Chicago, has re- 
cently perfected a composition known 

as "Davistone," which, it is stated, is free 
from vibration and can be used for making 
phonograph and radio loud speaker horns 
which do not cause distortion of received 
speech or music. 

A company has been organized to market 
Davistone for radio loud speakers, phono- 
graph tone chambers and for the many other 
uses to which it can be put. Davistone 
horns will be sold in attractive cabinets or 
mounted on metal bases. They will come 
equipped with or without receivers. Davis - 
tone horns will also be furnished un- 
mounted to firms who desire to assemble 
their product with these horns at their fac- 
tory. 

Jenkins Vernier Rheostat 
js. T I N KINS, of Chicago, has brought 

out a Vernier rheostat the principle of 
which is a resistance wire wound around a 
solid horn fibre drum in which a screw thread 
has been cut. The wire lies in the bottom 
of the cut. Contact is made by a pointer at- 
tached to the shaft of the rheostat and, by 
turning to right or left, the resistance can be 
lessened or increased as desired, with in- 
finitely small resistance variations. 

One of the most attractive features of the 
rheostat is the fact that instant contact can 
be made by means of a switch connection 
which is part of the rheostat. By simply 
pushing the knob the circuit can be broken, 
and when the filament current is again re- 
quired, a pull on the knob connects the circuit 
and the filament is heated at the same resist- 
ance as when the circuit was disconnected. 
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Westinghouse Type "CX" 
Indicating Instruments 

TO satisfy a demand for high grade small 
size indicating instruments the \Vesting - 

house Electric & Manufacturing Company 
has developed and is now producing the new 
Type "CX" ammeters and voltmeters. 

This completes the new line of direct cur- 
rent instruments manufactured by the above 
company. The line now consists of types 
BX, CX, DX and SX, having overall dimen- 
sions of 2 9/16, 3/, 4% and 7 7/16 inches 
respectively. All instruments of this X line 
utilize the same design construction differing 
only in linear dimensions. 

An externas zero adjuster on each instru- 
ment enables the operator to reset zero posi- 
tion of pointer if it is displaced due to trans- 
portation or shock. All parts are mounted 

The Westinghouse Type CX Voltmeter 

ou a moulded sub -base, assuring sufficient 
insulation. The instrument is fastened to 
the panel by means of three machine screws 
furnished with the instrument. The standard 
finish is dull black marine. 

The ammeters are self contained for cur- 
rents up to 30 amperes, but can be used with 
external shunts for higher currents. The 
voltmeters are self contained up to 50 volts, 
but can be supplied for higher voltage with 
external resistance. The voltmeters have a 
resistance of 65 ohms per volt in series with 
the winding. This resistance has a zero 
temperature co- efficient and can be adjusted 
to obtain correct calibration. 

Atwater -Kent Radio Products 
TI [E Atwater Kent Manufacturing Corn - 
pany, of Germantown, Philadelphia, are 

producing variometers, variocouplers, and 
audio frequency transformers. 

The high repute of this company has been 
used to good advantage in attaching to the 
names of the instruments their own name. 
The circular bases of the variometers and the 
variocouplers are provided for table mount- 
ing, but may easily be removed when the in- 
struments are to be mounted on a panel. The 
audio frequency transformer has been de- 
veloped to eliminate distortion of signals. 
Silent operation of the instrument has also 
been insured by a metal case which incloses 
as well as shields the transformer. 
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Send 25c 
today 

(in coin) 
carefully wrapped 

for a copy 
of the greatest 
radio catalog 

ever put 
between two covers. 

¡V L\ 
1 r and 
more valuable 
books 
catalogs 
while radio 

New Radio Catalog No. 16 
275 pages A Catalog De Luxe pages b 

LR in the history of radio was such a catalog printed. The radio data 
diagrams, embracing upwards of fifty pages, gives the experimenter 

and up -to -date information than will be found in many text 
selling for $2.00, and $1.00 could be spent for a dozen different radio 

before you could gather together the comprehensive listing of worth 
goods found in this great catalog. 

Possesses Features Found In No Other Instruments of This Type. Popularly priced at $1.00 
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Our No. AG50 panel type rheostat has just the nere 
n drop the drop of voltage from the battery when fully e 

Base of black moulded composition. Re- 
sistance element wound on black fibre 
strip. Contact arm of phosphor bronze 
of proper tension to Insure perfect con- 
tact. Itushing adaptable to any thick- 
nest panel up to ?é ". 
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THE WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY, 239 -241 Superior St., TOLEDO, OHIO 

RADIO INSTITUTE of AMERICA 
(FORMERLY M.tRCONI INSTITl1'i'i:t 

98 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY (Third floor) Telephone Franklin 1144 

America's foremost School devoted to the 
practical science of 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 
AND TELEPHONY 

All the latest developments in radio apparatus including a 

General Electric 1000 watt vacuum tube (C. W. -I. C. W. and 
telephone) transmitter. 

l'1í %1'1'11'AI. 'l'it ti ti \1: 1jl 11'10EST ltl:Srl.'rS SMALLEST COST 

The Radio Institute of America, founded in 1909 (the oldest Radio 
School in the U. S.), has graduated over 6,500 "First Class" operators. 

Afternoon and Evening classes throughout the entire year. 
Prospectus mailed on request. Address all communications to Direc- 
tor. 

BRANCH SCHOOL 
New Call Building, New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal. 

When writing to advertisers please mention '1'iI E \ \'I Iii I. h:'S 
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The Monthly Service Bulletin of the 

NATIONALAMATEURWIRELESSASSOCIATION 
Guglielmo Marconi J. Andrew White H. L. Welker 

President Acting President Secretary 
Founded to promote the best interest of radio com- 
munication anumK wireless amateurs in America 

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD OF VICEPRESIDENTS 
Prof. A. E. Kennelly Rear Admiral M. Johnston E. E. Bucher 

Harvard University Director of Naval Communications Instructing Engineer 
Mai. Gen. George O. Squier Prof. Alfred N. Goldsmith Prof. Charles R. Cross 

Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army College of the City of New York Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
HEADQUARTERS: 326 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

IN a recent order the Naval Department of 
Canada authorized the use of the 200 -meter 

wave length by amateur radio stations for 
continuous wave or radio -telephone trans- 
mission. Transmission by spark stations is 
to be done on wave lengths, according to 
the provisions of the licenses of the individ- 
ual stations, some of which, particularly in 
proximity to commercial and government 
stations, are restricted to wave lengths con- 
siderably below 200 meters. 

SHERMAN BROSE has moved from 
Mason City, Iowa, to 100 East Benton 

St., Clear Lake, Iowa, and his radio station, 
call letters, 9DJM, is now located and in 
operation at the latter address. 

A A 
AN appeal for a radio receiving set has 

been issued by the National Sanatorium 
of the Knights of Columbus, in Johnson City, 
Tenn. The hospital cares for a large num- 
ber of bed- ridden veterans of the World 
\Var, whose only contact with the outside 
world is through visitors and, in the cases 
of those who can see, newspapers. A radio- 
phone would be a great blessing to these 
men, as it has proved in other hospitals for 
veterans, which have been supplied by local 
donors. A A 

MAYOR CALDWELL of Seattle, Wash., 
proclaimed the week of June 5th to 10th 

as "Radio Week," when a radio show was 
put on by the Seattle Radio Association and 
Totem Radio Club, at Dreamland Pavilion, 
7th and Union Streets, in this city. 

The Seattle Radio Association was organ- 
ized for the purpose of promoting the cause 
of radio in all useful channels, and its sphere 
of influence will be bounded by Oregon, 
Idaho and British Columbia. It is a non- 
profit making organization. 

A A 
THE National Radio Club has been or- 

ganized at Pittsburgh, Pa. The inten- 
tions of its organizers are to weld the na- 
tion's army of radio enthusiasts into one 
compact body. 

The club's fundamental purposes are to 
promote and finance the installation of radio 
equipment in hospitals ; keep all members 
informed regarding developments, improve- 
ments and news of interest regarding radio; 
answer, without charge, all technical ques- 
tions asked by members; receive and file ar- 
ticles written by members for reference; 
lend the moral support and influence of the 
club to those agencies that are endeavoring to 
eliminate the confusion of signals; promote 
fraternity and good fellowship among mem- 
bers with the aid of a distinctive official 
button and card of membership. 

The organization committee includes Har- 
old B. Coe of New York City, Charles W. 
Payne of Philadelphia, F. R. \IcCray of Los 
Angeles, Otto J. Palm of Cincinnati, R. Gor- 
don Craig, Ray Mansmann and Francis G. 
Albertson of Pittsburgh, all radio enthusi- 
asts who are sparing no effort to promote the 
interests of radio transmission. 

The National Radio Club has been assured 
the hearty co- operation of the large manu- 
facturers, but will maintain a strictly neutral 
attitude in all matters of equipment, and its 
officers and directors will be selected from ra- 

Edward T. Dickey operating a SO-meter 
transmitter 

dio enthusiasts not engaged ,in making or 
selling radio apparatus. A nominal member- 
ship fee of two dollars will be charged ap- 
plicants. Interested persons can get in touch 
with the club by writing to Francis G. Al- 
bertson, Secretary, 419 Fulton Bldg., Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 

A A 
THE fame of John Grinan (pre -war 

2 P M) has even penetrated to the far 
corners of Missouri. The Kansas City, Mo., 
Star, recently printed a partial story of his 
life and described his long and interesting 
career in radio. If they believe it in Missouri 
it must be so. 

A A 

ALL those interested in radio, attended a 
meeting of the Fort Worth, Texas, 

Radio club meeting place 611% Houston St. 
The radio situation, particularly in regard 

to broadcasters, amateurs, and those with 
receiving sets was explained and discussed. 
An efficient receiving set has been installed 
at club headquarters and half -hour radio con- 
certs given, with the set adjusted to eliminate 
all possible noises and interference. 

About 40 members attended the meeting. 
Four new members were received, \V. E. 
Branch and G. C. Rulison, technicians, and 
G. C. Arnoux. all of The Star - Telegram 
radio staff, and Bert Barber of the H. C. 
Meacham radio department. 
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B. H. Parker was added to the theory com- 
mittee of the organization, appointed by 
President O. R. Garrett. 

A A 
THE Portsmouth Radio Association, in 

a meeting held on June 13 adopted un- 
animously the by -laws reported by a com- 
mittee named several weeks before. 

A booster committee with S. J. Seckelman 
as chairman was appointed by the club. 

There were several lectures delivered be- 
fore the meeting, all of them having to 'do, 
with radio work. Among them, was an ad- 
dress by W. D. Daniels, chief electrician of 
the U. S. S. Langley, who talked on the 
subject of electrons in connection with wire- 
less work. 

It is the intention of the club to have other 
lectures, all of them dealing with elementary 
electricity. There are a number of persons 
interested in wireless work, who are anxious, 
it was stated, to gain the benefits to be de- 
rived from lectures of this sort. 

W. J. Rogers was elected assistant secre- 
tary of the association in the meeting, and 
was also placed in charge of the club's. 
publicity program. 

A A 
THE Cleveland Radio Association, direc- 

tors have a celebrated receiving set to 
keep tab on amateurs who interfere with 
broadcasting concerts. 

A A 
AREGULAR meeting of the Atlanta. 

Radio club was held in the club rooms, 
on the fifth floor of The Journal building. 
on June 10. F. S. Bernhard, radio engineer 
of the Western Electric Company, who is 
directing the installation of The Journal's 
new broadcasting station, gave an interesting . 
talk on the construction and operation of 
the new station. He also described broad- 
casting stations in various parts of the- 
country. 

Radio Engineer G. A. Iler, of station WSB, . 
told of his recent visit to Radio Central, Port 
Jefferson, Long Island, N. Y., the largest: 
radio transmitting station in the world. 

It was unanimously voted that the Atlanta 
Radio Club should co- operate with the radio - 

clubs now being organized by the Junior 
Chain )er of Commerce, the two clubs to. 
preserve their separate identities, but work 
together for mutual benefit and advancement.. 
Committees have been appointed to work out 
various details of the plan for co- operation. 
Harry Dobbs, president of the Atlanta Radio 
Club, presided at the meeting. 

A A 
ABOUT seventy -five members of the Tri- 

County Radio Club attended the first 
annua: outing of that organization on June 
5. at Westhampton, Va.. and enjoyed a novel 
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STATIONS WORKED AND HEARD 
Stations worked should be enclosed in brackets. All monthly lists of distant stations 
worked and heard which are received by the 10th of each month will be published in the 
next month's issue. For example, lists received by November 10th will be published 
in the December issue. Spark and C. W. stations should be arranged in separate groups. 

1 -ILLS, Paul S. , Jr Saco, Maine, (May 
and June.) 

C. W.- (laq), (lad!), lagi, lajp, (lakg), 
Iaun, (lawb), lawo, (lazd), (lazw), lbbty, 
(lbcf), (lbdi), (lbdv), lbep, (lbes), lbet, 
lhgf, lbhi, lbht, lbka fone, (lbkq), (lbln), 
lblx, lbnt, (lbqe), (lbw), leal, lcbp, lccz, 
lcdo, (lcfi), (legs), (lchj), (lcit), lcja, 
lela, (lcmk), laic, lent, (lcra), Icsm, leve, 
1cm, ldh, (lee), (les), lfw, lhk, lhx, 

liv, Ion, 1pr, lqp, lyd, (lrh), lsg, (lui), 
Ixz, (lyb), (2afp), 2agb, 2anm, taws, 2axk, 
2bg, 2bai, 2bbb, (2bdg), (2beh), 2bes, 2bfx, 
2blp, 2bmc Pone, 2bme, 2bnz, 2bqd, 2bgh, 2brb, 
2brc, (2btj), (2cbg), 2cht, 2ccd, (2ces), 
(2fp), 2k1, 2nz, 2wr, 3aay, (3acz), 3ais, 
(3ajd), 3aln, 3ask, 3bfu, 3blf, (3bnu), 3dt, 
3fp, (3no), 3qn, 3qp, (3vw), 3wf, 3zo, (3zz), 
4dc, 4g1, 4gx, 8an, 8adg, 8adn, 8amm, (Sago), 
Savd, (8awp), 8bo, (8bil), 8bke, 8blx, &bs, 
8cjh, &km, 8cko, ( &Ic), 8qk, ése, (8tb), Sue, 
8uk, 8vy, 8zq, 9a1. 

Spark.- (laa), law, (laco), lacu, (ladc), 
(lakg), laok, ( lbcf ), lbjs, lboe, lboq, 

(lbpz), (lbrq), (lbto), (lbub), 
(1c1), lcaj, (lcgu), (lcib), (lcrt), (11m), 
1kv, lor, Irv, (lrx), lsc, 2bfs, 2bme, 2dn, 

2fp, 2om, 2rm, 2tf, 2ts, 3bvc, 3gx, (3ta), 4ea, 

8bah, 8zq. 

1 -ACL', Preston D. Baldwin, Groton Long 
Point, Conn. (June) 
C. W.- (les), lhk, lhx, (liv), (loz), 

(lpr), (lagh), lanq, (lasf), layz, lazd, 
(lbkp), (lbqe), (lccz), (lene), (lcpz) lcre, 
leve, (2bg), (2hj), 2hv, (2nz), (2ry), 2ts, 
(2vh), 2wb, 2abs), 2acd, (2ajf), 2aql, 
(2ayf), (2ayv), 2bdg, (2bdu), 2bem, 2bfz, 

2bji, 2aog, (2blp), (2bm1), (2bqh), (2bqu), 
(2brb), (2brc), (2btw), 2bum, (2byc), 
(2cbg), 2ccd, 2ccu, (2cdk), (2cei), (2ces), 
2cim, 2crv, 2cwe, (3as), 3bg, 3cc, 3fr, 3f s, 

3iw, 3ta, 3adx, 3bfu, 3bhl, 3b1f, 3bnu, 3cbm, 
4bq, 4by, 4dc, 41p, 8an, 8k1, 8mp, (Soy), Huc, 

8uk, 8vq, 8acf, 8aim, 8amm. 
C. \V. -8avd, 8avl, 8avt, (8bdb), Sbpo, 

8deo, 8bke, 8blx, Sbrw, &ay, 8cbj, 8 cjh, 
&km, 8cko, 9hw, 9io, 9vv, 9bed, 9bhd, 9bsg. 

Spark. -lboe, (2cy), 2fp, 2di, 2om, 2rm, 
(2abm), 3fp, 3bfu, 8bn, Sew, 8j1, 8baz, Hcig, 

9cp. 
Can. -9a1. 
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The subject for the new prize contest of 
our year -round series is : 

RECEIVER RADIATION 
PROBLEM 

THE increasing use of 
regeneration in 

broadcast receiving sets 
is causing considerable 
difficulty in reception 
because of the radiation 
of energy by many of 
the regenerative receiv- 
ing circuits now in use, 
especially when several 
are located in close 

proximity. How can 
this be avoided? For 
suggestions, see Ralph 
R. Batcher's article on 
page 76 of this issue. 

CLOSING LOSING DATE ,, ,, SEPT. 1, 1922 

Contestants are requested to submit articles 
at the earliest practical date. Prize win- 
ping articles will appear in the November, 
1922 issue. 

- 

\Il manuscripts should be addressed to the 
l.n VIT,T EDITOR OF THE WIRELESS AGE. 

inzE CONTEST CONDITIONS -Manuscripts on the subject announced above 
c judged by the Editors of THE WIRELESS AGE from the viewpoint of the 

ingeniousness of the idea presented, its practicability and general utility, originality 
and clearness in description. Literary ability is not needed, but neatness in many- 
script and drawing is taken into account. Finished drawings are not required, sketches 
will do. Contest is open to everybody. The closing date is given in the above an- 
nouncement. THE WIRELESS AGE will award the following prizes: Fi:E. rst Prize, 
$10.00; Second Prize, $5.00; Third Prize, $3.00, in addition to the regular space rase 

for technical articles. 

. riii sir .lrr1%.-1- lrritrifilarï fritVi ll lr r lri-irñiïmrï.lr itrilrñr*- 11 r 
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Handy Hints 
Grid leak; and grid condenser; cannot be 

used in connection with the crystal receiver. 
A crystal set cannot be made to regenerate. 
The wave length has little to do with the 

distance received. 
Low resistance (75 ohm) city telephone 

receivers do not respond to weak signals and 
cannot be used for radio reception. 

Two or more receiving sets cannot be con- 
nected to the same aerial, and receive at the 
same time. 

A crystal detector, as well as a vacuum tube 
detector, can be amplified to almost any de- 
gree. 

Do not burn the filament of a tube too 
brightly just to strengthen signals; it will 
shorten the life of the tube. 

It is often better to buy a few accessories 
than to build them. 

Do not expect too much from a home- 
made set. 

Do not use water from the faucet in a 
storage battery. 

Keep a rubber mat under the storage bat- 
tery so that acid will not get on the floor. 

The positive pole of the storage battery 
generally sulphates first around the top of 
the case. Keep this terminal clean. 

J Q u e r i e s 
Answered 

Answers will be given in this department 
to questions of subscribers, covering the full 
range of wireless subjects, but only those 
which relate to the technical phases of the g 
art and which are of general interest to = 
readers will be published here. The sub. 

° scriber's name and address must be given 
in all letters and only one side of the paper 

E. written on; where diagrams are necessary 
they must be on a separate sheet and drawn 
with India ink. Not more than five ques- 
tions of one reader can be answered in the 

g sane issue. To receive attention these rules 
PI must be rigidly observed. __ 

Positively no questions answered by mail. 

wulmmIImmMnmmMnummmInIIINIMmnmmIIIM nnuumtmnnnmmnnmwaunnnmi 

á 

G. J. W., Jr, Chicago, Ill. 

Q. 1. Which is the best type of vario- 
meter? a. wood; b. bakelite; c. lattice - 
wound or basket -ball. 

A. 1. Bakelite or lattice -wound vario- 
meters are to be preferred to wood, as wood 
has a tendency to warp and injure the wind- 
ings. 

Q. 2. Does a tickler coil give greater re- 
generation and sharper tuning than a vario- 
meter in the plate circuit? 

A. 2. A tickler coil does not give any 
greater regeneration than a variometer in the 
plate circuit. 
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Q. 3. Give the constructional details -size 
of primary tube, rotor and wire, number of 
taps and where placed -of a vario- coupler 
and tickler coil -if better than plate vari- 
ometer- variable if better, that will receive 
up to six hundred meters. 

A. 3. This set has been thoroughly cov- 
ered in previous issues of THE WIRELESS 
AGE. Several good circuits of this type are 
shown, for instance, in the June issue of 
THE WIRELESS AGE. 

Q. 4. Give hook -up for a five -watt C.W. 
set, using 110 volts A. C. for voltage source. 

A. 4. See figure 3, page 13, of the Radio 
Corporation's catalog, for complete circuit 
diagram of a 5 -watt, full -wave rectification 
set. 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

Q. 5. Can I use a land telegraph key in 
set described in No. 4? 

A. 5. A land line telegraph key may be 
used for radio signalling for sets of low 
power. 

* * * 

_ _._ i'! il > 
: itk-ilNrtin144yUIClp7,; 

Charles A Clark, New York City. 
A. 1. You can build a short wave regener- s, s 

, 

KET3r--Y 
EC1PIT 

Type 220 

Intermediate -Wave 
Regenerative 

Receiver 
With Type 525 

7'wo -stage 
Amplifier 

-V**... - -...«.. Fcr.c ̂i 

All Kennedy 
Regenerative 

Receivers 
are Licensed 

under' 
Armstrong U. S. 

Patent No.1,113,149 

KENNEDY 
Intermediate -Wave Regenerative 

Receiver Type 220 
Maximum effectiveness 

with a high degree of selec- 
tivity on all wave lengths 
within its tuning range of 
175 to 3100 meters is assured 
by the design of Kennedy 
Receiver Type 220. 

This receiver is made for 
those who want highly effi- 
cient reception over a range 
of wave lengths somewhat 
more comprehensive than 
that provided by the ordi- 
nary short -wave instrument. 

In its design full use has 
been made of the accepted 
principles of the best radio 
engineering practice. This 
has resulted in a highly se- 
lective receiver of maximum 
effectiveness. 

Type 220 receiver has 
proven very popular for the 
reception of radio amuse- 
ment, educational features, 
news and market and 
weather reports. 

KENNEDY RADIO EQUIPMENT IS SOLD BY GOOD DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

Write for Latest Bulletin C-3 

THE COLIN Ea KENNEDY COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

RIALTO BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO 

,:<lr; - iiIITIVAA416 
When writing to advertisers please mention THE 
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ative receiver with the equipment you have 
on hand, by assembling it as shown in the 
above diagram. As we presume you will 
understand the assembly from the diagram, 
we have not numbered or named the various 
parts. 

* * * 

Joshua Shapiro, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Q. 1. Could you please give me the hook- 

up of a transformer for a vacuum tube set 
using 6 volts for A, and 22 volts for B, for 
detector, 6 volts for A, 95 volts for first two 
stages of amplification, and 150 to 200 for 
third stage of amplification. 

A. 1. We do not recommend use of alter- 
nating current for plate voltage as it is a 
complicated job and requires apparatus which 
would be infinitely more expensive than "B" 
batteries. Besides it is exceedingly difficult 
to filter and balance out all the A. C. hum, 
a considerable amount of it always being pres- 
ent. In fact it would probably be much 
louder than the music you desire to receive. 
However it is possible to use A. C. for light- 
ing your filaments of the detector and ampli- 
fier tubes but even then the hum would be 
quite bad and would seriously interfere with 
proper broadcast reception. In the long run 
it is best to use a storage battery for fila- 
ment and "B" battery for the plate. If you 
desire to use A. C. for filament lighting, con- 
sult the articles that have appeared in THE 
WIRELESS AGE, March 1922, pages 38 to 40. 

* * * 

H. G. Hubbard College View, Neb. 
Q. 1. In the June 1922 number of THE 

WIRELESS AGE, page 71, is shown a hook -up 
which took second prize and was won by 
Paul M. Wright. It is claimed that the range 
of this hook -up is up to 3,000 meters, but I 
cannot see how this is possible from draw- 
ings. 

A. 1. (Diagram.) Coils A and B are both 
wound on the same bakelite tube 2% inches 
diameter by 5 inches long. Coil A is a single 
layer, containing 100 turns, with taps at 25, 
50 and 100 turns. Coil B is a 2 -bank winding, 
connected in series, containing 200 turns addi- 
tional, with a tap at the midpoint. No. 10/38 
litzendraht, or No. 28 S.S. copper wire may 
be used. Coil C which rotates inside of coil 
A, is used as the tickler. It contains 60 turns 
of No. 28, S.S.C. wire wound on a tube 1A 
inch diameter by 14 inch wide. An ordinary 
variocoupler may be used instead of coils A 
and C, but it may be necessary to add more 
turns to the secondary in order to get suffi- 
cient tickler coupling at the longer waves. 

WIRELESS AGE 
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The grid condenser should be variable in 
order to compass such a range of wave 
lengths effectively. When using a Radiotron 
U. V. 201 as a detector, there is quite an 
advantage in connecting the grid leak between 
the grid and the positive leg of the filament, 
inasmuch as you can get substantially the 
same signal with very much dimmer filament. 
However, this is really equivalent to connect - 
ting the ground side of the receiver to the 
positive filament instead of the negative fila- 
ment. A blocking condenser of .002 mfd. 
should be used across the primary of the first 
transformer to act as a by -pass for the radio 
frequency. 

* * * 

L. A. B., Baltimore, Md. 
Your diagram is correct, except that con- 

denser 18 should be connected across the 
primary of 14. Condenser 15 should be 
of at least .002 mfd. capacity -see THE 
WIRELESS AGE for March, 1922. 

Q. 1. What type, make, price, etc., for in- 
struments 8, 10 and 14? 

A. 1. The following are the type numbers 
and approximate prices of the items referred 
to. Number 8 Radio Corporation potentio- 
meter PR 536 -$2.00. Number 10 GE bell 
ringing transformer Number 179541-$4.00. 
Number 14 General radio telephone trans- 
mitter, type 166,- $9.00. 

Q. 2. Can instruments 10 and 14 be easily 
made? If so, how? 

A. 2. Item Number 10 can be made quite 
readily, as shown in the following diagram. 

1 -Ti kler coil Spider -web type. Several dif- 2-Pemary coil ferent sizes can be plugged in. 
3 -Se ondary coil 
4-23 plate variable condenser. S -Grid leak and 
condenser. 6 -Grid of tube. 7 -Plate of tube. 
8 -1000 ohm potentiometer. 9- Rheostat for fila- 
ment. 10-110 v. to 6 v. transformer. 11-43 
plate variable condenser. 12- Socket for plug to 
house lighting circuit. 13 -B battery -22 yr volts. 
14- Transformer. 1S -Fixed condenser 0.0002 
mfd. 16 -3000 ohm phones. 17- Detector vacu- 
um tube and socket. 18 -Fixed condenser 0.0005 
mfd. 
Primary having 110 volts of Number 20 DCC 
wire. Secondary 10 turns Number 16 DCC 
wire. Item 14 should be purchased complete, 
but if desired one can be made by using a 
core of an amplifying transformer. Primary 
should contain 2500 turns Number 36 SSC 
wire, and the secondary 1000 turns of the 
same size wire. 

Q. 3. What would be tt. approximate di- 
mensions of a loading coil to enable this sc. 
to hear Arlington time signals? Is this coil 
put in series with aerial circuit? 

A. 3. In order to hear Arlington, NAA. 
it would be necessary to load both primary 
and secondary circuits with coils of approxi- 
mately 400 or 500 turns. 

* * * 

T. G. W., Jr., Chicago, Ill. 
Q. 1. Is radio-frequency amplification su- 

perior to audio-frequency? Is transformer 
coupled amplification better than resistance 
coupled amplification? 

A. I. Radio -frequency amplification should 
be used if it is desired, to receive distant sta- 
tions. If it is desired to use a loud speaker 
in receiving nearby stations, audio -frequency 
amplification is better. Transformer coup- 
ling is recommended in both cases. 

Q. 2. In a four -step amplifier, which of the 
following combinations will give the best re- 
sults? (a) Four steps of radio-frequency. 
(b) Three steps radio and one of audio. 
(c) Two of each. (d) Three steps of audio 
and one of radio or (e) four steps of audio- 
f requency amplification. 

A. 2. The best combination of radio and 
audio-frequency is two steps radio, one de- 
tector and one step of audio. 

Q. 3. What is the best circuit for amplifi- 
cation- heterodyne, superheterodyne, etc.? 

93 

A. 3. See the July 1922 issue of THE 
WIRELESS AGE. 

Q. 4. Kindly publish the best short -wave 
regenerative hook -up, using the combination 
given in question one or two for coupling and 
number three for circuit and one vario- 
coupler, two variometers, and variable con- 
densers for tuning and a tickler for regenera- 
tion. 

A. 4. The July issue also contains several 
complete diagrams of combined radio and 
audio -frequency. See answer to Charles A. 
Clark for wiring of regenerative receiver, 
using grid and plate variometers. Long 
waves can be regenerated as well as short 
waves by use of coils of the proper size. Tick- 
ler coils should be coupled to the secondary 
and short -wave variometers may be left in 
the circuit even on the longer waves. 

Why Should I Use a 

West 
Filament Voltmeter 

On My Receiving Set? 

Model 301 

Here's the Answer: 
1. It simplifies tuning by elim- 

inating guesswork as to 
tube adjustments; 

2. Filament voltage control in- 
creases the life of the tube 
from two to three times; 

3. The Weston Filament Volt- 
meter is accurate and can be 
relied upon for duplication 
of results. 

All this means 

Better Reception! 
Buy it from your dealer, or from 
us direct if he cannot supply you. 

Write for Radio Circular J. 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
27 Weston Avenue, Waverly Park, Newark, N. J. 

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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"Stop those back Fence concerts" 
THE yowls of a prowling 

Tommy are as mere love - 
songs beside the ear -splitting 
howls of a perturbed radio 
set (and you'll be surprised 
how often one gets perturbed 
without the calming influ- 
ence of the proper Amplify- 
ing Transformer). 

Most any transformer can 
amplify sound, but it will also 
amplify the stray fields which 
produce howling and distor- 
tion. It takes the Acme Am- 
plifying Transformer with 
its specially constructed iron 
core and coil to put an end 
to the "back- fence" concerts. 
Only when you add 
the Acme do you get 
the realistic tone and 
volume so markedly 
absent in the ordin- 
ary radio receiving 
set. 

The Acme Radio 
Frequency Trans- 
former greatly in- 
creases the range of 
any receiving set, 
either vacuum tube 
or crystal detector 

type. The Acme Audio Fre- 
quency Transformer pro- 
duces not only volume, but 
reality of tone. It is indis- 
pensable to the satisfactory 
operation of loud speaking 
devices. The combination of 
one or more stages of Acme 
Radio and Audio Frequency 
Transformers assures the 
maximum of range, of vol- 
ume and of reality in tone. 

The Acme Apparatus Com- 
pany, pioneer radio engineers 
and manufacturers have per- 
fected not only Radio and 
Audio Frequency Trans- 
formers as well as other re- 

ceiver units and sets, 
but are recognized as 
the foremost manu- 
facturers of Trans- 
mitting Apparatus 
for amateur pur- 
poses. Sold only 
at the best r a d i o 
stores. The Acme 
Apparatus Company, 
Cambridge, Mass., 

Type A -2 Acme Amplifying 
Transformer U. S. A. New York 

Price $5 Sales Office, 1270 
(East of Rocky Mts.) Broadway. 

aCM,_ A-2 II/ 

S 

AC 
for amplification 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE 
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Review of New 
Radio Books 

J. O. Smith (2ZL) Writes the 
Book of the Year 

wt J ilAT is destined to be the foremost 
V V radio book of the year has just been 

written by J. O. Smith, the internationally - 
known amateur, who, as 2ZL, has won fame 
by his feats with continuous wave trans- 
mission. Those who have been privileged to 
see the advance proofs of the new volume, 
which is now ready for distribution, have 
discovered it to be a very comprehensive 
survey of modern tube receivers and trans- 
mitters, and thoroughly up to date. 

The book, which is called "Modern Radio 
Operation," has been carefully written to in- 
terest the average man who is just .begin- 
ning to take notice of radio, while the more 
advanced chapters, to which the early chap- 
ters lead in logical fashion, contain many 
details and data that the most experienced 
amateurs will find new, novel and exclusive. 
In the opening pages Mr. Smith gives a sim- 
ple outline of the principles upon which radio 
communication is based, and includes illus- 
trations and details of the principal broad- 
casting stations, with several of which he 
has been connected in an operating or ad- 
visory capacity. He then takes up the design 
and operation of vacuum tube receiving sets 
and transmitters. There is a particularly 
forceful and impressive analysis of the corn - 
parative merits of spark and continuous wave 
transmission, illustrated with facts drawn 
from Smith's long experience in working 
with other amateurs using all types of trans- 
mitters. 

Complete details are given of the equip- 
ment at 2ZL, with which trans -Atlantic and 
trans -continental work has been done, and 
a number of other prominent amateur sta- 
tions are described. The text contains many 
illustrations, including, of course, complete 
diagrams of all types of transmitting and 
receiving circuits. The newest circuit in re- 
ceiving apparatus, the Armstrong super - 
regenerative system, is here presented for the 
first time within the covers of a book. The 
volume closes with many exceedingly valuable 
operating hints, some of which will be new 
to all except the comparative few who have 
been privileged to know Mr. Smith person- 
ally. The equivalent of that privilege now 
is open to all through his new book, which 
should be in the hands of everyone interested 
in radio. 

Modern Radio Operation, by J. O. Smith. New 
York, 1922, THE WIRELESS PRESS, 326 Broadway, 
New York City. 144 pages, cloth bound, price 
$1.50. 

Receiving Tube Elementals 

TI 

-IE vacuum tube appears to the layman 
as a complicated form of incandescent 

bulb that operates in an entirely mysterious 
manner ; E. H. Lewis in his book, "The ABC 
of Vacuum Tubes in Radio Reception," en- 
deavors to overcome this impression, setting 
forth clearly the principles and operation of 
receiving tubes, for detection and amplifica- 
tion. The book covers its subject in a non- 
technical manner, being designed for readers 
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having little or no previous knowledge of 
either electricity or radio. It should be of 
considerable assistance do the layman who 
wishes to operate intelligently the bulbs of his 
radio telephone receiving set. 

The ABC of Vacuum Tubes in Radio Reception, 
by E. H. Lewis. 132 pages, cloth. New York. 
1922, Norman W. Henley Pub. Co. Price $1 from 
the publisher or of THE WIRELESS PREss, 326 
Broadway, New York City. 

Shows Commercial Apparatus 
OW to make Commercial Type Radio 

Apparatus," by M. B. Sleeper, is pri- 
marily of interest to advanced amateurs and 
experimenters who desire specifications and 
detailed values to enable them to construct 
commercial type apparatus for their own use. 
The book covers, in detail, both transmitting 
and receiving sets of modern commercial 
types for practically every purpose. In addi- 
tion, it has construotural details of many 
accessories, such as wave meters, condensers, 
precision measuring instruments, telephone 
receivers and B batteries. 

How to Make Commercial Type Radio Apparatus, 
by M. B. Sleeper. New York, 1922, Norman W. 
Henley Pub. Co. 160 pages. Price 75 cents, in 
paper, from the publisher or of THE WIRELESS 
PRESS, 326 Broadway, New York City. 

Describes Crystal Sets 
"RADIO for the Amateur" is the descrip- 

tive title of a new book by A. H. 
Packer and R. R. Haugh; the name would 
have been even better if it had been "Radio 
for the Novice," for the volume of some 
200 pages is exceedingly popular in type. It 
explains the fundamentals of wireless, con- 
densing theory into several short and easily 
understandable chapters or "messages" as 
they are called. From theory the authors 
proceed to its practical use in apparatus, de- 
scribing various crystal receivers and how 
to make them wtih instructions for operating. 
But two pages are devoted to bulb receiving 
sets, and these only describe the possibilities 
of the bulb in general terms. For that rea- 
son the book will have its sale practically 
confined to a radius of 25 miles around each 
broadcasting station. In those centers it 
should be of value to beginners. 

Radio for the Amateur, by A. H. Packer and 
R. R. Haugh. Chicago, 1922. Goodheart -Willcox 
Co. 208 pages. Price $1.50 from the eublishers 
Or THE WIRFI.F.SS l'RFcs, 326 Broadway. New York 
City. 

Covers Radio Telephone 
IREFUL yet popular explanations of 
the principles in use in radio tele- 

phoning and the instruments embodying them 
are to be found in the new book "Radio - 
Telephony for Everyone," by Laurence M. 
Cockaday. During the war, Cockaday was 
a radio instructor in the U. S. Navy, and his 
book reflects his experience in teaching 
wireless principles and operation. It is sim- 
ple yet readable, and includes an outline of 
theory, and details of the simpler vacuum 
tube receiving sets. There is even a chapter 
on tube transmitters. This book makes an 
excellent study for those who have just 
started to listen to broadcast radio tele- 
phone programs. 

Radio -Telephony for Everyone, by Laurence M. 
Cockaday. New York, 1922, Frederick A. Stokes 
Co. 212 pages, price $1.50 of the publisher or 
from THE WIRELESS Ness. 326 Broadway, New 
York City. 
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Here It Is! 
NOMMEs ENCVCLOP 

RA010 APPARAT 
E01Á 

I rice List No zoo E 

EL & 

Send for it 
NOW 

LUDYGf' ROM M`EL &,C0 
530 534 FERNANDO ST. -.-ç;y'-; "-- PITTSBURGH.PENNA 

/i 

TWA E KENT 
I/ A-DI D APPARATUS 

VARIOCOUPLER WITH PANEL 

Atwater Kent Radio Appara- 
tus has been received with en- 
thusiastic approval. 

A maintenance of the same 
standards of quality, accuracy 
and precision inherent to all 
Atwater Kent products assures 
maximum performance. 

Exhaustive laboratory tests at 
home and abroad attest to its 
efficiency. 

Variometers, Variocouplers, 
Audio Frequency Amplifying 
Transformers. Table and Panel 
Mounting Rheostats, etc., are 
made complete in this plant. 

New units are being produced 
from time to time. 

Before purchasing send for latest literature. 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4946 Stenton Ave. RADIO DEPT. Philadelphia. Pa. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Some Measurements of Telephone Sensitivity 
(Continued from page 66) 

the numbers L -2 -B and L -2 -A were Frequency S (pulsating) 
S (sine) 

498 0.63 
660 .55 
720 .75 
840 .65 

1020 .70 
1200 .65 

(2) Sound produced by alternating 
current of sine wave form in one tele- 
phone receiver being adopted as a 
standard, measurements were made of 
the current of the same wave form but 
in a second telephone receiver to pro- 
duce equal sound. The telephone re- 
ceivers compared were Western Elec- 
tric Co. Type P -11 phones to which 

assigned. Approximately sine -wave 
current was supplied to each at fre- 
quencies from 450 to 1200 cycles per 
second. The following table gives the 
values of the ratio of the current 
through receivers L -2 -A to the current 
through receiver L -2 -B to produce 
equal signals. 

Frequency 

450 
540 
720 
960 

1080 
1200 

IL-2 -A (sine wave) 
IL -2 -B 

0.87 
1.20 
1.24 
1.26 
0.90 
1.00 

FSOMETHING NEW! 
Variable Condenser 

-built right 
MADE in the most popu- 

lar sizes, with aluminum 
plates, cast end brackets, 

with a 1" diameter Bakelite 
bushing therein. (A perfect 
insulator, high in dielectric 
strength). 

The tension as well as adjusting is accomplished by 
tightening end thrust plug, causing a thrust between a hardened steel ball and 
a 45 degree tapered brass bushing, this insures smooth running and a contact 
equal to a soldered joint also a take -up for wear in years to come. 

This condenser was built to obtain the best results and to give absolute 
satisfaction. Order from your dealer or direct. 

43 plate complete $4.75 11 plate complete $4.00 
23 " 4.25 1 " 3.25 

3 plate complete $2.75 
Dealers write for discounts. Ask to see our Rheostat and Vacuum Tube Socket. 

TAPER 
BEARING 

ELIMINATES 
ALL 

SIDE-PLAY 

BALL 
BEARING 

GIVES 
FRICTION 
WITHOUT 
BINDING i 

LOMBARDI RADIO MFG. CO. 
67 -71 MINERVA STREET P. O. Box 44 DERBY, CONN. 

TRAIT Mown 

HTR 

HESLAR 
Variable 
Condenser 

All the latest improvements are contained in the 
HESLAR Variable Condenser. Formica panels are 
used for insulation. The aluminum plates are pre- 
cisely spaced, assuring full capacity and are rounded 
to enable perfect adjustment at lowest capacity. A 
cleverly devised spring attached to the axis gives 
positive contact, eliminating the undesirable friction 
contact. You'll get better results with a HESLAR 
Condenser. ASK YOUR DEALER. If he doesn't 
have it we will rush one to him for you. 

D EALE RS! 
We have the largest supply of Radio parts and 

sets in the Middle West, and can give you im- 
mediate shipment. Take advantage of our central 
location which gives you quick service at low 
shipping rates. SEND US YOUR ORDER TO- 
DAY! 

HESLAR RADIO CORPORATION 
INDIANAPOLIS, U. S. A. 

When writing to advertisers please mention 

A Book For Beginners 
R EGINNERS who have just bought a 
L' receiving set, or who have decided to 
build one, will be interested in "Radio Re- 
ceiving for Beginners," by R. T. Snodgrass 
anc: Victor F. Camp. The book, which has 
just come from the press, serves admirably 
as an opening volume in the new radio fan's 
radio library, and by provoking a desire for 
more detailed knowledge probably will stimu- 
late the sale of more advanced works. There 
are some excellent instructions for tuning re- 
ger.erative sets and operating amplifiers and 
this is perhaps the most valuable section to 
the beginner. 

Radio Receiving for Beginners, by R. T. Snod- 
grass and Victor F. Camp. New York, 1922, The 
Maìmillan Co., 100 pages, pocket size, 5x7 inches. 
bound in cloth. Obtainable through the Wireless 
Press, 326 Broadway, New York City. 

What Radio Means to 
the Blind 

(Continued from page 43) 
A very similar situation is to be 

found in the Maine Institution for the 
Blind, Portland, whose superintendent, 
\\ E. Travis, says: 

\Ve are contemplating the installation of a 
receiving set and are keenly interested in the 
project, feeling that it will increase the ave- 
nues of information from which the blind 
may learn what is going on about them. 

In the meantime, while the blind are 
happily listening in increasing num- 
bers daily, some of them who are 
talented in various ways, principally 
nu sically, have sung or played for the 
radiophone. One of the first such in- 
stances was last Fall, when during the 
New York Electrical Show, the radio 
station of the National Amateur Wire- 
less Association broadcasted nightly 
concerts, two blind boys, violinist and 
pianist, performed. Since then many 
others have been "put on the air," in 
practically every station. KHJ, in Los 
Angeles, last May gave an entire 
evening's program with the aid of blind 
musicians. 

Lack of the necessary funds hampers 
nearly every asylum, home, workshop 
and institution for the blind. They all 
want radio apparatus, for they know 
its unsurpassed advantages. Most of 
them work on a narrow budget, barely 
sufficient, even when increased by local 
philanthropists, to cover the operating 
expenses, and the expenditure of a few 
hundred dollars extra for a radio set 
with a loud speaker is beyond them. 
For from $275 to $300 it should be 
possible to provide apparatus suitable 
fo- the average hpme for the blind 
maintenance of course is minor, con- 
sisting of keeping the battery charged 
and buying a new bulb occasionally. 

The bliid present an extraordinary 
field for the radio fan's charity. 

THE WIRELESS AGE, Will see that 
money or instruments given are divided 
among institutions in all parts of the 
coantrv. 

THE WIRELESS AGE 
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Type 224 -Price $35 

Tuska Regenerative Tuner (Licensed 
under Armstrong Patent No. 1,113,- 
149) Ready for Tube, Phones, and 
Battery. The ideal outfit for expert 
or beginner. Two knobs -one for 
wave length, the other for amplify- 
ing. Wave length range 150 -650 
meters. Type 224 has stood the test 
of public trial. 

Dealers write your nearest jobber. 

Send 5e for New Tasáa Catalog No. 3 

The C. D. Tuska Company 
3 Bartholomew Ave., Hartford, Conn. 

Who's Got A 

PARAGON R A 6 
in good condition they want to 
trade for a brand new PARA- 
GON RA -10? 

We need an RA 6 for show 
purposes and will give a new 
RA 10 for the first RA 6 deliv- 
ered to us in good condition. 
ADAMS- MORGAN CO. 

Upper Montclair. N. J. 

DEALERS AND JOBBERS 
If you want our fight posters and other 
advertising matter mail your name and 
address to us at once. 

WIRELESS PRESS, INC. 
326 Broadway, New York City. 

THE WIRELESS AGE 97 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

OF 

SIMPLEX PANEL UNITS 

and 
UNMOUNTED VARIOMETERS 

AND VARIO- COUPLERS 

For Sale by all Dealers 

Simplex Radio Co. 
1013 -15 Ridge Ave. - Philadelphia, Pa. 

, D I R ECTORY ,' 
AND CALL BOOK 

2nd Edition 
Now Ready 

for 
Delivery 

A complete UP -TO -DATE list of American 
Amateur Stations. 
A complete UP -TO -DATE list of Broadcasting 
Stations and Special Stations. 
Notes on Construction of Receiving Set and Cali- 
bration of Receiving Set without the use of 
Wavemeter. 

Price $1.00 
Dealers write for prices 

WIRELESS PRESS, 326 Broadway, New York 

RADIO CABINETS 

BOGERT & HOPPER, Inc. 
65 Barclay Street 

NEW YORK CITY 

Hard or soft wood, Ma- 
hogany or Walnut Finish, 
manufactured according 
to your specifications. 
Wooden parts for Radio 
Outfits, including Vario- 
meters and Couplers. 

Send us Sample 
or Blue -print 
For Estimate 

Telephone 
Barclay 7416 -7 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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HY purchase quality instruments and then install inferior W HY 
parts? In order that you may use throughout in the 

construction of your set General Radio quality products, we 
are now prepared to supply you with the same switches, binding 
posts and other parts as used in the assembly of our own complete 
instruments. 

SEND FOR DETAILED LIST IN BULLETIN 911 -W 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
MASSACHUSETTS AVE. AND WINDSOR ST. 

CAMBRIDGE 39 MASSACHUSETTS 
Standardize on General Radio Equipment Throughout. 

Carried by Leading Dealers 

The 

A. B. C. 
OF WIRELESS 
By Percy W. Harris 

(Editor of CONQUEST, The British Magazine of Popular Science) 

Price, 30C 
The BOOK for the "Man in the Street" 
This wonderful little book has been specially prepared for those who 
are desirous of getting a good knowledge of Wireless without delving 

into intricate text books 
No technical expressions to puzzle over. 

No hard thinking to be done. 
No mathematical formula' to be elucidated. 

What is Wireless? How Does It Work ? 

THE it. B. C. WILL TELL YOU 
An evening spent in reading this book will put you in a position to 
appreciate to the full the wonders of the latest and greatest of sciences 

THE WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. 
326 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

AUGUST, 1922 

Protect 
your VTs- 

(PATENTS 
PENDING) 

KLOSNER 
V e r n i e r 

RHEOSTAT 
LvERY TUBE you have de- 

serves a Klosner Vernier 
Rheostat. The Klosner WIRE 
WOUND feature produces a 
low starting current preventing 
sudden strain and thereby pro 
longing the life of the tube. 

The Klosner provides mi- 
crometer adjustment for your 
critical detector tubes. Ore 
single knob controls both rough 
and vernier adjustments. It Is 
unsurpassed for loudest recep- 
tion of telephone and CW. and 
is essential for detector tuba 
of radio frequency amplifica- 
tion. Awarded the New York 
Evening Milo Certificate of 
Excellence. Insist on the gen- 
uine- made only by the orig- 
inators. Look for the name 
"Elsner" moulded on the 
base. The cost is no more 
than for other Rheostats with. 
out these exclusive features. 
At your dealer or send for 
interesting literature. Klos- 
ner Improved Apparatus Co.. 
Dept. W.. 2024 Boston Road, 
New York City. 

DEALERS: This is 
the fastest moving rheo- 
stat on the market. It 
is stocked by all leading 
jobbers. Get your supply 
from them. 

one single knob 
no sudden strain 

S'HIP OWNWR 
JJRADIO SERVICE 

I N C. 

80 Washington Street 
NEW YORK 

RA DIO DISTRIBUTORS of all 
standard makes of apparatus. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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3000 Ohm Sets, $4.50 
2000 Ohm Sets, $4.00 
1000 Ohm Sets, $3.50 

Plus 20c for Postage and Insurance 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money 

Back 

We mail phones the day your order 
arrives. Every pair tested, matched, 
and guaranteed as sensitive as $8 
to $10 phones. We have no agents 
or dealers. By ordering direct you 
save dealer's profits -circular free. 

TOWER MFG. CO., Brookline, Mass. 
21 STATION STREET 

86,960 NAMES 
Increase your sales by placing your product be- 

fore the following firms and Individuals who are 
interested In everything In Radio. 

310 Radio Manufacturers in the U. S. $3.00 
650 Radio Supply Jobbers in the U. S 5.00 

6.500 Retail Radio Dealers in the U. S 35.00 
5.000 Amateur and other owners of radio ap- 

paratus 10.00 
25.000 Amateur and other owners of radio ap- 

paratus 40.00 
50.000 Amateur and other owners of radio ap- 

paratus 75.00 
These names and addresses have Just been com- 

piled and If used while they are now new and up- 
to -date will guarantee them 98% correct and will 
refund postage on all mall returned as undeliver- 
able 11 leas than 9se; . R,mtt mitt, order. 

SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY 
1021 Carrington Street 
Janesville. Wisconsin 

1Oí. CHARGES RADIO & AUTO 
STORAGE BATTERIES AT 

TH AN 

F -F BOOSTER 
Tho Pioneer Charger. Is 
it not gratifying to feel 
Your Radio Batteries will 
never Fail and that you 
are Always Ready to Re- 
ceive A l l R a d i o p h o n e 

Broadcast Music. Sermons 
and News, never having to 
he careful of or tell Friends 
Your Batteries are dead? 
F -F BATTERY BOOST 
ERS Charge Automatically 
and Operate Unattended. 
Screw Plug in Lamp Socket. 
Snap CLIPS on BATTERY 

Charges Auto and Radio Batteries 
5raminals and see the 
g ty come up. Both 

Waves of Current are Rectified thru Adjustable and Easily 
Renewable Infusible Carbon Electrodes, which Maintain 
a Constant Efficiency and Last thousands of hours. Also 
Charges Batteries right in Autos. No Skill is Required. 
AMMETER shows Current Flowing. eliminating Guess Work. 
COMPLETE, COMPACT. SELF- CONTAINED, PORTABLE 
AUTOMATIC CHARGING UNIT. F -F BATTERY 
BOOSTERS are Full Wave Automatic Magnetic Rectifiers for 
105 -125 Volt, 60 Cycle A.C. Current. POPULAR PRICES: 
Type 6 charges Radio A" 6 Volt Battery at 6 amperes $15 
Type B charges Radio B" Batteries Up to 120 Volts $15 
Type A -B charges Both Your A B" Radio Batteries $20 
Type 12 charges 12 Volt Battery At 5 amperes $15 
Type 166 charges 6 Volt Battery At 12 amperes $24 
Type 1612 charges 12 Volt Battery At 7 amperes $24 
Type 1626 is a Combination of Both Types 166 1612 $36 
The Larger Types are for heavy Batteries, or where time 
Is limited. Shipping Weights Complete 11 to 15 Pounds. 
PURCHASE from Your Dealer. or Send Check for Prompt 
Express Shipment. If via Parcel Post have remittance include 
Postage and Insurance Charges. Or have us Ship TYPE 
desired C.O.D. Other FF BATTERY BOOSTERS Charge 
Batteries from Farm Lighting Plants and D. C. Circuits. 
For GROUP CHARGING use our Full Wave. Automatic F -F 
ROTARY RECTIFIERS of 12 Battery. 8 Ampere Capacity. 
ORDER Now. Or WRITE Immediately for FREE ROTARY 
6. RADIO -AUTO BOOSTER Bulletins 34 & 34A. 

The France Mfg Co. Cleve! ná. OhloV ÚRó A 
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Guards Your 
Radio Like 
A Sentinel, 
Day and Night 

EVERY lightning flash fills the air with static 
which has potential dangers to radio and home 
unless they are protected by the BRACH Va- 

cuum Lightning Arrester. This unfailing sentinel 
requires no attention -it is on the job all the time, 
does not have to be switched and cannot become 
grounded. The action is like that of a safety valve in 
a steam system. 
The Brach Arrester is made in two types. Type 200 
used either indoors, or outdoors if housed. Type 223 
for outdoor service only. 
Both types are built up to a standard, not down to a price 
The Brach Arrester has been used successfully for 16 
years on railway signal systems, the New York and 
other fire alarm systems and by the U. S. Army. 
Skilled engineers know its value and specify it. 

Listed by the Underwriters' Laboratory. 
Sold by leading dealers everywhere 

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO., Newark, N. J. 
16 Years Specialists In Lightning Protective Apparatus 

LEARN THE CODE 
THIS SUMMER 

Get all the fun there is to be had from your wireless set. Learn to 
read the dots and dashes and double your pleasure. 

The Marconi -Victor Records 
Provide the ideal instruction. 

SIX DOUBLE FACED RECORDS- TWELVE LESSONS 
From the alphabet to press and code work. Actual operating condi- 
tions reproduced. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Price: $5.00 per set 

Wireless Press, Inc. 326 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK 
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To Get the Most from Your 
Radio Set Use "A" and "B" 

WESTINGHOUSE 
RADIO 

BATTERIES t 

"The Best 
can 

Westinghouse 
build." 

The Westinghouse "A" is a special 
radio battery, made with a heavy 
plate and separator to insure long 
life. It furnishes just the type of 
strong, steady, constant current of 
low voltage that radio reception 
needs. It will stand continuous use 
without getting "tired." 
The Westinghouse "B" is the best 
answer yet found for "B" battery 
problems. With occasional recharg- 
ing it will be constantly full of 
energy and will last indefinitely. 

It is noiseless, clarifies the signals, 
does not polarize. Its adjustable 
contact gives adjustable voltage by 
which you can take the howl out of 
your vacuum tube. 

Don't let inefficient batteries 
spoil our radio pleasure. Get 
Westinghouse "A" and "B" 
from your radio dealer or call 
on the nearest Westinghouse 

Battery Service Station. 

143/4 in. long 
2% in. wide 
33 in. high 

WESTINGHOL s l 
UNION BATTERY ((. 

Swissvale, Pa. 

NOYO 
BATTERIES 
FOR RADIO 

2 "z -45 & 105 )ü)LT5 
'N1 

NOISELESS 
DEPENDABLE 
GUARANTEED 
ASK YOUR DEALER 
NOVO. MANUFACTURING CO. 

424 -438 W. 33 rd ST. 
NEW 'YORK 

531 SO. DEARBORN ST.CHICAGO. 

RADIO "A" 
BATTERIES 

Built Right Since 1903 

WITHERBEE 
STORAGE BATTERY CO., Inc. 

2c4 W. 55th St. New York City 

Read 
Receivers 

Micro- 
Phones 

Key 
Jack. 

Plugs 

Etc. 

HIGH GRADE 

WIRELESS APPARATUS 
a/meet -Can Elect k 

C O M A N 
and 67th Streets, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Kwilclite 
WIRELESS "B" BATTERIE 

Are Quality Batteries Different From The Ordinary 
They are made of Seamless Cells. Every one is carefully 
tested for noiseless operation before leaving the factory and is 
guaranteed to give longer life and better service than any other 
battery made. 
Send today for prices and full particulars about this BETTER 
Battery. 

The Usona Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
ONE HUDSON STREET 

TOLEDO NEW YORK CITY SAN FRANCISCO 

ESRWLL yAP[LÉSSF SEFNaWn[D 

THE NA ..UrURING 
92.«` 
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When you see the name 
Teagle on a radio instru- 
ment you know that It is a 
BETTER piece of appara- 
tus. Send for catalog. 

Teaste Radio Division of 

A uGI'sT, 1922 

"RED-HEADS 
THE LAST WORD IN 
RADIO RECEIVERS 

at your dealers or 
send dl lo 

c 
axvcuso, OHIO. 

ll 

t itcays insist getting- 
ARLINGTON NAA TESTED 

Radio Crystals 
The original Tested Min- 
erals Galena, Silicon or 
G oldite 2.5e. 
Mounted In Brass Cup 40e. 
THE NEWMAN -STERN CO. 

Cleveland, O. 

Use Discretion 
IN BUYING 

and preclude the possibility of 

POOR RESULTS 

We carry only standard 
equipment of r e c o g- 
nized quality. Appara- 
tus guaranteed by the 
manufacturers and en- 
dorsed by us. Consult 
us before purchasing. 

Use the nearest store 

Western 
Radio Electric Co. 

637 So. Hope St. 
Los Angeles 

1200 Franklin 
Oakland, Cal. 

Operating 
KOG -Los Angeles 

THE WIRELESS AGE 101 

Dependable Radio Products 

Benwood 
"Universal" Condenser 
An assembly o: mica 
washers and thin copper 
plates. Can be used for 
grid, phone, filter, anten- 
na, tapped or variable 
condenser. Standard set 
of six plates and ten 
washers capacity 

75C .005 mfd., per set 
Extra set of ten plates 
and ten washers, giving 
additional capacity of 
approximately .005 mfd., 
per set 40c 

Ask for 
i t Benwood Parts" 

IT pays to be careful in the 
selection of every part that 
goes to make up your set- 

a few cents saved on mediocre 
parts may completely ruin the 
operation of the best set made. 
You can depend on "Benwood" 
products -a few are shown on 
this page -ask your dealer to 
show them to you. or if he 
cannot supply you, order direct 
by mail. 

Beswood V. 7'. Socket 
Solid. highly polished, 
molded Bakelite. For 
either base or panel 
mounting. Firmly holds 
any standard four -prong 
vacuum tube. Elimin- 
ates ground hum and 
noises in operation of 
amplifiers. Terminal parts 
plainly marked. $1.00 A good buy 

Boxwood Variable Condenser 
Note the improved station- 
ary plate design -this con- 
denser has the greatest cap- 
acity for overall size of any 
variable condenser made. 
Single bearing, wiping con- 
tact assures positive con- 
nections. Heavy aluminum 
plates will not bend or 
buckle. Bakelite ends. 43 
plate, .0011 mfd. $4.50 Each f 

Benwood Audio Transformer 
Completely sheathed in metal 
-gives full 4 to 1 amplifica- 
tion without howling or 
squealing. Base is 255/s" x 
334 ", height only 2 inches - 
ideal for either base or panel 
mounting. Core is best la- 
minated steel giving highest 
transference of tc 
energy. Each $4.50 

DEALERS: Write or wire for our attractive 
dealers' discounts on radio apparatus we manu- 
facture -ready for immediate shipment. New 
price and discount sheet just issued. 

Renewed Bakelite Dial 
Solid Bakelite throughout - 
highly polished. Has extra 
large, tapered knob which 
fits the fingers perfectly. 
The Knurling is particularly 
fine and sharp. Graduated 0' 

to 100 ", all markings clearly 
defined in white and stamp- 
ed into the solid Bakelite- 
won't wear off. Stops on re- 
verse side prevent turning 
too far. 
BC -7 -Dial, 4" $1.75 diam., each 
BC -S -Dial, 31/4" $1.50 d:am., each...... . 

CATALOG: Send 10e. in stamps for The 
Benwood Catalog and Price List, also complete 
catalog and price list of DeForest Radio Equip- 
ment. 

'WORLD -WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE" 

1112 OLIVE ST. ST. LOUIS, MO. 

High Speed Wireless Transmitter 
Improved VIBROPLEX M artin 

Transmits wireless signals at any desired speed. Easy to operate. Enables you 
to quickly and easily qualify as a first class wireless sender. Holds all speed and 
long- distance sending records. Used by amateurs and wireless operators in every 
part of the world. No wireless set complete without this HIGH SPEED WIRE- 
LESS TRANSMITTER. More than 85,000 in daily use. 

Equipped with Improved Trunnion Lever, and Extra Heavy Contact Points Throughout. 
Shipped Anywhere on Receipt of Price 

JAPANNED BASE $17 NICKEL- PLATED BASE $10 
Remit by Money Order or Registered Mail 

Order Direct Front 
THE VIBROPLEX CO. Inc., Dept. WA. 825 Broadway, NEW YORK 

The Vibroplex used by Code In- 
structors of Radio Institute of Am- 
erica, (formerly Marconi Institute), 
America's Foremost School for In- struction in Radio Telegraphy, in 
Teaching Code Reception. 
The Vibroplex Is Sold on an Iron - 
('lad Guarantee of Complete Satis- 
faction. 

J. E. ALBRIGHT 
President 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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"Sa Om" 
We have complete stocks of 
C W and spark transmitting ap- 
paratus, parts and supplies. 

The Famous Grebe Receivers 
are our specialty. 

We carry only the best in ama- 
teur Radio Equipment. 

Order from your dealer. 

PHILADELPHIA WIRELESS SALES CORPORATION 
Formerly Philadelphia School of Wireless Telegraphy 

1533 PINE ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

NOW IN STOCK 

Year Book Wireless Telegraphy, 1922 
Price $6.00 

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc., 326 Broadway, New York 

IF QUALITY counts, bear in mind that Ace equipment speaks 
for itself. An Ace type TRU Concert Receptor can be placed 

in your parlor, and is in a class with your piano or finest phonograph. 

$50. $50. 

Licensed under Armstrong 
Patent No. 1,113,149 

For electrical efficiency we claim our TRU to be equal or superior to any similar 
equipment now on the market. 

A very important point to be considered in purchasing a Concert Receiver is the 
proposed change of wave lengths of broadcasting stations. The majority of Radio 
receivers now on the market would be worthless should this change be effected. Our 
receiver is arranged for immediate adaptation to this change by even a most inexperi- 
enced person. 

Better investigate -we have literature for the asking. 

THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
2437 -39 Gilbert Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Lead -in Insulators 
From 3 Inches to 22 Inches 

Long, With Rod or Hole 

MADE OF PARAMOLD 
A Hard Rubber Compound 

1-IO.PEWELL 

Points the Way To 
Better Insulation 

Radio Department 
HOPEWELL INSULATION 

& %IFG. CO. 
HOPEWELL, VA. 

JOY - KELSEY CORPORATION 
RADIO EOUIPHENT 

4021 West KinsieSt. Chicago III. 

1 

Saves time, labor and is accurate 

"PREPARED RADIO 
MEASUREMENTS" 

By R. R. Batcher 
Price 82.00 

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. 
326 BROADWAY NEW YORK 
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PARAGON 
the PIONEER 

1915 First regenerative receiver ever manufactured bore the name PARAGON. 

1916 First Trans -continental Amateur Reception (New York to California; not pre-ar- 
ranged) effected with a PARAGON Type RA -6 Receiver. 

1916 First Trans -continental Amateur Transmission (New York to California; not pre- 
arranged) effected by PARAGON designed transmitter. 

1917 -1918 PARAGON acknowledged supreme on Western Front. 

1921 -First Trans -Atlantic Amateur reception effected with PARAGON receiving equipment, 
at which time 27 different amateurs scattered thruout the Eastern section of the 
United States registered signals at Ardrossan. 

THERE'S A REASON 

ADAMS-MORGAN CO. 
Manufacturers 

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J. 

WARNING! 
While we try to adequately 

supply the newsstand demand 
for The WIRELESS AGE the 
safe way of getting your copy 
is to give to your newsdealer a 
standing order or place your 
yearly subscription with him. 
Now is a good time to do it. 

WE MAKE THE MOST POPULAR 
LINE OF BINDING POSTS 

IN AMERICA 
Jobbers and 

Manufacturers 

Commander Ensign Ace Buddy Midget 

Write for 
Bulletin No. 10 

Immediate 
Deliveries 

THE H. H. EBY MANUFACTURING CO. 605 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Home Course of Radio Training 
This new home course of radio training. which has been developed for the benefit of those who cannot attend the Institute personally. 

Is the same course used at the Institute. It includes everything from basic principles of electricity and magnetism to actual operation of 
commercial radio equipment, including arc and tube transmitters. It also includes the same text books used in the Institute classes. as well as 
a buzzer set of greatly improved design with a variable automatic transmitter for code practice. 

'l'he graduates of the Radio Institute of America enjoy a great and exclusive advantage in the close connection existing between the 
Institute and the Radio Corporation of America, the world's largest radio manufacturing and commercial radio company. 

Prominent executives in the radio field are former students of the Institute. The Radio Corporation employs thousands of men, in its 
executive departments, on ships and at shore stations and in factories and laboratories. A large percentage of these men are graduates of 
the Institute. 

The Radio Institute of America has been an established and successful institution for over fifteen years. The year round average at- 
tendance in its classrooms is now 298 students per month. It has trained over 6,000 men. 96% of whom have successfully engaged in this 
new branch of science and industry. 

You, too. can be successful in this new field if you properly train yourself by means of the Home Study Course of the Institute. Radio 
offers an unlimited opportunity for future advancement -why not take advantage of it? Write for our booklet and further details -NOW. 

HOME STUDY DIVISION 

326 Broadway 

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA 
(Formerly Marconi Institute) 

New York 

\1i.cn ... to dcrrtí.cr. 1,1c se Inc" ,11 T11E \\'IILEI.ESS :\1;1.: 
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899 BOYLSTON ST. 
BOSTON, MASS. 

elaTITII 

TEL. 
BACK BAY 

5 9 6 4 

You are urged to investigate the ADVANTAGES offered by 
the EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE, New England's OLDEST, 
LARGEST and BEST EQUIPPED radio school. Successful grad- 
uates are found in responsible radio positions all over the world. 
Why not be one? 

REMEMBER: Our ORGANIZATION with YEARS of 
PHENOMENAL EXPERIENCE and SUCCESS is behind every 
man who enrolls! 

"Ask any man in Radio -he will tell you!" 
Our illustrated prospectus for the asking. 

F. D. PITTS, Director. 

KQV- Pittsburgh, Pa.- Broadcasting Stations- Washington, D. C.-WMU 

Dependable Radio Equipment 
All orders with remittance promptly delivered, Post or Express paid. 

Always a large and varied stock of most modern and reliable Radio Equip- 
ment and Parts. 

Stromberg -Carlson 
No. 2 -A Headset 

$7.50 

(Immediate Deliveries on All Items Listed) 

:\eriola Senior Westinghouse Receiver $ 65.00 
Aerinla Grand Westinghouse Receiver 325.00 
1)e Forest Radiohome Set DT 700 less Bat- 

teries, Bulbs and Headset 36.00 
DeForest 2 -stage Amplifier DT 800 less Bulbs 

and Batteries 35.00 
Simplex Variometers 5.00 
King Amplitone Horns 12.00 
lloltzer -Cabot Headset 7.50 
UV 201 Radiotron Amplifier Bulbs, each 6.50 
No. 766 Eveready VT Batteries, each 3.00 
Gould 6 volt, 60 -80 ampere Storage Batteries 19.00 R -3 Magnavox 

Loud Speaker 
Enclose Certified Check or P. O. Money Order 

with Orders. $45.00 

DOUBLEDAY -HILL ELECTRIC CO. 
WASHINGTON, D. C.- Dealers: Write for Discount -PITTSBURGH, PA. 

yll`1111 
1/H4ï Innn, 

VEACTURED BY 
eOLON ELECTRIC 

aiawENrcosnwY GENERAL SATES AGENT 
asrosessomamentr 

The Crystal Radio Receiver with the Seven Points of Su- 
periority that has already achieved its success in New York 
City. 

10,000 Sets Sold in Six Weeks 
Executive Office 1834 Broadway New York City 

. ''. 
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HORNE 
Radio 

Products 
are stocked 

by leading jobbers 

The Famous No. 315 Series 

Variometers 
possess the following exclusive 
features: 
1 Adjustable Clips, convenient for 
either panel or table mounting. 
2. A specially prepared rigid stator, 
winding with a minimum of di -elec- 
tIic. 
3. Direct flexible leads -no wiping 
contacts. 
4. Convenient nickel -plated binding 
posts. 
Distributed by the leading New York and Boston 
jot bers and the DeVeau- Bartling Co., Detroit; 
Urited Radio & Electric Co., Chicago: Hartzell - 
Sales Co.. Huntington, W. Va.; Carter Electric 
Co.. Atlanta; Atlantic Radio Sales Co.. Dallas 
and the 0 -13 Radio Co.. Omaha. 

HORNE 
Manufacturing Co. 

Gen. Officer: Hudson Terminal Bldg. 
30 Church Street New York City 

Factory and Works: Jersey City, N. J. 

RADIO 
and other Electrical Inventions patented 

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE 
Patent Lawyers 

Washington, D. C. Established 1861. 

We have with us four late members of 
the Examining corps of the United Statu 
Patent Office. Correspondence Invited. 
Other offices: New York, Chicago, Denver, 

Seattle. 
Trade marks registered in United States 

and foreign countries. 

1920 Year Book Wireless Tele- 
graphy and Telephony - $4.00 

WIRELESS PRESS, Inc. 
326 Broadway New York City 
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"Read 'Em" 

Binding Posts 
17 Styles 

Antenna 
Ground 
Condenser 
Tickler 
Variable Cnden..r 
A- Battery -- 
A -Battery - 
B -Battery -l- 

B -Battery - 
Plate 
Detector 
Phones 
Secondary 
Primary 
Grid 
Filament 

A Positive and B Negative Battery Pest 

Packed in Cartons 
25 or 50 Each Style 

Quality 
The quality built into every post is 

consistent with the high Marshall - 
Gerken standard. "Read 'Em" 
binding posts are a distinct aid to 
correct hook -up and add materially 
to the appearance and efficiency of 
any set. They are standard with 
discriminating users. 

Write for Bulletin 

The friar's/i all - GeM el z Coe 
ProduCz` Qualii y AZIO 

MAN" UFAC TETHER S TR'S UTORS 
Toledo, Ohio, U. 8../4.. 

Price $12.00 
F. O. B. New York City Tj. Compare 

11 0 It with 
ANY. 
IT 
SPEAKS 

VW-- FOR 
ITSELF. Pats 

Pend' 

NOTICE: All Infringers of this de- 
vice will be vigorously prosecuted 

Listen to the Concerts, News, and Dance with a 
KING "AM- PLI -TONE" 

Just slip your head phones on the "AM- PLI -TONE" and you and your 
friends will be SURPRISED. Polished Cast Aluminum Body with Nickel 
Plated Base and Horn. No Sheet Metal is used, the "Tinny" Sound is Left 
Out. The VOLUME is DOUBLED because TWO head phones are 
blended into one POWERFUL tone. 
A BIG HIT, A BIG SELLER AND IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES. 
DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS, WHAT MORE CAN YOU ASK? 

Write today for territory 

82 Church Street, New York City. THE KING AM- PLI -TONE 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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The Condenser 
With a Conscience 

The "Standard" Condenser 
The superiority of design and craftsmanship will 
Instantly 

APPEAL TO THE CRITICAL USER 
Furnished from stock, fully assembled and tested, at 

LESS THAN PRE -WAR PRICES. 
11 plates $2.35 23 plates $2.85 43 plates $3.60 
Sent prepaid east of \IlsslsslpPt on receipt of price. 
For western States and to Colonies add IOe; for 
Canada, 25e. 

FULLY GUARANTEED 
Money hark if not satisfied. Just return by insured 
Parcel Post within 5 clays. 

ALUMINUM HORNS 
Superior in sound, ready for attaching to your 
RECEIVER- 512.00 each, t. 0. b. New York. 

We can also furnish in any desired quantity -Con- 
denser Parts. Varlometers and pans, Horns, Sockets 
1 -2 -3 mounting, Switches, Jacks, Plugs. 
All of highest "standard" quality at the right price. 

STANDARD RADIO PRODUCTS CO. 
207 Fulton Street - - New York 

WIRELESS OPERATORS WANTED 

LEARN WIRELESS Spa eoTim, 
The demand for experts exceeds supply. Pays bid sal- 
aries. $125 to $250 a month to $10,000 a year and more. 
Our home course will make you an expert operator to 
shortest possible time. Instruction by radio experts. We give you Rest Theory, Text-Books and Two Instru- 
ments Free, the wonderful Omnigraph used by U. S. Gort In examinations for license -and 

FREE v-- Tube Radio Phone and Code Set 
41 Given Free with Professional 

Course 
Special Low Cost, Quick, Simple 
Amateur Wireless Course 

Qualifies You for Amateur Li- 
cense. Send for booklet, "How te 
Become a W Orelees Operator." 

The famous New York Wireless Institute 
FREE LEARN- O-GRAPB 154 F Nassau Street 

Code Sender New York, N. Y. 

rims_ 
q5T 

A iMAGAÌINE DEVOTED 
I'O AMATEUR WIRELESS 
OflUa : Organ: .4me'kao Radio Relay League 

New Developments, C.W.Transmission, 
Vacuum Tube Circuits, Regenerative 
Receivers, Underground and Loop 
Antennas. Radiotelephony: Relaying, 
Operating Department Work. all 
A.R.R.L. News; Humorous Stories by 
The Old Man. All these and many 
more are included in QST. 

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER 
Regular price $2.00 per year, 20 cents 
per copy. Introductory rate: 7- months 
subscription for $ I and attached coupon. 

PIN A DOLLAR BILL TO COUPON 
AND MAIL IT TODAY! 

i 

RETURN COUPON 
American Radio Relay League, 
Hartford, Conn. 

Enclosed find $ 1 ; please enter my trial 
subscription to QST for 7 months. 
Name .. 

Address 

THE WIRELESS AGE AUGUST, 1922 

T vpe R Z Radak Receiving 
Set, Clapp- Eastham's 

newest achievement 
(Licensed under Armstrong 

U. S. Pat. 1,113.149) 

Radar 
Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Potent Office 

Means Simplified Radio 
CLAPP -EASTHAM'S long career in engineering and 

manufacturing has been devoted to Radio exclusively. 
Its constant aim has been to make Radio simple and 

easy for the novice. In the Type R Z Radak Receiving Set 
shown above the very highest development of this aim has 
been realized. 

This new set brings in signals, message and music with 
amazing clearness and loudness, responding tc wave lengths 
as great as 3,000 meters. The effects obtained are unsur- 
passed by any set made today, whatever the price- especial- 
ly when used with the Radak Electric Ampliphone. 

Combines features of Clapp -Eastham Type E R Regenera- 
tive Receiver, with two stages of amplification in one cabi- 
net. Extremely simple to operate. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Cabinet: Solid mahogany, dull finish. Hinged cove-, Compartment 

for B battery. 
Panel: Condensite, dull finish black; white lettering. 
Dials: Indestructible metal, black with white lettering. 
Binding Posts: Hard rubber composition. 
Condensers: Balanced type, built as a Vernier; two rotary, three 

stationary plates. 
Antenna Inductance: Wound on formica tube. 
Plate Inductance: Wound on molded ball. 
Switch: Fan blade. 
Rheostat: Clapp -Eastham type H 400. 
Circuit: Single circuit regenerative. 
Price: $100, complete as above. 

Ask to see this unusual set at the store where you usually buy 
electrical goods. If the dealer does not carry the Clapp- Eastham line. 
he may obtain same through his jobber. 

Newest catalogue complete with the most up-to -date sets as well 
as other radio equipment sent you for 6c. 

Radak Electra 
Ampliphone 

Does not distort the 
tone. 

Especially successful 
with type R Z Radak 
Yet. Price: S'S 

CLAPP -EASTHAM COMPANY 
101 MAIN STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Radio Equipment Exclusively. Established 1906 

DON'T FORGET that WIRELESS AGE advertisers like to know 
where you saw their advertisemer..t. 

When writing to them give this information. 
It will be appreciated. 

KEYSTONE VARIABLE CONDENSERS 

21 Plate, $3.55 43 Plate, $4.50 
Our selection of materials and built -up type design gives assurance of 
low energy loss and high efficiency. 

Agents and Jobbers write for information. 

KEYSTONE MOTOR COMPANY, Oaks, Montg. Co., Pa. 

When wri,in,z u :. i'rtisera please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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AMSCO 
IMPROVED 

RHEOSTAT 
Nina.. of the 
best material 
obtainable. 
'r,a,d in our 
laboratory for 
the maximum 
degree of 
efficiency 

n 
1)1(1 1i t 

reread 

Resistance 6 Ohms, carries 1j; Amperes 
current. 

Designed for use as either a table or 
panel instrument. 

Indestructible Condensite base, all metal 
parts phosphor bronze, polished nickel. 

Price $1.10. Shipping weight 1 lb. 
We also manufacture variable condensers, 

detectors. etc. 
DEALERS -ATTENTION 

Do business direct with the manufacturer. 
ADVANCE METAL 

STAMPING CO. 
Dept. WA -101 

17 Thompson St.. 
New York. N. Y. 

Immediate Delivery 
on all standard makes of Radio Ap- 
paratus. No matter what instrument you 
desire send us your order for quick ship- 
ment. Chicago Amateurs: Come and in- 
spect our new apparatus; largest stock in 
the Middle \Vest. Open all day Saturday. 

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., Inc. 
508 South Dearborn St., Cln,,nm, III. 

THE WIRELESS AGE 

W1TH the com- 
pletion of our 
splendid n e w 

factory at Richmond 
Hill, A. V., the Grebe 
high standard of qual- 
ity will be maintained 
-and the production 
quadrupled. 

t:;;137'ÌÌHÌ I t.q HI 

,oeti 
WHEN OPERATORS ARE WANTED 

Send for Free Illustrated Booklet 

"The Best 
Radio School 

in the East" 

Radio companies are constantly asking us for graduates to fill 
good positions. They come to us because our long experience in 
teaching and our fully equipped laboratories have made this 
school the best in the East. 

Enter our class today and, in a few months, you will be prepared 
to fill an attractive, well -paying job in land or ship stations. 

Complete course covers 

Arc, Spark and Vacuum Tube Systems 

149 EAST 86TH ST., NEW YORK N.Y. 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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"As good as BRANDES" 

MATCHED TCHED TONE 
is a trade -mark registered 
in the U.S. Patent Office. 

"ß- 718" 

IT often happens that when a 
radio enthusiast asks for a 
Brandes Matched Tone head- 

set, he is offered a pair of tele- 
phones, which, he is told, are "as 
good as Brandes." 

To be "as good as Brandes" a 
headset must have behind it the 
cumulative experience of fourteen 
years -an experience which re- 
flects itself not only in the high 
quality and super- sensitiveness 
and ruggedness of Br an d e s 
Matched Tone headsets, but also 
in a remarkably low price. Four- 
teen years' experience is not ac- 
quired in a week or two. 

C. BRANDES, Inc. 
Wireless Headset Specialists 

Dept. WA 

237 Lafayette Street New York City 

"Dayton" 
Variable Condenser 

Designed by R. S. Copp. formerly with 
the Engineering Division of the Air 

Service Radio Laboratories. 

CONSTRUCTION 
This condenser is of very sturdy con- 

struction, the plates being of hard 
aluminum; the movable plates are se- 
cured by an extra large shaft screw with 
large spacers, insuring against slippage 
of rotary plates. The stationary plates 
are secured by three screws thru high 
grade formica plates. There are no slid- 
ing contacts, the connection to the rotary 
plates is obtained by means of an extra 
flexible wire soldered to shaft, making 
an absolute contact at all times. This 
condenser is fitted with fibre stop to pre- 
vent going past zero setting. 

EFFICIENCY 
High frequency resistance is extremely low. Best of dielectric strength 

due to high grade of insulating ends, no moulded composition used. Highest 
grade of formica used throughout. Capacity at zero is very low. 34 -plate con- 
denser has a capacity of .000031 and I8 -plate has .00002 at zero setting. 

18 -PLATE CONDENSER TYPE 18 P. C., PRICE $3.95 
This 18 -plate condenser has the same capacity as the average 2I -plate 

condenser (.0005 Mf.) due to larger plates and close separation of platea. 
34 -PLATE CONDENSER TYPE 34 P. C., PRICE $4.80 

This condenser has the same capacity as the average 43 -plate condenser 
(.001 Mf. ) 

BAKELITE KNOB AND DIAL - - $1.00 EXTRA 
Sold on an absolute guarantee. 

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers, write immediately 
for attractive proposition. 

Can make prompt delivery. 

THE A -C ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO. 
Makers of Electrical Devices ter over 20 years 

AUGUST, 1922 

SMALL ADS OF 
BIG INTEREST 
A MEETING PLACE FOR 
BUYERS AND SELLERS 

Spare In this department coati oNr 
65 cents a line. Minimum imam 
seven linee. Payable in adeans.. 

le your Ivey better; Patent your im- 
provements. A good patent may lead to wealth. But note: patents are no better 
than their claims. Be sure your patent is as good as your invention. Consult Lamb 
& Co., Solicitors of Patents, Trade -marks and Copyrights, 1419 G Street, N. W., 
Washington. D. C. 

PATENTS -Send for free book. Contains valuable information for inventors. Send 
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion 
of its patentable nature. Prompt service. 
(Twenty years' experience.) Talbert & Talbert, 460 Talbert Bldg., Washington, 
D. C. 

BARGAINS -As Long As They Last - 
De Forest DT -800 two -stage Amplifiers, 
$22.75 each; Cabinet Type Vacuum Tube 
Detectors with Condenser and Variocoupler 
Tuning, $20. each; Approved 100 -ampere 
600 -volt 5 -inch break Ground Switches 
$2.25 each. Sent postpaid on receipt of 
price, or parcel post collect on receipt of 
order. LUDWIG HOMMEL & COMPANY. 
530 Fernando St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES 
with offices in Pittsburgh, Pa., and Huntington, 
W. Va., calling upon the best jobbing outlets for 
Radio Equipment, are open for a line of Head 
Phones, also complete Radio Receiving Sets and 
Parts of all kinds. Manufacturers, here is your 
opportunity to make a connnectfon for high 
class representation, which you will need as 
soon as the present abnormal demand is sup- 
plied, and we approach a buyers' market. 
Address HAItTZELL SALES COMPANY, Hun- 
tington, W. Va. 
SPECIAL-5% discount on orders over $2.00; 
10% over $10.00. Send your order for any 
standard apparatus at these discounts. All orders 
sent postpaid. Kellogg 2400 ohm phones, $10.00. 
Murdock No. 56 3000 ohm phones, $6.00. Radio - 
tron U V 201 amplifier tubes, $6.50; U V 200 
detector tubes, $5.00. Homchargers for charging 
6 -volt storage batteries from A.C. lamp socket, 
$18.50. N.P. switch points, doz. 30e.; stops, 4c. 
Switch levers I" or 14' radius, 50c. Attractive 
binding posts, 10c. Hipco 22% volt "B" batteries. 
$3.00. Immediate delivery. 
C. CHAMBERLAIN BEREA. OHIO 

INVENTORS: Protect your invention through 
A. M. Wilson, Inc., Washington, D. C. Over 20 
years of efficient, expert, confidential service. 
Skilled in Radio- Electrical. Chemical, and Mechan- 
ical f.elds. Our 1922 Illustrated Booklet, giving 
much necessary and very useful information which 
every inventor should know, will be sent free upon 
request. Prompt and careful attention. Highest 
references. Moderate fees. Send sketch or model 
for our careful opinion and preliminary advice. 
Write today to A. M. WILSON, INC.. 312 -18 
Victor Building, Washington, D. C. (Successor 
to business established in 1891 by A. M. Wilson.) 

Solder Your Connections 

n u big e 

for best resalta. Get the "Wonder" s Self Heating 
Iron. Use it anywhere without stove. No workshop 
complete without it. Cheap to operate. Generates 
own vapor in two minute,. Absolutely safe -a child 
can operate. Nothing to get out of order. Use it as a 
blow torch also. Boxed complete with solder, raia- 

and full soldering directions. Send No 
Money- just your name and address on a post card. 
When the postman delivers. pay hin. 52.50. 

North r Shore 
Nell,. dY Works, Dept C -600 

810 Davis Street. Evanston. 111. 

Jenkins Vernier Rheostat 
Indispensable f o r 
adjustment on 
Radio Frequency 
and Detector 
Tubes. Patent in- 
stant cut -off switch. 
Write for folder. 

Liberal Discounts ro Dealers and Jobber. 

JLjeiíkiri8i°G 
59 E.Ven Buren St. 

rincaso 
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AN EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS! 
__:ntssamsMIIIV ELEMENTARY 

TEXT BOOK ON 
WIRELESS 

VACUUM TUBES 
By 

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART 

Member of the 
American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers. 

Author of 
"Thermionic Tubes in 
Radio Telegraphy and 

Telephony." 

53.00 post paid 

This very latest book on vacuum tubes, written in the 
style you are used to and illustrated by drawings of the 
kind to which you are accustomed, has only just been pub- 
lished. 

It is the second book on tubes by John Scott -Taggart, 
who has written more about this subject than any other 
author in the world, and who has achieved a well- deserved 
reputation. Many of his articles have been written for 
"The Wireless Age." 

Written solely for the experimenter and student. 
Many radio schools have adopted it as their standard book on 

tubes. 
- 

If you are a radio experimenter you will buy this book the mo- 
ment you see it. It is bang full of practical circuits and informa- 
tion. There is no other book on the market which gives you the 
final results of years of practical experience of commercial and 
amateur radio workers. You are given the BEST circuits for every 
purpose. 

There is no book which gives such a full account of vacuum 
tube transmitters and radiotelephony. Many of the circuits are 
published for the first tinte. 

Remember that this book is written by a professional wireless en- 
gineer who knows your needs and is recommended and backed by us. 

A mass of practical information at a reasonable price. 240 pap 
130 diagrams. 

A large book (9 in. by 6 in. by 1 in.) handsomely bound in BLUE. 

A second Edition was called for within a month of publication. 
This speaks for itself. Sales are very rapidly rising. 

CONTENTS 
Fleming Valves -The three -electrode vacuum tube 

and its applications-cascade vacuum tube amplifiers 
-Principles of regenerative amplification and self - 
oscillation- Regenerative reception of wireless signals 
-Continuous wave receiving circuits -Vacuum tube 
transmitters- Radio-telephony systems employing vacu- 
um tubes -Further vacuum tube applications. 

ORDER YOUR COPY AT ONCE 
Ask your wireless dealer or order direct ($3.09 post paid) from 

JOHN FIRTH & CO., 18 Broadway, New York City 

Radio Panels and Parts 

\ COZEN 

Start your set right. Pay particular attention to "insula- 
tion." Get a good panel and dependable parts. To make 
sure that you do get them look for the dealer displaying this 
sign: 

C ELORON 
RADIO PANEL SERVICE 

CONDENSITE CELORON PANELS and PARTS are right. You 
can bank on them, for this strong, handsome, waterproof material (ap- 
proved by the Navy Department, Department of Engineering) is ex- 
tremely high in surface and volume resistivity and dielectric strength. 
It machines readily, engraves without "feathering," and takes a beauti- 
ful natural finish -polished or dull. This is why it is so widely used 
for panels, tube bases, mountings, variable condenser endplates, tubes, 
dials, knobs, handles, bushings, etc. We can machine all of these parts 
to your specifications. 

Send today for our Radio Panel Guide 
Are you an enthusiast? This Guide describes our panels in detail -tells how 
they are made and what they cost. Are you a radio dealer? Learn about 
Celoron Radio Panel Service and how easily and profitably it enables you to 
supply your customers with panels ,and parts fully machined and engraved to 
their specifications. Write for our Special Dealer's Proposition today. 

Diamond State Fibre Company 
Bridgeport (near Philadelphia), Pa. 

Branch Factory and Warehouse, Chicago Offices in principal cities 
In Canada: Diamond State Fibre Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE WIRELESS AGE 
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COMPLETE 273.00 (erect aerial, insert tubes) 
hook on batteries -and listen 

UnexcellecijorRaclio Telephone Reception 
DO you want to hear all the broadcasting 

stations within 1000 miles? Do you want 
a receiving outfit acknowledged by leading 
amateurs to be "unexcelled for Radio Tele- 
phone reception ?" Do you want a tuner 24% 
more selective than its famous predecessor? 
Do you want to practice real economy by buy- 
ing an outfit that will render more value per 
dollar over years of service than cheaper sets? 

The men who first sent messages across the 
Atlantic in the recent A. R. R. L. tests have se- 
lected, from their wealth of experience, the 
equipment shown above as unsurpassed in 
radio. This set would be a handsome addition 
to the most tastefully furnished home. It is an 
outfit that anyone can use successfully, without 
previous experience, to entertain a group of 
friends. And it is also an outfit that in the 
hands of an expert, accomplishes record- break- 
ing results. 

Tested, proven units are combined to make 
a complete set without a weak link. The tuner 
is the famous Paragon R. A. Ten regenerative 
receiver, -the world's leading short wave 
tuner. To this is added its companion instru- 
ment, Paragon D A 2 Vacuum Tube Detector 
and two -step amplifier. Then comes the Radio 

Magnavox, which sends wireless telephone 
concerts as well as code, clearly all over a 
room or hall without detracting from the orig- 
inal tonal qualities. For sharp tuning head 
phones are provided -Baldwin type "C," 
standard of the world. Every item of accessory 
equipment is supplied-of a quality consistent 
with the Paragon instruments that form the 
heart of this set. This includes 3 Radiotron 
vacuum tubes, 3 Eveready "B" Batteries, 1 

60 -80 Ampere -hour storage battery, specially 
built for radio work, and our Number 3 antenna 
equipment, with wire and insulators for a 4 wire 
100 ft. aerial, lead -in wire, ground clamp, etc. 

Not a single item is omitted for a complete 
installation. The actual work of installation is 
reduced to a minimum. Simply put up your 
aerial, insert tubes, hook on batteries, make an 
easy ground connection -and you are ready 
to listen. 

The price complete is $273.00. Quality con- 
sidered, we confidently recommend this outfit 
as today's best buy in radio. If you live in 
New York examine this equipment at the Con- 
tinental store. If you live further away, order 
by mail. Shipment immediately by express, ac- 
companied by the Continental guarantee of 
satisfaction. 

CONTINENTAL 
RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORP. 
Dept. E 6 Warren Street, NEW YORK CITY 

"NEW YORK'S LEADING WIRELESS HOUSE" 
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